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The phonological analysis of Modern Standard Hindi presented  
in this thesis is based on the phonological principles of Form 
Content Linguistics.  The root of this theory can be associated to 
Ferdinand de Saussure„s Course de Linguistics Generale (1916). The 
theory has been developed by Professor William Diver and his 
students at Columbia University. Besides N.S Trubetzkoy of the 
Prague School, Prof. William Diver was also greatly benefited from 
his teacher Andre Martinet, in the development of phonological 
theory and presented  in terms of the five orientations as the 
principles of classification, namely-physiological mechanism, human 
behavior, communication, acoustic medium, and vision, as the 
motivating principles for departures from the non-random 
distribution of the phonological units, both syntagmatically and 
paradigmatically.  
 In the Introduction, we  have dealt with the historical settings 
of Modern Standard Hindi, the procedures  utilized  in the collection 
and analysis  of the data, the theoretical principles of Form – 
Content linguistics  that motivate  the phonological analysis, and 
scope of the study  in sections A,B, C and D, respectively. 
 In chapter I, we have made an attempt to briefly present  the 
physiological base of Modern Standard Hindi in terms of 
 2 
physiological mechanism in the paradigmatic makeup and the 
syntagmatic distribution of phonological units of Hindi.  
 Section A of this chapter deals with the postulation of 
phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi in terms of two 
physiological variables, namely; articulators and apertures. The 
phonological units are presented diagrammatically in the 
phonological grid  (Diagram 1-1). The phonological grid is a network 
of horizontal  and vertical lines, representing  nine articulators  and 
eight  apertures,  (degrees of apertures are subjected  to two broad 
divisions, namely; constriction versus opening and the clearly 
audible versus less clearly audible.  It has been noted that the 
phonological grid is different from the “phonemic inventory” which  
is traditionally  based on the substitution–distribution criteria used 
by the American structuralists. 
 In section B, we have evaluated the impact of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators on the paradigmatic make up of the 
consonantal units and their frequency of occurrence in the 
monosyllabic words in Modern Standard Hindi. We have set up a 
scale of adroitness for the articulators, with the apex as the most 
adroit, the dorsum (and the labium) as more adroit, the medium as 
less adroit, and the post-dorsum as the least adroit. In accordance 
with this scale relationship, we predicted that the apical  consonants 
should be most favored both in the number of units  and their 
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frequency of usage  in the words, followed by the labial or dorsal 
consonants, the medial consonants, and the post-dorsal consonants 
in that order. It has been amply demonstrated through the actual 
frequency counts that the paradigmatic and the syntagmatic 
distribution of phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi fully 
conforms to our expectations. 
 In Chapter II, we have assessed the impact of human 
behavior  on both the  paradigmatic  make up  and the syntagmatic  
distribution of the phonological  units of Modern Standard Hindi.  
 This chapter broadly covers two aspects of human behavior, 
namely the relative preference of gross articulatory movements, 
(fewer versus more, etc.) over fine articulatory movements and the 
human behavior  justification for the phonological grid.  
 In section A, we have take up three main dichotomies among 
the phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi that are motivated 
by the human trait of preferring fewer articulators over more 
articulators. The  dichotomies, voiced  versus voiceless consonants, 
unsaspirated versus  aspirated among the stops, and oral versus 
nasal vowels, are characterized  by use of an extra articulator. It is 
seen that  phonological units which employ fewer articulators  like 
the voiceless,  unaspirtated, and non-nasal (vowels) units are 
preferred  over the voiced, aspirated, and nasal (vowels) units 
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because  the latter utilizes  more articulators in their production and 
therefore, requires greater precision of control. 
In section B, the second type of phonological skewings are 
explained  in terms of apico-dental units being preferred over the 
apico-palatal units. It has been shown that it is easy for the apex to 
contact dentum, an adjacent point of articulation. Thus, apico-
palated consonants require greater precision and are disfavored 
over their apico-dental counterparts. The disfavoring for apico-
palatal consonants have been shown by comparing number  of units 
and frequency counts  of apico-dental and apico-palatal consonants. 
In section C, we have evaluated the impact of the assimilative 
trait  of neighboring  phonological units that are manifest in the 
combinatory phonology of Modern Standard Hindi. Neighboring  
phonological  units tend not to be precisely different from each 
other  to avoid fine precisely  coordinated movements and therefore 
assimilate to become similar.  
In section D, we have dealt with the impact of the degree of 
aperture change on the combination of the phonological units. It 
has been argued that large change of aperture requires less 
precision of movements. As a result they are favored over small 
changes of apertures because they require fine and precise 
movements and coordinations. We also find that among the 
monosyllabic words, the frequency of such combinations are more 
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which  utilize large changes of aperture. This is again perfectly in 
conformity with our expectations. 
In section E, we have shown that human behavior orientation 
provides reinforcement to the validity of the phonological  units in 
the grid (Diagram 1-1), established on physiological factors  in 
terms of the physiological mechanism. 
In Chapter III, an attempt has been made to assess the role 
of communication in the phonology of Modern Standard Hindi. 
In section A, we have dealt with the impact of communication 
on the paradigm of most of the phonological units of Modern 
Standard Hindi presented  in the phonological  grid  (Diagram 1-1). 
We have presented the  phonemic inventory of Modern Standard 
Hindi also, by way of contrast through minimal  and sub-minimal 
pairs of words. We established 56 elemental units of communication  
„phonemes‟  for Modern Standard Hindi, of which are consonants 
and 20 are vowels.  
In section B, we studied the combinatory pattern of 
phonological units that is again motivated by communication. Here, 
it is again  discussed and illustrated with  a list of examples  that 
consonantal interchange in the initial and final position in the CVC 
words bring about the formation of two well defined  with entirely 
different meanings in Hindi. Here, we have also assessed the impact 
of communication and the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators for 
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the relative preference among consonantal units  in the CVC words 
of Modern Standard Hindi. We have clearly shown through statistical 
counts the preference for the voiceless stops over the voiced stops 
and the favoring of unsapirated stops over their aspirated 
counterparts in the word final position which is clearly motivated  by 
the low communicative load to this position. In all instances, we 
also found that the favored phonological units are additionally 
favored  at the expense of the disfavored  units in the final positions 
of the words. However, the preference of favored units is slightly 
reduced to the advantage of the less favored units in the initial 
positions of the words. This disparity in the distribution of 
phonological units in the two positions of the words is brought  
about by the  factor of communication.   
In section C, we deal with the harmony which creates a 
communicative problem, we have shown that such type of 
homonymy is easily tolerated by Modern Standard Hindi. We have 
given examples to look show the homonymy being created  as a 
result of final desperation at the end of the word.  
In chapter IV, we deal with the impact of some selected  
acoustic aspects  that have a bearing on the makeup and 
distribution of phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi. 
We, therefore, provide a theoretical  basis to  divide the 
lexical units into the monosyllabic, bisyllabic, and  longer words in 
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Modern Standard Hindi  on the basis  of the combinations of 
keystone and flanking units.  
In section B, we provided acoustic explanation for medium-
dorsum mass as  most preferred  for the production of vowels.  
The medium–dorsum mass determines the size of the two 
resonant cavities which ultimately affect the quality of vowels.  
In section C, we evaluate with the impact of acoustic 
explanation of the lip rounding of back –dorsal vowels.  
In chapter V, we have made an attempt to evaluate the 
impact of vision  as an orienting principle on the phonology  of 
Modern Standard Hindi. We have made comparison between labial 
and non-labial consonants in the initial and final positions of the 
word. It was argued that the increased frequency of the labial 
consonants in some instances could well be attributed to the 
visibility impact of the labial articulator, in the initial position of the 
word. 
In the last chapter of the thesis we have made an attempt to 
present summary and conclusions. We briefly summarize the 
individual chapters of the thesis, beginning with the Introduction, 
where the historical setting of Modern Standard Hindi, techniques 
for the collection of data , theoretical background and scope of the 
study have been discussed. We also present a brief summary of 
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physiological mechanism, human behavior, communication, acoustic 
medium and vision in Chapter I through 5, respectively. 
The thesis consisting of the phonological analysis of Modern 
Standard Hindi contains both theoretical and methodological 
innovations in the study of Modern Standard Hindi. It is based on 
the assumption that the phonological units of a language are tied to 
one another in a non-random relationship both paradigmatically and 
syntagmatically. The phonological units in the paradigm are tied to 
one another in terms of value relations, which is organized in terms 
of physiologico-acoustic factors. The syntagmatic arrangement of 
the phonological units are also determined by the orienting 
principles. Thus, the phonological characteristics of a language are 
fully motivated by the orienting  principles which is evident in the 
phonological analysis undertaken here and proves the validity of our 
analysis beyond doubt. 
Thus, the thesis may not only contribute to our understanding 
of the inner mechanism of Modern Standard Hindi phonology, but 
also to our understanding of the theory in general. It abandons 
description in favor of explanation in terms of distinctly identifiable 
orientations. It is also innovative in that the validation of the 
phonological analysis is conducted through quantitative procedures 
both in the paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic organization of 
the word in Modern Standard Hindi. 
 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 In this research work, an attempt has been made to present a 
phonological analysis of Modern Standard Hindi.  This analysis is 
based on the phonological principles of Form-Content Linguistics, 
now known as Columbia School of Linguistics. 
 Introduction has been divided into four sections.  In section A, 
we have discussed the historical settings and the Linguistic situation 
of Modern Standard Hindi.  In section B, we have takenup the 
procedures followed in the collection and collation of the database.  
In section C, we deal with the theoretical background presented 
here in terms of Form-Content Linguistics.  The scope of the study 
is discussed in section D. 
Section A: Historical Setting of Modern Standard Hindi as 
Spoken in Allahabad  
 Any investigation of the historical settings of a language 
includes a discussion on the perception as to when and where that 
language was initiated and the trail of its progress that has led it to 
achieve its present form.  Thus, the present section deals with the 
historical settings of Modern Standard Hindi. 
 Hindi is perhaps the oldest and simplest of names of a form of 
speech of northern India. Its spread from the east of Punjab to 
Bengal where its seeds were sown after the Turkish conquests in 
the 12th and 13th centuries. After the Turks, when Mughals came to 
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India, they brought  Persian language with them, as the court 
language of Mughal empire was Persian, which ensured the 
continuity of a Hindu-Muslim combined class of an educated gentry, 
officials etc.  Persian, being a rich literary language, was beyond the 
reach of the most of the uneducated masses.  There was a need for 
a simpler form of language which could perform the function of a 
„Lingua Franca‟ and thus, Hindi, without any literary affiliation with 
either Sanskrit or Persian, came into existence.  Starting from the 
coming of the Turks to India, about seven centuries can be taken as 
the period of the evolution of modern Hindi.  The emergence of 
Modern Standard Hindi was not sudden. Its present day position is 
the outcome of political and cultural history in the post Aryan 
advent into India.  
 The Aryans came into India sometime around 1500 BC, and 
subsequently the Indo-Aryan languages are believed to have 
developed in three stages. 
 1.  Old Indo – Aryan 
 2.  Middle Indo – Aryan 
 3.  New Indo – Aryan 
1. Old Indo – Aryan:  (1500 B.C – 500 B.C) 
 There are three developments during this period which may 
be summarized below: 
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a)    The development of Vedic and classical Sanskrit:  The Sanskrit 
language developed from Punjab to eastern parts of the 
country (Bengal and Assam) during this period. Vedic Sanskrit, 
the language in which the four Vedas were compiled, the 
oldest Veda being  the Rig-Veda, gives us the oldest specimens 
of Aryan speech in India.  The Vedas or collection of hymns 
were of great religious significance.  On the other hand, 
classical Sanskrit was used for literary purposes.  Classical 
Sanskrit was used for writing plays, prose and epics like 
Ramayana and Mahabharat. 
 b)    Development of three regional varieties or dialects called 
Udicya, Prachya and Madhya desa: When Sanskrit language 
spread to a larger area (from Punjab to Bihar, Assam and 
Bengal) variations appeared in it at various levels like 
phonology, grammar etc.  Sanskrit language could not 
maintain one specific form, and as a result, Sanskrit developed 
many regional varieties and regional dialects.  
 c)    Panini and his Ashtadhyay: Towards the end of old Indo-
Aryan period a great Sanskrit grammarian Panini was born 
(400 B.C) near Lahore. He wrote a book “Ashtadhyay” near the 
end of Old Indo-Aryan period.  Sanskrit had become a dead 
language and in its place there developed Prakrit language.  
When Panini observed the decline of Sanskrit language, he 
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tried to preserve and capture the rules of this language in the 
form of sutras in Ashtadhyay, a book about Sanskrit grammar. 
His book subsequently became a very famous book in ancient 
India about Sanskrit grammar. Ashtadhyay, comprises of 4000 
sutras (rules) and eight chapters.  It deals with the spoken 
Sanskrit of that time and also phonology, morphology (word 
formation) derivation, morphophonemic etc.  Sanskrit was 
considered a divine language and Panini wanted to preserve its 
phonology and grammar for future generations to come. 
2.  Middle Indo-Aryan :  
The main feature of this period is the development of Prakrit 
language.  The literal meaning of the word “Prakrit” is natural. 
During this period the masses started using the Prakrit language 
whereas Sanskrit was used for religious and literary purposes.  
Sanskrit language was confined to the people of  upper class i.e the 
elites.  
Prakrit was derived from Sanskrit but it was a natural, 
simplified and modified form of language. The grammar and 
pronunciation of Prakrit was very easy.  Many complexities of 
Sanskrit were simplified by way of assimilation, and also some other 




Sanskrit   Prakrit  Meaning 
i)  dugdha hasta  duddha hatta milk hand 
    (assimilation resulting in germination t and d)  
ii) Sanskrit aspirated sound becomes unaspirated in Prakrit.  
Prakrit has gone through three stages in its development:  
   (a)   First Prakrit (500 B.C – 100 AD) consists of Pali and 
Ashokan edicts 
   (b)   Second Prakrit:  (100 AD – 600 AD) are also called literary 
Prakrit stage 
   (c)   Third Prakrit: (600 AD -  1000 AD) are also called 
apabhramsa stage 
3.  New Indo-Aryan :  (1000 AD on words) 
 Around 1000 AD,  the Aryan speech entered into a new era.  
Many drastic political, social and cultural changes took place which 
had tremendous influence on linguistic scenario of India.  At this 
stage Indo-Aryan languages had passed the Prakrit and 
Apabhramasa stages.  During this period, development of modern 
Indo-Aryan languages took place from various Apabhramsas 
through a transitional language called Avahatta.  The relationship of 
modern Indo-Aryan languages to their respective Apabhramasas is 
shown below: 
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Sauraseni Apabhramsa:   From it developed Punjabi/Eastern 
Punjabi; Rajasthani, Gujarati; Western Hindi (and, Hindi and Urdu 
developed from it) 
Magadhi Apabhramsa: from it developed Bihari, Bengali, Oriya, 
Assamese 
Ardh Magadhi Apabhramsa:  from it developed Eastern Hindi 
Maharastri Apabhramsa: from it developed Marathi language 
Paisaci Apabhramsa:  from it developed Sindhi and Western 
Punjabi. 
 The subsequent conquests of Muslims to the north of India, 
especially Delhi, had greatly affected and fastened the development 
of modern Indo-Aryan languages.  The patronage of Muslim rules 
made the vernaculars popular and powerful.  The earliest modern 
Indic literary documents date from around the 12th century CE.  
History of Allahabad 
 The city of Allahabad is among the largest cities of Uttar 
Pradesh, a state in the Indian Federation, and is situated at the 
confluence of three rivers-Ganga, Yamuna and the invisible 
Saraswati.  The meeting point is known as „Triveni’ and is especially 
sacred to Hindus.  The earliest settlements of the Aryans were 
established in this city, then known as prayag.  Its sanctity is 
manifest by references to it in Puranas, the Ramayan and the 
Mahabharata.  According to the Hindu mythology, Lord Brahma, the 
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creator God of the trinity, chose a land on earth (i.e Prayag) to 
perform „Prakrista Yag, at the beginning of the creation and he also 
referred to it as „Tirth Raj’ or the king of all pilgrimage centres.  As 
per writing of „Padam Puran‟  as the sun is amongst the moon and 
the moon amongst the stars, likewise „Prayag‟ is the best amongst 
all places of pilgrimage. In 1575 AD, emperor Akbar founded the 
city by the name of „illahabas’ which has now become modern 
Allahabad. The monarch realized its strategic importance as a 
waterway landmark in north India and also built a magnificent fort 
on the banks of holy „Yamuna‟.  Allahabad today is an important city 
where history, culture and religion create a magical confluence, 
much like the sacred rivers that caress this blessed land.  Due to its 
religious importance, many pilgrims come to Allahabad in the holy 
bathing season, the Hindu magh (mid January to mid February), to 
purify themselves.  During this month, a great gathering and fair 
called „Magh Mela' takes place on the sands of the river.  Every 12th 
year when the waters are felt to be especially purifying, Allahabad 
holds a much greater festival called „Kumbh Mela’.  Millions of 
pilgrims attend this festival, coming from all over India.  It is 
believed that bathing during Kumbh cures the bather of all sins and 
evils and grants the bather salvation. 
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Diagram 0-1 : Map of Allahabad 
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 Over the centuries, Allahabad has remained on the forefront 
of national importance-more so, during the days of the Indian 
independence struggle.  The chequered history of Allahabad with its 
religious, cultural and historical ethos also gave rise to several 
renowned scholars, poets, writers, thinkers, statesmen and leaders. 
(http :// pedapension nic. In/old site/gen/allahabad. Htm) 
Section B: Field Procedures : The Collection and Collation of  
Data 
 The elicitation for corpus for the present research work on 
explanatory phonology is based on the field work in the sangam city 
of Allahabad.  Since this study is based on Modern Standard Hindi, 
so for the collection of data, we chose different educational 
institutions such as, K.P. Inter College Allahabad, Hamidia Degree 
College Allahabad, Hindi Sahiyta Sammelan Allahabad. Besides 
these, a few Hindi speaking families were also selected for this 
purpose.  The names of the native speakers of Modern Standard 
Hindi which were chosen for this study are as follows: 
Name Age Sex Education 
1.  Vineet Mishra 55 years Male Ph.D 
2. Ram Parshad 47 years Male M.A 
3. Vinod Sharma 30 years Male M.B.A 
4. Anita Gupta 35 years Female M. Phil 
5. Archana Singh 30 years Female  B.A 
6.   Gautam Pratab 26 years Male M.A 
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7. Rachni Singh 21 years  Female B.Sc. 
8. Manoj Chatterji 20 years Male  B.A 
 
 It may also be noted that none of our informants were under 
graduates and that they were financially well off.  All of them were 
educated and had distinct and audible voices characterized by clear 
pronunciation.  
 Furthermore, it may be pointed out that the methodology of 
our data collection was based on face to face interviews with the 
informants spread over numerous sittings. 
 To begin with, we prepared a non-restrictive list of 
monosyllabic words of standard colloquial Hindi as they appear in 
everyday speech of an educated Hindi speaker and also from a 
practical Hindi, English dictionary edited by Mahendra Chaturvedi 
and Bhola Nath Tiwari.  Besides, a complete collection of the 
monosyllabic words, we have also collected a large number of 
bisyllabic and longer words for exemplification in support of our 
analysis.  In fact, we have made an extensive use of bisyllabic and 
longer words throughout the thesis in validating our phonological 
analysis.  It is worth mentioning here that each and every word of 
the data was noted down in phonetic transcription on a separate 
index card. We then prepared the phonemic inventory of Modern 
Standard Hindi of Allahabad in accordance with the criteria generally 
followed in traditional American phonemics.  The establishment of 
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the phonemes, while still in the data collection process, enabled us 
to write all the collected words on the index card in broad, 
phonemic transcription. 
 Finally, the exhaustive collection of the monosyllabic words 
served as a means to provide statistical support for the validity of 
the present phonological analysis.  It could be clearly observed from 
the data that the “phonemes” established for the Modern Standard 
Hindi of Allahabad are not equally utilized in the formation of words. 
 To prepare the graph, we used the analysis pad which 
contained graph sheets for the purpose. Firstly, we plotted the CVC 
words on graph sheets using a separate graph sheet for each initial 
consonant of these words.  In each graph sheet, we then filled the 
slots for all those CVC words that begin with a particular initial 
consonant, followed by all the vowels vertically, and with all the 
final consonants horizontally.  Additional graphics were employed to 
get figures for C1 C2 consonant clusters, both initially and finally for 
the monosyllabic words. 
 We have provided quantitative validation for the qualitative 
analysis of Modern Standard Hindi. 
Section C : Theoretical Background 
 The theoretical background of the phonological analysis of 
Modern Standard Hindi presented in this thesis is based on the 
phonological principles of Form-Content Linguistics or „Columbia 
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School Linguistics‟ in general, and phonological theory in particular.  
The roots of this theory can be associated to Ferdinand de 
Saussure‟s „Course de Linguistics Generale‟ (1916), and another 
Prague School Linguist N.S. Trubetzkoy has also been an important 
source of inspiration for the Columbia School, specially for its 
phonological theory.  Phonetics and phonology are two very 
important areas in Columbia School phonological studies.  The 
Saussurean structuralist model was originally based on the sound 
systems of language.  This referred to the dichotomy between the 
abstract systems of hypothetical sound units postulated by the 
linguist and the concrete sounds of language produced and 
perceived by members of a speech community.  Phonetics then, is 
the description of what + how + where sounds occur and phonology 
is a postulation and classification of the abstract units of the sound 
system of language.  This would mean explaining the „why‟s‟ of the 
sound system both at the paradigmatic and syntagmatic level. 
 In Columbia School phonology, explanation plays a very 
important role.  Analysis is geared towards explaining „why it takes 
the form that it does‟.  If we compare American structuralist 
phonemics with Columbia School phonology at this juncture, then 
we can surely say that Columbia School phonology goes one step 
ahead of simple description i.e. listing phonemes, allophones, 
phonotactic distribution etc.   
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 On the other hand, Diver was very skeptical of a prioristic 
scheme such as, universal grammar.  It may be pointed out that the 
beginning of Columbia School theory emerged almost parallel to 
Chomsky‟ generative theory in the mid 60‟s.  But both paradigms 
differ from one another. A few important differences between the 
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 The Columbia School theory developed into a full fledged 
branch under the patronage of Prof. William Diver of Columbia 
University in the mid 1960‟s hence, it came to be known as 
Columbia School theory. Prof. Diver and his students formulated a 
comprehensive framework of linguistic analysis which was earlier 
called “Form-Content”. 
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 In view of the Form-Content Linguistics, the term “theory” 
refers to “the general form of solution provided to the problem 
posed by observation” (Diver 1995: Section 1.4.1).  In the 
development of this school of Linguistics, Prof. Diver was largely 
benefited from his teacher Prof. Andre Martinet.  Columbia School 
Linguistics provided a canonical functional construct of language in 
which both grammatical and phonological structure are cryptically 
formed by exigencies of communication. Since both lexicon and 
grammar are meaning based, thus analysis of the data concentrates 
in finding out the unique semantic structure of the language under 
consideration. The ultimate aim has all along been to describe the 
linguistic forms in language.   
 A brief discussion of the Columbia School Linguistic theory 
with particular reference to phonology has been presented in seven 
sections.  In section C1, we briefly outline the three parts essential 
for the linguistic theory: the observable phenomenon, the 
orientations and the hypotheses. In section C2, we present the 
orienting principles for the phonological analysis, section C3, 
consists of the phonological and grammatical linguistic units.  In 
section C4, we present the concept of double articulation of 
language as a parameter for distinguishing phonology from 
grammar.  Section C5, deals with the notion of substance and value 
in linguistic analysis, whereas section C6, covers the syntagmatic 
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and paradigmatic aspects.  In the last section C7, the validation of 
the theory has been discussed.  We now take up these sections 
separately. 
Section C1: Linguistic Theory: The Orientations, the 
Hypotheses, and the Phenomena 
 The discipline of linguistics is regarded as a tripartite 
organization by Form-Content Linguistics consisting of three major 
components: the observations, the hypotheses and the orientations. 
 The observations are the observable phenomena in a 
language (i.e., the sound waves). The orientations are the common 
facts about the character of language which serve as external 
control on hypothesizing. The explications for the relationship 
between the observations and the orientations are the hypotheses. 
The phenomena, i.e., the speech sounds follow a set pattern in 
words, they depart from randomness. The theory explains this non-
random characteristics of the phenomena. The orientations, are 
independently verifiable  in nature, provide justifications for the 
theory. 
 It is worth mentioning at this juncture, that the linguistic 
theory comprised of this tripartite organization, consists of two sub-




Section C2: Orienting Principles 
 The orienting principles are the facts in which the explanation 
of the observation lies (psychology physiology, acoustics, vision 
etc).  The fact related to the character of a language serves as an 
external constraint or control over hypothesizing.  The phonological 
theory which has been presented here consists of the following five 
orienting principles: 
i) physiological mechanism (physiology of the vocal tract) 
ii) human behavior 
iii) communication 
iv) acoustic medium 
v) vision 
Section C2 (a) :  Physiological Mechanism 
 The impact of human physiology on the study of speech 
sounds or phonological units, has been emphasized by Diver as 
physiological mechanism. Thus, the characteristics of the vocal tract 
and the dynamics of sound production, serve as a base for the 
phonology of language. 
 It is to be noted that sound for sound sequences, are often 
replaced by an alternative class of sound or sound sequences, 
identical to the changed sound or sound sequences, but lacking the 
difficult properties. The purpose of such phenomena in language is 
to maximize perceptual characteristics of sound and to minimize its 
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articualtory difficulties. The sophisticated sound producing 
mechanism of humans help them to produce larger number of 
sounds by the manipulations and configurations of the vocal tract. 
 Some of the basic physiological parameters that have a direct 
bearing on the theory of phonology are being presented in four 
subsections below: 
Section C2(ai): Articulators and Apertures 
 Articulators and apertures are the two physiological 
parameters of sound production. The articulators are the adroit 
members of the vocal tract, while, the apertures refer to the various 
degrees of vertical openings of the vocal tract caused by the 
movement of the lower jaw. 
 The articulators or the adroit members of the vocal tract are 
the lips (particularly the lower lip) producing labial sounds p, ph, m, 
w, u, etc.; the apex, or the blade of the tongue producing apical 
sounds t, d, n, etc.; the medium of the tongue producing medial 
sounds c, j, y, etc.; the  dorsum of the tongue producing k, g, kh, 
etc.;  the post-dorsum or root of the tongue producing the post-
dorsal q; the velum when it opens the nasal cavity for the nasal 
sounds m, n, ŋ, etc. and  when it closes the nasal cavity for 
producing oral sounds; the larynx with its sensitive edges and high 
flexibility, when superimposed on the supraglottal articulators 
produces the following sounds: 
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a. the tightly closed vocal folds produce glottal stop; 
b. the vocal folds drawn apart produce voiceless sounds p, t, 
k, etc; 
c. the vocal folds drawn close together produce voiced sounds 
b, d, g etc.; 
d. the extreme flexibility and sensitivity of the vocal folds can 
produce various degrees of musical notes, called „tones‟ , 
as is seen in Tone languages. 
The apertures (vertical openings of the vocal tract in relation 
to the relevant articulators), range from total closure to maximum 
opening. The various degrees of apertures are discussed below: 
Aperture 0: refers to a complete closure of air stream coming 
from the lungs somewhere in the vocal tract. 
Sounds termed traditional “stops” p, t, c, k, etc. are 
produced at this aperture. 
Aperture 1:  the obstruction of air stream is partial at this 
aperture, as a result of which turbulence is 
produced by forcing the air through the contact 
point of the articulators and point of articulation. 
Traditional “fricatives” f, v, etc.; are produced at 
this aperture. Parenthetically, it may be noted, that 
„voice‟ is produced by glottis at aperture 1. 
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Aperture 1 ½: An unusual feature of Hindi, Urdu and other Indic 
languages is the use of an intermediate aperture at 
the glottis between apertures 1 and 2 (cf. 
Introduction, section-c).  
Aperture 2: There is no obstruction of the air stream at this 
aperture, but the articulator forms a sufficiently 
narrow constriction with the point of articulation so 
as to control the air stream from the lungs in a 
channel turbulence to produce sounds s,š,x, etc. 
„Aspiration‟ is also produced with the configuration 
of the glottis at aperture 2.  
Aperture 3 Through Most Open:  The articulators form a 
resonating cavity with larger degrees of apertures 
to produce liquids l,r,y,w at aperture 3 and vowels 
i,u,a, etc at other more open apertures. Also, 
„nasality‟ is produced with velum at aperture 3. 
 It is worthnoting that the aperture are classified into 
Constrictions versus Openings and Clearly Audible versus less 
clearly. Audible (for details, see chapter-1, section A).  
Section C2 (aii): Role of Larynx in the Production of Speech 
Sounds:  
 The glottal articulator, namely the vocal folds situated in 
the larynx is one of the most important of all vocal organs used in 
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the production of speech sounds. It has already been mentioned 
that glottis is utilized at aperture 1 for „voice‟ and for „voiceless 
aspirates‟ at aperture 2 the intermediate aperture, namely, 1 ½ is 
configuration of the vocal folds that is more open than seen in 
„voicing‟ and less open than in „voiceless aspirates‟.  
 The production of „voice‟ and „voiceless aspirate‟ is a 
natural configuration of the vocal folds. The voiced-h, however is an 
unnatural configuration of the vocal folds as can be seen in Diagram 
0-2 below:  
 
Diagram 0-2: Position of the Vocal Folds: in the Production 
of ‘Voice’, ‘Voiceless Aspirates’ and ‘Voiced-h’. 
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Section C2 (aiii): Hierarchy of Adroitness of Lingual 
Articulators: Defacto Placement of the Labium. 
 The tongue, made up of muscular structures, is the 
most adroit among the supraglottal articulators. The light tapering 
structure of the tongue assigns to it a significant role in the 
production of speech and also enables it to be moved to a number 
of points of articulation within the cavity. It may be noted here, that 
the tongue part vary in their degrees of adroitness from the tip to 
the root. 
 The apex, is the most adroit area of the tongue, for, it 
has a thin, light weight structure. It is capable of being moved to 
any nook and corner of the mouth.  
 The medium and the dorsum, are rectangular in shape, 
massy in weight and less flexible in musculature. Their makeup 
make thin less adroit than the most adroit apex. In comparison with 
the dorsum, the medium has a tight musculature which enables it to 
be used as hilt for the apex.  
 Moreover, the comparatively more flexible musculature 
of the dorsum makes it more adroit than the medium, but less 
adroit than the apex. The post-dorsum or the root of the tongue 
being the fixed portion of the tongue, is the least adroit among the 
lingual articulators. It functions as a hilt to the tongue in its entirely 
and the dorsum in particular.  
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 The varying degrees of the adroitness of the tongue, 
ranging from the most adroit to the least adroit is illustrated in 
Diagram 0-3, below:  
Diagram 0-3: Scale of Adroitness of Lingual Articulators 
Apex Most Adroit 
Dorsum More Adroit 
Medium Less Adroit 
Post-Dorsum Least Adroit 
 
 Parenthetically, it may be mentioned, that the hierarchy 
of adroitness is limited to the tongue parts only. We have not placed 
the labium or the velum on this scale.  
 As mentioned earlier, the lower lip is not only an important 
articulator for the production of speech sounds, but it is also adroit 
to a great extent.  
 Given the musculature of the lower lip and mobility of the 
lower jaw, we can make a defacto placement of the lip on this scale 
of adroitness. We can safely place it below the apex, above the 
medium and near the dorsum on the scale of adroitness.  
 
Section C2 (aiv):Size, Shape and Mass of the Lingual 
Articulators  
 The size, shape and mass of the various tongue parts play a 
significant role in shaping and exciting the vocal cavity.  
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 The thin, light and tapering apex, is ideally suited for the 
production of many consonants. At the same time it has no role to 
play in the production of vowels due to its physiology which fails to 
mould a proper resonating  chamber needed for production of 
vowels. Thus, the more massy, medium-dorsum portion of the 
tongue is ideally suited for the production of vowels and some other 
consonants also.  
Section C2 (b): Human Behavior  
 Human beings use language to communicate. As such, 
language is greatly influenced by the inherent traits of human 
behavior like intelligence, laziness, etc.  
 The structuring and manipulation of language is greatly 
determined by these inherent  human traits. As a result of these 
characteristics, human beings resort to a minimax solution between 
accomplishment and effort.  
 Traits, like intelligence, memory, reasoning, thinking, 
imagining, etc are gifted to humans as opposed to non-human 
forms of communications (animals, machines) which are devoid of 
such traits. On the other hand, traits of weakness like being lazy 
and inert also form part of the human communication system. Thus, 
they are the determined factors in the structure and functioning of 
language. Some skewings which are encountered in many 
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languages are explainable through the human behavior orientation. 
Some of them are as follows: 
(1) Preference of voiceless and unaspirated consonants over 
their voiced and aspirated counterparts. The rationale for 
such types of skewings are motivated by the human trait of 
preferring sounds produced by fewer number of 
articulators over those that are produced by more 
articulators. 
(2) Sounds produced by an articulator at the nearest point of 
articulation are preferred over sounds produced by the 
same articulator at a distant point of articulators. 
(3) The characteristics of neighboring segments tend not to be 
precisely differentiated (the assimilative trait.) 
(4) In successive segments, large changes of aperture are 
preferred to small changes of apertures, etc.  
Section C2 (c): Communication:  
 Language is a means of communication where messages 
are transmitted by means of signals. These signal-meaning pairs in 
a language are called signes by Ferdinand de Saussure. They form 
the basic unit of grammar. 
 In phonology, too, communication plays on important role 
in the establishment of the phonological units in the phonological 
grid. The traditional American phonemicists shouted slogans for the 
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substitutional-distributional criteria, but resorted to meaning 
distinctions as a short-cut method. In Columbia School phonology, 
however, we do not need to apologize for the use of meaning as 
communication is a well-established orienting principle in the 
theory. The phonological units  are communicatively established on 
the basis of distinctiveness in meaning. 
 In addition to the paradigmatic makeup of the phonological 
units, communication plays a significant role in the syntagmatic 
organization of the word. For, it will be generally agreed that, 
communicatively, the beginning of the word is more important than 
the end of the word. 
 Since the initial position of the word carries greater 
communicative load, it thus, results in a competitive use of the 
phonological units. In contradistinction, there is lesser 
communicative load at the end of the word, hence the phonological 
units are selectively underutilized. 
Section C2(d): Acoustic Medium: 
 Signals of a language are transmitted through a particular 
medium, the acoustic medium. The acoustic medium is, thus, 
basically important in the study of both consonantal and vocalic 
speech sounds. As an orienting principle, acoustic medium has 
particular relevance in the study of vocalic units. The acoustic 
properties of vocalic sounds can be acoustically analyzed and 
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properly identified in terms of the first three formant frequencies, 
namely, F1, F2 and F3 on the sound spectrograms. The acoustic cues 
are helpful in the identification of consonants also. Therefore, we 
are able to distinguish between clearly audible versus less clearly 
audible sounds (cf. Chapter-I, section A). 
 It is a fact that some vocalic categories can be properly 
analyzed in terms of physiologico-acoustic factors. The lack of space 
at the back of the vocal cavity and the need for an additional 
chamber through lip-rounding for amplification and distinction of 
vowels can well be attributed to acoustic medium. 
Section C2(e): Vision: 
 Vision as an orienting principle has no role to play in the 
establishment of the phonological grid. However, we may encounter 
skewings in the phonology of a language, when the use of labial 
units suddenly rise unexpectedly. Such skewings can be explained 
through vision.                          
 Following the 5 orienting principles of Form-Content 
Linguistics we can say that; 
  1. Phonology is a particular instance of the utilization of the 
phonological characteristics. 
  2. Phonology is regarded as a particular vehicle of 
communication. 
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  3. Phonology is regarded as a particular instance of learning 
capacity of humans. 
  4. Phonology is regarded as a particular instance of acoustic 
medium. 
  5. Phonology is a particular instance of vision. 
 Out of these 5 orienting principles, only two i.e. 
communication and human behavior are used for grammatical 
studies. 
Section C3 : Phonological and Grammatical Linguistic Units 
 This section deals with the presentation of two types of units 
which are manifested in a language.  They are phonological units 
and signal-meaning units „or signes’.  
 Phonology utilizes sound units as its basic unit, while on the 
other hand, signes are the basic units of grammar.  The 
phonological theory comprises of the postulation and the 
explanation of the phonological units or the articulatory gestures.  
The grammatical theory deals with the postulation and the 
explanation of signal meaning units (signes) 
 All the five orientations, presented in section c1 apply to the 
makeup and non-random distribution of phonological units.   Only 
two orientations play a role in the establishment and non-random 
distribution of signs.  All the participatory characteristics of the 
phonological units and their distribution within the word are 
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motivated by all the five orientations.  While the motivation for 
employing signs as the basic grammatical unit is supported by the 
dual orientations of communication and human behavior 
Section C4 : Double Articulation of Language  
 As suggested by the name itself, the double articulation is the 
articulation of language manifested on two different planes, that is 
first and second articulation. This concept was first developed by 
Andre Martinet. 
 The first articulation is related with grammar.  This level of 
articulation carries the articulation of ones‟ experience into various 
units in succession, which have been called as “monemes” by 
Martinet.  Each successive unit of human communication is 
endowed with a vocal form and meaning.  
 The second articulation on the other hand, comes under 
phonology.  It refers to the phonic aspect of every moneme into a 
succession of distinct units, the “phonemes.”  The signal-meaning 
units on the second plane are divided into distinct phonological 
units.  These phonological units or “phonemes” recur in different 
combinations to convey different meanings.  
 The feature of double articulation describes the economy of 
language, where the first articulation is economical in the sense that 
with a limited number of specific signs an infinite stretch of 
communication can be created.  In the same way the second level 
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of articulation is also economical to language.  It can be observed in 
the fact that any particular phonological unit “phoneme” does not 
occur in only one combination but in an unlimited number of 
combinations. 
Section C5 :  Substance and Value in Phonological Analysis 
 Both “Substance” and “Value” are important in linguistic 
analysis.  Substance and Value help in the establishment of the two 
types of linguistic units of a language, i.e. phonological units and 
grammatical units, the signes.  
 The phonological units are not isolated individual entities that 
are grouped together for ease of reference.  The phonological units 
are interrelated to one another in the network of the grid.  The 
interrelationship of phonological units in the grid is known as the 
Value of these units.  The phonological units are classified on the 
basis of articulators and apertures in terms of physiological 
mechanism. i.e., the phonological units are classified on the basis of 
their phonetic substance. 
 Similarly, it is both the distinctiveness of meanings as well as 
the substantive difference of these signs, that count for establishing 
various grammatical systems for a language. 
 Thus, equal weight is given to Substance and Value in 
linguistic analysis in Columbia School theory.  It is noteworthy that, 
it was the French scholar Andre Martinet who first talked of 
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weighing Substance and Value on equal scales.  In 19th century.  
The NEO-grammarians generally neglected Value and based their 
monumental works on the Indo-European and historical linguistics 
on substance alone.  Ferdinand de Saussure, in reaction to this 
highlighted the importance of Value at the expense of Substance. 
Section C6 : Syntagmatic versus Paradigmatic Relation in 
Phonology 
An ingenious scholar and original thinker, Ferdinand de 
Saussure is credited for introducing many concepts of lasting 
relevance in linguistics.  He is rightfully known as the “father of 
modern linguistics”.  Thus it was Saussure, who introduced the 
dichotomy of  syntagmatic versus associative relation for linguistic 
analysis, with particular reference to grammar and lexicon.  
Afterwards, the Prague School phonologists especially N.S. 
Trubetzkoy, applied this dichotomy to phonological analysis.  
However, in place of associative relationship, Trubetzkoy introduced 
the term paradigmatic relationship that appropriately refers to the 
phonological paradigm. 
Following Trubetzkoy, combinatory characteristics in the linear 
organization of phonological units (or phonemes) are studied under 
the syntagmatic relations.  Whereas the interrelationships of these 
units in the phonological paradigm are dealt with under the 
paradigmatic relations. 
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The syntagmatic versus paradigmatic dichotomy is very 
important for phonological analysis in terms of the Columbia School 
theory.  Thus, we will fully deal with both the paradigmatic makeup 
of the phonological units in the grid, and the syntagmatic 
organization of these units in the formation of words, as we present 
the phonology of Modern Standard Hindi. 
Section C7 :  Validation of the Analysis 
 The comparison of the data collected with the phonological 
principles of the theory is referred to as the validation of the theory.  
In general, the theory provides for a statement of the method of 
sound production in terms of a phonological grid and principles that 
restrict or encourage the potential utilization of the members of the 
grid in the formation of morphemes.  In the comments on the grid 
and on the frequency counts, detailed comparisons will thus be 
made at every point between the data and the principles.  This will 
be done primarily by reference to the skewed characteristics readily 
observable in the data, since the point of validation is a 
demonstration that the skewings are produced by the phonological 
principles themselves. 
Section D :  Scope of the Study 
 The present phonological analysis of Modern Standard Hindi is 
limited in scope both in the utilization of data and application of 
orienting principles. The data utilized in the illustrative examples 
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and in the frequency counts is limited to mainly monosyllabic words.  
Though, polysyllabic words, particularly bisyllabic words, are also 
used occasionally as illustrative examples to reinforce the analysis 
arrived on the basis of the monosyllabic words. 
 As discussed earlier, phonological analysis of a language (or 
dialect) is to be carried out in terms of five orienting principles 
(physiological mechanism, human behavior, communication, 
acoustic medium, vision). Whereas the phonological analysis 
presented here is in terms of all the five orienting principles, it must 
be pointed out that the analysis in terms of acoustic medium is 
limited in more than one respect.  Firstly, this analysis is based on 
secondary sources rather than original, experimental work. 
Secondly, only some select aspects of the acoustic base have been 




PHYSIOLOGICAL BASE OF THE PHONOLOGY 
OF MODERN STANDARD HINDI   
 
In this chapter, we provide an explanation in terms of 
physiology as an orienting principle for the phonological analysis, to 
explain the paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic distribution 
of the phonological units (“The Phonemes”) in Modern Standard 
Hindi, as spoken in Allahabad outlined in the theoretical background 
in the introduction. The articulators and the apertures are the basic 
physiological parameters for the classification of phonological units 
of a language or a dialect. All phonological units, both consonantal 
and vocalic, are projected in terms of their phonetic substance on 
the relevant intersections of the physiologically based axes of the 
articulators and apertures to form the network of these units, which 
is formally termed the phonological grid (“Phonemic Inventory”). It 
is noteworthy that the organization of the phonological units in the 
grid is not uniform. We find that there are clear holes (empty slots) 
in the network of units in Modern Standard Hindi. We also find that 
the phonological units randomly combine in the formation of 
morphemes and words. There are clear skewings of phonological 
units in the syntagmatic organization of the word in Hindi. All these 
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paradigmatic and syntagmatic asymmetries of the phonological 
units of Modern Standard Hindi have been explained in terms of 
physiological mechanism as an orienting principle.  
This chapter comprises of three sections. In section A, We 
present and justify the paradigmatic makeup of the phonological 
units of Modern Standard Hindi. In section B, we analyze the 
paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic distribution of the 
consonantal units in the words, in terms of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators. In section D, We present summary and 
conclusions.  
Section-A: Phonological Grid of Modern Standard Hindi  
The phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi is motivated 
by the orientations of human behavior, acoustic medium, 
communication, and physiological mechanism. The latter two are 
more important. For, communication helps in establishing 
phonological units by contrast through minimal and sub-minimal 
pairs of words. However, we deal with the phonological units in 
term of their physiological makeup. The communicatively based 
phonological units, once established, are placed on the basis of their 
phonetic substance, on the intersections of the relevant 
phonological axes, namely, articulators and apertures.  Thus, on the 
basis of communication and physiology are established a network of 
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phonological units, thus, forming the phonological grid of Modern 
Standard Hindi.  
We establish 61 phonological units for Modern Standard Hindi 
comprising of 41 consonants and 20 vowels. The 41 consonantal 
units may traditionally be classified into 21 stops, 5 nasals, 8 
fricatives and 7 liquids. The 20 vocalic units are classified into 14 
long vowels (7 oral and 7 nasal), and 6 short vowels (3 oral and 3 
nasal). All these 61 phonological units are presented below in the 
phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi:  
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Comments on the Phonological Grid Of Modern Standard 
Hindi 
1. Mechanics of Diagramming 
In Diagram 1-1, the phonological units of Modern Standard 
Hindi are projected on the phonological variables of articulators and 
apertures. Articulators are the adroit organs of the vocal tract that 
shape and excite the vocal cavity, leading to the production of 
speech sounds. The extent of the vocal tract opening controlled by 
the articulator in relation to excitation is referred to as the aperture.  
The grid presents units based on the vertical axis of the 
degree of apertures and the horizontal axis of the articulators. The 
crossed and broken line separates the constriction from opening, 
whereas the dotted and broken line indicates the division between 
the consonants and vowels.  
It may be noted that there are three highly abstract units of 
V(oicing), A(spiration), and N(asality), in the grid at apertures 0, 2                                                         
and, 3 respectively.  
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2.   Constrictions versus Openings 
As shown in the phonological grid of Modern Standard and Hindi 
(Diagram 1-1), a broad division of apertures is based on the distinction 
of constriction (apertures  through 2) versus opening (apertures 3 
through8). The distinction of constriction versus opening apertures is 
based on both physiology of the vocal tract and the acoustic medium.  
The phonological units produced at constriction apertures include 21 
stops, 5 nasals, and 8 fricatives. The phonolgocial units articulated at 
the opening apertures comprise the 7 liquids and all the 20 vowels of 
Modern Standard Hindi. Since the degree of apertures are narrow, they 
can be measured or labelled in exact or absolute terms. It is to be 
mentioned here that voicelessness is a basic features on these 
constriction apertures. However, voiced units are also produced on 
these constriction apertures, but they advocate the use of an extra 
articulator (larynx).  
In contradistinction, the opening apertures extend from 3 through 
the most open. As the distance between the articulators and the 
associated places of articulation increases, in the production of 
phonological units at these apertures, the articulators can only shape 
the cavity and the excitation has to be provided by the larynx, through 
voicing, by setting the edges of the vocal folds in vibration. Thus, 
voicing becomes a necessary concomitant for the production of 
phonological units at these apertures. Hence, ideally suited for liquids 
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and vowels. The 5 liquids and 20 vowels (monophthongs and 
diphthongs) are plotted on these apertures for Modern Standard Hindi.  
These large apertures can be defined in relative terms only and not 
in absolute terms as for the smaller apertures. Mention is to be made, 
that voicing is a basic feature at these apertures. Hence, it is  not 
coincidental that we find all voiced units on these large apertures for 
Modern Standard Hindi.    
3. Clearly Audible versus Less Clearly Audible Units 
As seen in the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi 
(Diagram 1-1), there is another broad division of apertures, namely, 
the clearly audible (apertures 4 through 8.) versus the less clearly 
audible (apertures  through 3), based on the acoustic medium. For, 
only at apertures 4 and above, with the appropriate shaping of the 
vocal tract and with no impediment of the air flow coming from the 
lungs, can we produce the clearly audible phonological units of our 
language. On the contrary, the less clearly audible units are produced 
at aperture  through 3, by impeding to a greater or lesser degree the 
air flow by the supraglottal articulators. This distinction in terms of 
audibility provides a basic classification of phonological units into the 
vocalic units (“vowels”) and the consonantal units (“consonants”) for 




4. Phonemes versus Phonological Units 
As will be seen in chapter III, the phonemes of a language are 
motivated by communication and can therefore be established by 
contrast through minimal and sub-minimal pairs. All the phonemes 
thus established, are then appropriately placed, in terms of their 
physiologico-acoustic makeup, in the paradigmatic network of the 
phonological grid (Diagram 1-1). When the communicatively based 
phonemes of a language are interrelated to one another in terms of 
their  physiologico- acoustic base in the grid, they may be called 
phonological units. It may however be noted, that the number of 
phonological units for a language is slightly higher than the number of 
“phonemes” for a language. For, a few positional variants of some of 
the phonemes, in terms of their phonetic substance, fall on the 
relevant intersections of the articulators and the apertures.  
 Regarding the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi, the 
phonological units to be established in terms of physiological 
mechanism and communication, includes all the “phonemes” (cf. 
Phonemic inventory, Diagram 111-1) plus “allophones” of the 
phonemes” that fall on the intersections of relevant axes, which are 
raised to the status of phonological units. The relevant axes of 
articulators and apertures yield 72 intersections for Modern Standard 
Hindi. These intersections have not been randomly filled. Out of these 
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72 intersections only 61 are filled by phonological units. We have 5 
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 All these 5 positional variants (traditional view point) are 
considered as distinct phonological units when they are distributed and 
plotted in the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi.  
5. The Production of Voiced-h 
For details see Introduction, section C2(aii).    
6. The Status of N, V and A as Phonological Units 
Like all other phonological units, N (asality), V (vocing), and A 
(spiration) are also produced by the combination of articulators and 
apertures. Thus N (asality) is produced by the velum as an articulator 
at aperture 3. and V (oicing) is produced by the glottal articulators at 
aperture 1. Further, A (spiration) is generated by the glottal articulator 
at aperture 2. 
 The phonological units of N, V and A as shown in Diagram          
1-1, are set apart from other phonological units in that they do not 
appear as individual units. The N, V and A are to be differentiated from 
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other phonological units. As for the consonants and vowels, they enter 
into the speech chain as distinct phonological units, and their 
distinctiveness is established through physiology and communication in 
the paradigm. In contrast N, V, and A do not occur as separate, 
individual entities in the speech chain. Instead they are superimposed 
on the consonants and vowels of the language.          
7. Four-Way Classification of Stops 
The phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi projects a 
network of 21 stops, namely, p ph b bh, t th d dh, t   th d    , c ch j 
jh, k kh g gh and q. It is interesting to note that these stops have a 
four-way classification, for, we have both voiceless stops (p ph, t th, t  
 t h, c ch, k kh, q) and voiced stops (b bh, d dh, d   d h, j jh, g gh). 
Another classification is seen between the unaspirated stops (p b, t d, 
t   d  , c j, k g and q) and the aspirated stops (ph bh, th, dh  t h d h, ch 
jh, kh, gh, for Modern Standard Hindi).     
8. Units Formed with the Combination of Two Apertures 
Some phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi are produced 
by a combination of two apertures. These units are the diphthongs ai 
and au and their nasalized counterparts ãi and ãu respectively.  
 The diphthongs ai and ãi are a combination of the vowel a at 
aperture 7 and the semi-vowel y at aperture 3.  
 The diphthongs au and ãu are a combination of the vowel a at 
aperture 7 and the semi-vowel w at aperture 3.   
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9. Units with Two Articulators: Labio-Dorsal Phonological 
Units 
Some phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi are produced 
with a combination of two articulators. The phenomena is apparent in 
some units at aperture 3 through 7. The semi-vowel w and the back 
vowels u     o  :, U   are produced with a combination of back-
dorsum and labium (resulting in lip-rounding). This phenomena is the 
result of the involvement of two articulators and the rational behind it 
is based on acoustic factors (cf. chapter IV).      
10. Units Formed at Two Points Of Articulation with the Same 
Articulator 
Due to its extreme mobility, the apex of the tongue comes in 
contact with two separate, distinct points of articulation, namely 
dentum and palatum to produce two series of stops, and liquids. When 
apex blocks air passage at dentum it produces the apico-dental units. 
However, when it curls back to block the air passage at palatum, it 
produces apico-palatal units. Apico-palatal units are traditionally know 
as “retroflex” sounds in Hindi. 
11. Phonetic Variation at Two Points of Articulation with the 
Same Articulator 
The phonological units on the vertical axis of labium are all 
produced by a single articulator, namely, the lower lip. However, while 
the point of articulation for p, ph, b, bh, m and w is the upper lip, the 
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fricatives f and v are produced with the edges of the upper teeth as 
point of articulation. Despite the two different points of articulation for 
the labial consonants, we have not set two different series of bilabials 
and labio-dentals, for lack of contrast between the two categories on a 
single aperture. Labium + Labium contact is found on 0 and 3 
apertures, while labium + dentum contact is found on aperture 1 only.  
12. Vowels and Non-apical Portions of the Tongue 
It has already been mentioned in our introduction that the non-
apical portions of the tongue are suitable for the production of vowels 
(cf. Introduction, section C2 (aiv). A look at the vowels of Modern 
Standard Hindi clearly show a total skewing in favour of the “medial” 
and “dorsal” vowels which is shown in Diagram 1-2 below:  
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Section B: The Hierarchy of Adroitness of the Articulators: The 
Makeup and Distribution of Less Clearly Audibles   
 As discussed in the Introduction (Section C2 (aiii), apex holds the 
top position in the hierarchy of adroitness among lingual articulators, 
followed by the dorsum, the medium, and the post dorsum (or the 
root) in that order. It may also be mentioned that we also made a 
defacto placement of the labium, somewhere near the dorsum, on the 
scale of hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. 
 It may however be noted that the impact of hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators is relevant only to the less clearly audibale 
units (consonants) which appear on aperture o through 3 (“stops”  
fricatives”  “liquids”  and “nasals”).  
 In section B1, we examine the effect of the adroitness of 
articulators on the number of phonological units produced at aperture 
o through 3 (less clearly audible units). In section B2, we deal with the 
impact of the hierarchy of adroitness on the frequency of occurrence of 
the less clearly audible units (consonants) in the monosyllabic words in 






Section B1: Paradigmatic Makeup and the Number of 
Phonological Units in Terms of the Hierarchy of Adroitness of 
the Articulators          
 In terms of the scale of adroitness of articulators, we expect the 
apical consonants to be most favored, followed by the dorsal or labial, 
the medial and the post-dorsal consonants, in that order.  
 With a view to establishing the validity of our postulation, we 
present the paradigmatic makeup of the consonantal units of Modern 
Standard Hindi, in Diagram 1-3 below: 
 
Diagram 1-3: Hierarchy of the Adroitness of Articulators and 
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Labium  p b, ph bh, m f v  w 8 
Dorsum k g  kh gh  ŋ  x 4  w 8 
Medium c j, ch jh, ñ      Š Y 7 
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Post Dorsum q    1 
G. Total     41 
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Comments on Diagram 1-3 
As seen in the Table, of the 41 consonantal units in Modern-
Standard Hindi, the apex produces 17 units (9 apico-dental and 8 
apico-palatal), the dorsum 8, the labium 8 and the medium 7. 
Inasmuch as the labio-dorsal w is simultaneously produced by two 
articulators, the labium and the dorsum. It is counted both as a 
labial unit and as a dorsal in the Table. As the post-dorsum (root of 
the tongue) is the least adroit, we encounter only 1 unit at that axis 
at apertures 0 through 3.  
It is interesting to note that the number of the apical 
consonants is almost double the number of the labial, dorsal or 
medial consonants. Although there is a minute difference in the 
number of the dorsal and medial consonants, the disfavoring for the 
medial clearly shows up in the frequency of usage in the word in 
Modern Standard Hindi (cf. section B2) 
Section B2: Syntagmatic Distribution of the Consonantal 
Units in Terms of the Hierarchy of Adroitness of Articulators. 
 In this section, we evaluate the impact of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators on the distribution of the (apical, labial, -
dorsal, medial and post-dorsal) consonants in the formation of the 
word in Modern Standard Hindi. We asses the impact of the 
hierarchy of articulators on the distribution of consonantal units in 
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the word through statistical support. We have presented this 
quantitative assessment in six subsection below.  
 In section B2 (a), we examine the effect of the hierarchy of 
articulators on the consonantal units in their entirety. In section B2 
(b), B2 (c), B2 (d), and B2 (e) we evaluate the frequency the impact 
of this hierarchy on stops, fricative, nasals and liquids respectively. 
Section B2 (a): Consonantal Units in Terms of the Hierarchy 
of Adroitness of Articulators  
  In this sub-section, we assess the effect of the hierarchy of 
the adroitness of articulators on the distribution of the apical, the 
labial, the dorsal, the medial and the post-dorsal consonants in the 
formation of the word in Modern Standard Hindi. The actual 
occurrences of consonantal types, as they appear in the 
monosyllabic words, are presented in Table 1-1 below:  
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Table I.1 
Frequency of Occurrence of the Consonantal Units in the 
Monosyllabic Words in Terms of Articulators. 




1, 2, 3) 
CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
        
Articulators No % No % No. % No. % 
Apico-Dental 1508 75.70 643 87.12 113 89.68 2264 79.27 
Apico-Palatal 484 24.29 95 12.88 13 10.31 592 13.86 
Apical 1992 49.29 738 53.59 126 49.02 2856 50.31 
Labium 823 20.37 259 18.80 50 19.47 1132 19.94 
Dorsum 658 16.28 216 15.67 34 13.22 908 15.99 
Medium  559 13.82 148 10.78 47 13.22 754 13.29 
Post-Dorsum 10 0.24 16 1.16 - - 26 0.46 
Total 4042 100 1377 100 257 100 5676 100 
 
 
Comments on Table I-1 
 Comments 1: As seen in the last column, the figures 2856, 
1132, 908, 754 and 26, represent the total number of the apical, 
labial, dorsal, medial and post dorsal consonantal units respectively 
as they appear in the monosyllabic words of Modern Standard Hindi.  
 As excepted, apical consonants top in the frequency of usage 
followed by the labial and dorsal consonants. It is not a coincidence 
that there is a fair competition between the labial and dorsal 
consonants. For, the labium and dorsum occupy almost the same 
position on the scale of adroitness of articulators. 
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 It is seen that as expected, the frequency of usage for the 
medial consonants goes down further, as these consonants are 
produced by the less adroit medium. There is a drastic skewing 
against the post- dorsal consonants, which account for a mere 
fraction of the percentage for the total number of consonantal units. 
This skewing against the post-dorsal consonant is justified, for they 
are produced by the least adroit post dorsum.  
Comment 2: As seen in the CVC column in Table of the 4042 
consonantal occurrences appearing in the syntagmatically simple 
CVC words, 1992 occurrences are apical, 823 labial, 658 dorsal, 559 
medial, and 10 post-dorsal. As these figures show, the number of 
occurrences decline as we move down from the most adroit apex to 
least adroit post-dorsum. That is the frequency of occurrence for 
the apical, dorsal, labial, medial and post dorsal consonant in the 
CVC words fully conforms to our predictions in terms of the 
hierarchy of adroitness of the supraglottal articulators.  
Comment 3: As seen in the column for the CVCC words in the table 
above of the 1377 consonantal occurrences in these words, 738, are 
apical, 259 labial, 216 dorsal, 148 medial and 16 post dorsal, also 
conform to the principles of this hierarchy.  
Comment 4: As shown in the CCVC column in the table, the figure 
for the 126 apicals, 50 labials and 34 dorsal consonantal units show 
a receding usage in comparison to the apical consonant which is 
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what we expect. We however encounter a rise in the frequency of 
usage of the medial units. The rationale for this is provided in the  
explanation that for Modern standard Hindi, the second consonant 
of this cluster is limited to only y or w which is to be found in  words 




Thus we see that the figures and their percentages clearly 
show skewing in favor of the consonants produced by the most 
adroit apex, more adroit labium–dorsum, the less adroit medium 
and the least adroit post -dorsum.  
 Notwithstanding the above statistics, we also encounter an 
unexpected skewing which does not conform to the order of this 
hierarchy of adroitness, we have however provided suitable 
rationale for these skewings.  
Section B2 (b): Syntagmatic Distribution of the Stops in 
Terms of the Hierarchy of Adroitness of 
Articulators: Aperture 0  
In this section, we make a comparison of the frequencies for the 
apical, labial, dorsal, medial and post-dorsal stops to assess the 
impact of the hierarchy of  adroitness of articulators. In Table 1-2 
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below, we present the proportional occurrences of the opposing 
stops in the monosyllabic words in Modern standard Hindi: 
 
Table 1.2 




CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
Articulators No % No % No % No. % 
Apico- Dental 518 59.47 213 78.30 36 83.72 767 64.68 
Apico -Palatal 353 40.52 59 21.69 7 16.27 419 35.32 
Apical 871 36.51 272 41.71 43 47.78 1186 37.92 
Labium 512 21.47 127 19.48 19 21.11 658 21.04 
Dorsum 595 24.94 175 26.84 23 25.56 793 25.36 
Medium  397 16.64 62 9.50 5 5.55 464 14.83 
Post-Dorsum 10 0.41 16 2.46 -  26 0.83 
Total 2385 100 652 100 90 100 3127 100 
 
 
Comments on Table 1-2 
Comment 1: A look at the Table shows that there are a total of 
3127 occurrences of stops in the monosyllabic words of Modern 
Standard Hindi. Out of these, the apical 1186 top the list followed 
by the labials 658 the dorsal 793, the medial 464 and the post 
dorsal stops 26 in descending order. These figures are in complete 
conformity with our predictions in terms of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators on the frequency of occurrence of the 
monosyllabic stops.  
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Comment 2: As seen in the CVC column in the Table above, of a 
total of 2385 occurrences for all the stops in the CVC words, the 
apical stops remain on top, with 871 occurrences, followed by the 
labials 512 occurrences, the dorsals with 595 occurrences, and the 
medials with 397 occurrences. The comparitvely low figure for the 
post-dorsal stops 10 is justified by the fact that they are produced 
by the least adroit post-dorsum among the lingual articulators.  
Comment 3: As shown in Table 1-2, of a total of 652 occurrence in 
the column for the CVCC words, the figures for the apical stops are 
272, the labial stops 127, the dorsal stops 16, which is what we 
except as a result of this hierarchy. 
Comment 4: As shown in the column for the CCVC words in the 
Table 1-2, out of these 90 occurrences followed by 19 labial, 23 
dorsal, 5 medial stops. It is noteworthy that there is a total skewing 
at the post- dorsal order with no occurrence at all.   
Section B2 (C): Syntagmatic Distribution of the Fricatives in 
Terms of the Hierarchy of Adroitness of Articulators: 
Apertures 1 and 2   
 In this section, we assess the effect of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of the articulators on the distribution of the fricative 
consonants in the formation of the word in Modern Standard Hindi. 
The actual occurrences of the fricatives as they appear in the 




Table 1.3  
Frequency of the Fricatives in the Monosyllabic Words in 
Terms of Articulators. 
 
Fricatives 
(Apertures1 & 2) 
CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
Articulators No % No % No % No % 
Apico- Dental 286 100 107 100 9 100 402 100 
Apico -Palatal - - - - - - - - 
Apical 286 55.64 107 43.85 9 26.48 402 50.75 
Labium 88 17.12 50 20.50 10 29.41 148 18.69 
Dorsum 25 4.87 12 4.91 - - 37 4.68 
Medium  115 22.37 75 30.73 15 44.11 205 22.88 
Post-Dorsum - - - - - - - - 
Total 514 100 244 100 34 100 792 100 
 
 
Comments on Table 1-3 
Comment 1: Of a total of 792 words, we encounter 402 of the 
apical fricatives, 148 of the labial fricatives, 37 of the dorsal 
fricatives and 205 of medial fricatives. All figures favor our 
expectations except for the comparatively high medial fricatives. 
The rational for will be provided in our comments below. We also 




Comment 2:  As seen in the CVC column in the table above, where 
out of a total of 514 occurrences, we encounter 286 apicals which is 
more than half of the total percentage. This is justified is that they 
are produced  by the most adroit apex. 
 The almost parallel figures for the labials and the dorsal 
fricative also conform to our expectations. 
  The medial fricatives are 115; which result in an unexpected 
rise in their usage in the word. The skewing against the medials in 
terms of the hierarchy of the articulators is accountable to the fact 
that we have proportionable number of Perso-Arabic word in 
Modern Standard Hindi. 
Comment 3: Of a total of 244 CVCC fricatives, we have 107 apical 
fricatives which are produced by the most adroit apex.  
 The labial fricatives are only 50 in which is justified and the 
comparatively low dorsal fricatives 12 are also justified in that they 
are produced by the dorsum of the tongue, which is less adroit than 
the apex.  
 The medial fricatives 95, however, show an upward trend 
which is explainable by the fact that most of these CVCC words are  
Perso-Arabic and have remained unchanged in their usage in the 
word.  
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Comments 4: We encounter a total of 34 occurrences in the CCVC 
words. Of these, 9 occurrences are of the apical fricatives. The 10 
labial only marginally exceed the apicals. There is however, an 
unexpected rise in the number of medial fricatives which is not in 
conformity to our expectations.  This sudden upsurge is due to the 
fact that we have proportionable number of Perso-Arabic words in 
Modern Standard Hindi which have remained unchanged.     
Section B2(d):Syntagmatic Distribution of the Nasal 
Consonants in Terms of the Hierarchy of 
Adroitness of Articulators: Apertures 0 and 3. 
In this section, we discuss the effect of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of the articulators on the distribution of nasal consonants 
in the formation of the word in Modern standard Hindi. The actual 
occurrences of the nasal consonant, as they appear in the 









(Apertures 0 & 3) CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
Articulators No % No. % No. % No. % 
Apico- Dental 195 95.58 99 75.57 6 60 300 86.95 
Apico –Palatal 9 4.41 32 24.42 4 40 45 13.04 
Apical 204 47.78 131 53.47 10 50 345 49.85 
Labium 204 47.78 82 33.47 10 50 296 42.78 
Dorsum 19 4.44 29 11.83 - - 48 6.93 
Medium  - - 3 1.22 - - 3 0.43 
Post- Dorsum - - - - - - - - 




Comments on Table I-4 
Comment 1: As seen in the last column in the Table above, of 
692 occurrences of the nasal consonants in all the monosyllabic 
words in Modern Standard Hindi, the 345 apical produced by most 
adroit apex comprise more than half of the total number. Moreover, 
296 labials, the 48 dorsals, and the 3 medials conform to our 
expectations regarding this hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. 
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There is a total skewing against the post-dorsal which is in total 
conformity in terms of this hierarchy of adroitness. 
Comment 2: As seen in the CVC column in the table above, we 
have a total of 427 occurrences for the nasal consonants. There is a 
parity in the number of apical and labial nasal which neither goes in 
favour nor against the rule in question. There is a vast reduction in 
the frequency of the dorsal nasals which is fully  justifiable in terms 
of the hierarchy of  adroitness of articulators. It is worth mentioning 
at this juncture, that the unexpected figures for the labial nasal can 
be justified in terms of vision and the presence for the labial sounds 
in the initial position of the word in terms of visibility factor. There is 
also a total skewing against the less adroit medial and least adroit 
post dorsal nasals in the CVC words. 
 Comment 3: As seen in the CVCC column in the Table above, 
where out of a total of 245 occurrences, the apical nasal retains its 
top position with 131 occurrences,  
 The labials nasals occur in 82 instances, the dorsal in 29 and 
the medial 3, which is what we expect in terms of the hierarchy of 
articulators.  
Comment 4: And finally, a look at the figures for the CCVC nasals 
show a total skewing in favor of the apical nasals 50 and labials 
nasals 50 in contrast to a total skewing against all the rest of the 
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nasal units. This is justified of in that they are produced by the most 
adroit apex among lingual articulators.  
Section B2 (e): Syntagmatic Distribution of the Liquids in 
Terms of the Hierarchy of Adroitness of 
Articulators: Aperture 3.         
 In this section, we measure the effect of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of the articulators on the distribution of liquid consonants 
in the formation of the words in Modern Standard Hindi. The actual 
occurrences of the liquid consonants, as they appear in the 
monosyllabic words, are presented in the table below:  
Table I.5 





CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
Articulators No % No. % No. % No. % 
Apico-Dental 509 80.66 224 98.24 62 96.87 795 86.13 
Apico -Palatal 122 19.33 4 1.75 2 3.12 128 13.86 
Apical 631 88.12 228 96.61 64 56.63 923 86.66 
Labial 19 2.65 - - 11 9.73 30 2.81 
Dorsum 19 2.65 - - 11 9.73 30 2.81 
Medium  47 6.58 8 3.39 27 23.90 82 7.70 
Post-Dorsum - - - - - - - - 




Comments on Table 1-5 
Comment 1: As seen in the last column in this Table, of the 1065 
occurrences of the monosyllabic words of Modern Standard Hindi, 
the apicals comprise a major chunk of the total i.e. 923 which 
shows that there is a clear preferences for the apical liquids as 
compared to the labial, dorsal, medial liquids. It is noteworthy that 
there is a total skewing against the post-dorsal liquids which are 
least preferred in terms of hierarchy.  
 There is however an increase in the number of medial liquids, 
which goes  against the norm. We observed that there is parity   in 
the number of the medials 30 and the dorsals 30 here.  The 
rationale for this skewing is provided by the fact that in the initial 
cluster the second member is either a y or w in Modern Standard 
Hindi.  
Comment 2: As shown in the CVC column in the Table above, of a 
total of 716 of liquids in the CVC words, the apicals occupy the top 
position with 631 occurrences. As noted above, the drastic skewing 
in favor of the apical liquids may well be attributed to the 
extraordinary adroitness of the apex as an articulator. Further, 
among the apical liquids, the highly favored apico-dentals are 509 
and the disfavored apico-palatals are only 122 in the frequency of 
usage in the word (c.f. : Chapter –II).  
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 As compared to the high frequency of the apical liquids, the 
labial, the dorsal and the medial liquids are characterized by the low 
frequency of occurrences. As seen in the CVC column in table, the 
labials and the dorsals have 19 occurrences each, where as the 
medial liquids have 47 occurrences. This skewing in favor of the 
medial liquid is against our expectation in terms of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators.  
Comment 3: As shown in the CVCC column in the Table above, of a 
total of 236 of liquids in the CVCC words, the apicals occupy the top 
position with 22i8 occurrences, and the medial liquids with only 8 
occurrences conform to our expectation regarding this hierarchy of 
the adroitness of articulators.  
Comment 4: As seen in the column for the CCVC words in the 
Table above, out of these 113 occurrences for the five types of 
liquids. The apical liquids have 64 occurrences, labials 11, dorsal 11, 
medial 27 and post-dorsal 0, which is what we expect in terms of 
the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators.  
Section C : Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have made an attempt to briefly present 
the physiological base of Modern Standard Hindi in terms of 
physiological mechanism an orienting phonological principle of 
Columbia School linguistics. Here we have taken up only those 
physiological characteristics of the vocal tract that provide 
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justification for the phonological skewings observed in the 
paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic organization of the word 
Modern Standard Hindi. 
 Section A, of this chapter deals with the postulation of 
phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi in terms of two 
physiological variables, namely, articulators and apertures. The 
phonological unit are presented diagrammatically in the 
phonological grid (Diagram I-1). The phonological grid is a network 
of horizontal and vertical lines, representing nine articulators and 
eight apertures. Degrees of apertures are subjected to two broad 
divisions, namely constriction versus opening, and the clearly 
audible versus less clearly audible. The constriction apertures are 0 
(stops), and 1, 1 ½, and 2 (fricatives). The opening apertures range 
from 3 through 8 comprising the liquids and vowels. The second 
division of less clearly audible extends from aperture 0 through 3 
and more clearly audible from 4 through 8 where the vowels of 
Modern Standard Hindi are produced. It has been noted that the 
phonological grid in different from the “phonemic inventory” which 
is traditionally based on the substitution- distribution criteria used 
by American structuralists. 
 Phonological units in the grid are not only characterized of the 
specific phonetic substance, which can be identified in terms of 
physiological mechanism but they are also characterized by the 
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value relationship that is they are interrelated with one another in 
the entire paradigm. The phonological grid is different from the 
phonemic inventory in two major issues. First phonological grid is 
organized in terms of articulators and apertures. Second the 
positional variants, too, if they fall on intersections of the relevant 
articulators and apertures are elevated to the status of a 
phonological unit. 
In section B, we have evaluated the impact of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulator on the paradigmatic makeup of consonantal 
units and their frequency of occurrence in the monosyllabic wards of 
Modern Standard Hindi as a yardstick, we have set up the scale of 
articulators, with the apex as the most adroit, the dorsum (and the 
labium) as more adroit, the medium as the less adroit and the post-
dorsum as the least adroit. In accordance with this scale 
relationship. We predicted that the apical consonants should be 
most preferred both in the number of units and in the frequency of 
usage in the word in Modern Standard Hindi as in any other 
language or dialect. On the same basis, we predicted that the dorsal 
or labial consonants, the medial consonants, and the post-dorsal 
consonants should be progressively disfavored in terms of the 
number of units and their frequency of usage in the word. We have 
amply demonstrated through actual counts that the paradigmatic 
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and the syntagmatic distribution of phonological units fully conform 
to our expectations. 
 Apart from assessing the effect of this hierarchy on the 
consonantal units in their entirely, we have also separately dealt 
with the monosyllabic stops, fricatives, nasals and liquids in 
individual subsections, supported by statistical data. 




CHAPTER – II 
IMPACT OF HUMAN FACTOR IN THE 
PHONOLOGY OF MODERN STANDARD HINDI 
 
 In the present chapter, we will be making an attempt to 
evaluate the impact of the human behavior orientation on the 
paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic distribution of phonological 
units in Modern Standard Hindi. 
 The human beings resort in their daily activities to their 
underlying behavioral characteristics: the human intelligence and 
laziness. As repercussion of these traits, human beings seek a 
minimax solution between minimum effort and maximum 
accomplishment. 
 It is to be pointed out here that human beings utilize their 
intelligence or problem solving abilities to infer the meanings of 
even complex expressions, with the help of situation and context. 
The human laziness refers to the economy effort, that is, a general 
avoidance of the use of a greater degree of precision than is 
necessary for accomplishment of any given task. It is to be noted 
that, the phonological skewings which are resultant of the two 
traits, human behavior may not be specific to a particular language, 
in fact, their general characteristics may recur from language to 
language. As noted earlier, the particular skewing, readily  
observable favorings and disfavorings as encountered in the 
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phonology of Modern Standard Hindi are explained in terms of the 
quadruple orientations of Columbia School Phonological theory. In 
the present chapter, we deal with some of the phonological 
skewings that are clearly motivated by the human traits of 
intelligence (power of inference) and laziness (economy of effort). 
We have divided this chapter into five sections. In section A, 
we take up the preference for fewer articulators over more 
articulators in the production and distribution of phonological units. 
In section B, we deal with the preference for a proximate point of 
articulation versus remote point of articulation. In section C, we 
evaluate the impact of assimilative trait of neighboring units on 
combinatory phonology of Modern Standard Hindi. In Section D, we 
make an attempt to assess the role of human behavior in the make 
up of the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi. In section E,  
we analyze the aperture change and combination of the 
phonological units. In section F, we present summary and 
conclusions. 
Section A: Preference for Fewer Articulators over More 
Articulators 
In view of the well-known trait of human beings to minimize 
and economize in all situations, it is to be anticipated that 
phonological units employing fewer articulators will be preferred 
over those using more articulators. For, the simultaneous use of 
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greater number of articulators requires fine and precise coordination 
of articulators that is disfavored due to the laziness factor of human 
behavior. 
The human behavior orientation dicates that, in a language, 
the phonological units produced with fewer articulators are favored 
over those produced by more articulators. In view of this, we expect  
skewings both in the paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units in Modern Standard Hindi. 
In the following subsections of this section, we deal with the 
phonological units of Hindi that are produced by the use of an extra 
articulator, for example, voiceless versus voiced consonants, 
unaspirated versus aspirated consonants, and oral versus nasal 
vowels. We will deal with the three types of opposing units in 
subsections A1, A2, A3, respectively. 
Section A1: Glottis as an Additional Articulator Voiced: 
versus Voiceless Consonants 
The unaspirated stops and fricatives of Modern Standard Hindi 
are characterized by a distinction of voicing and voicelessness, 
whereas the voiceless consonants are produced by only supraglottal 
articulators, their voiced counterparts make use of an additional 
articulators, namely, the glottis, in their production. The 
simultaneous use of the glottal articulators makes the voiced 
consonants less favored than their voiceless counterparts in terms 
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of the number of articulators. We, therefore, expect a skewing, 
commensurate with the criterion, in the makeup and distribution of 
the voiceless and the voiced consonants in Modern Standard Hindi.  
 In section A1 (a) we present and evaluate the voiceless 
versus voiced consonant within the phonological paradigm of 
Modern Standard Hindi. In A1 (b) we examine the voiceless versus 
voiced consonants in the syntagmatic organization of the word in 
Modern Standard Hindi, terms of the same criterion. 
Section A1 (a): Voiceless versus Voiced Consonants in the 
Phonological Paradigm 
 As seen in the phonological grid (Diagram 1-1), there is a 
distinction of voiceless versus voiced in phonological units (“stops”) 
at aperture 0, and the phonological units at aperture 1, 1½  and 2 
(“fricatives”). We present these units in a tabular form below in 
Table II-1. 
Table II-1 
Voiceless versus Voiced Consonants 
Phonological Units Voiceless Voiced 
Aperture  0 stops p   t    t   c   k    q  
ph th  th ch kh  1    
b d  d j g 
bh dh  dh jh gh 
Aperture 1 fricatives f v 
Aperture 2 fricatives s   š    x z     † 
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Comments on Table  II-1 
 There are 21 stops in Modern Standard Hindi, 11 stops  p t  t c 
k q; ph th  th ch kh  are voiceless and 10 stops (b d d  j g;  h 
 h  h jh gh  are voice    his skewing in favor of voiceless units is 
justified in terms of the fewer versus more articulators. 
 It is worth nothing here, that the post dorsal voiceless stop q 
produced by the post dorsum is the only unit at that order which is 
in accordance with our expectations. 
 There are 8 fricatives, 4 voiceless and 4 voiced at apertures 1, 
1½ and 2. If we examine these phonological units more carefully at 
aperture 1, the parity between the voiceless fricative  f and voiced 
fricative v is neither against  nor in favor of our criteria  here. 
 The presence of the voiced h at 1½  aperture is an important 
point as it provides support to the  aspirate   series   h   h   dh, jh, 
gh) in Modern Standard Hindi. 
 There are a total of 5 fricatives  in Modern Standard Hindi at 
aperture 2. 
 Out of these 5 fricatives, 3 are voiceless  s š x  an  2 are 
voiced (z 4), which is in  conformity to our expectations in terms of 
preferring units being produced by fewer number of articulators 
over those that are produced by more articulators. 
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 Nevertheless, the preference for the voiceless units) stops and 
fricatives) clearly show up in their frequency of usage in the word in 
Modern Standard Hindi. 
 In the following sub-sections, we analyse the frequency of 
occurrence of stops, fricatives.  
Section A1 (b): Distribution of Voiceless versus Voiced 
Consonants 
 In this section, we deal with the impact of fewer versus more 
articulators on the frequency of usage of voiceless and voiced 
consonants (stops and fricatives) in the organization of the words in 
Modern Standard Hindi. 
 This syntagmatic distribution of the opposing consonants has 
been taken up in three subsections pertaining to (i) the consonants 
(both stops and fricatives) in their entirety, (ii) the stops and (iii) 
the fricatives. 
Section A1 (bi) Voiceless versus Voiced Consonants: Stops 
and Fricatives. 
 In this section we make an attempt to highlight the impact of 
the number of articulators on the frequency of occurrence of 
voiceless versus voiced consonants (both stops and fricatives 
combined) in the monosyllabic words in Modern Standard Hindi, we 





Frequency of the Voiceless and Voiced Consonants in the 
Monosyllabic Words 
 
Consonants CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
No % No % No % No % 
Voiceless 1803 62.20 581 62.88 70 57.88 2454 62.22 
Voiced 1096 37.80 343 37.12 51 42.14 1490 37.78 
Total 2899 100 924 100 121 100 3944 100 
 
Comments on Table 11-2 
Comment 1: As seen in the last column in Table 11-2, of a total of 
3944 consonants (stops and fricatives) used in monosyllabic words 
in Modern Standard Hindi. 2454 are voiceless and 1490 are voiced. 
This skewing fully conforms to our expectations in terms of fewer 
verses more articulators. 
Comment 2: In the CVC words, in the Table, there are a total of 
2899 consonants (stops and fricatives) used in monosyllabic words 
in Modern Standard Hindi. There are 1803 occurrences of the 
voiceless consonants and 1096 occurrences of voiced consonants. 
The figures are in perfect conformity with our expectations in view 
of the human trait of disfavoring phonological units with more 
articulators. 
Comment 3: As shown under the syntagmatically complex CVCC 
words, of a total of 924 occurrences of all stops and fricatives in 
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these words, the voiceless consonants have 581 occurrences, 
whereas their voiced counterparts have 343 occurrences. Here 
again we get figures which show a skewing in favor of the voiceless 
consonants in comparison to the voiced consonants, which is what 
we expect in terms of fewer versus more articulators. 
Comment 4: Of a total of 121 consonants (stops and fricatives) in 
the CCVC words, we find 70 occurrences of the voiceless consonants 
as opposed to only 51 occurrences of the voiced consonants, which 
is what we expected in terms of fewer versus more articulators. 
Section A1 (bii): Voiceless versus Voiced Stops: 
 Here we compare the impact of fewer versus more articulator 
on the voiceless and voiced stops in their frequency of usage in the 
monosyllabic words of Modern Standard Hindi. The actual 




Frequency of the Voiceless versus Voiced Stops in 
Monosyllabic Words 
   
Stops CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
 No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Voiceless 1384 58.02 384 57.31 46 51.69 1814 57.69 
Voiced 1001 41.97 286 42.69 43 48.31 1330 42.30 




Comments on Table 11-3 
Comment 1: As seen in the last column in Table 11-3, of a total of 
3144 stops used in monosyllabic words, 1814 are voiceless and 
1330 are voiced. These figures show that although the voiceless 
and the voiced stops are competitively used in the Hindi 
monosyllabic words, there is a clear skewing in favor of the 
voiceless stops over the voiced stops. However, the margin of 
preference is slightly lower than that for the voiceless consonants 
(stops and fricatives combined) over their voiced counterparts. (cf. 
Table II-2) 
Comment 2: Among a total of 2385 occurrences of the stops in the 
CVC words, there are 1384 voiceless and 1001 voiced. This clear 
skewing in favor of the voiceless stops (with fewer articulators) and 
against the voiced stops (with more articulators) fully conforms to 
our expectations in terms of number of articulators. 
Comment 3: As seen in the CVCC column, of total of 670 stops 
used in monosyllabic words, 384 are voiceless and 286 are voiced. 
This clear skewing in favor of the less complex voiceless stops and 
their more complexes is justified in terms of the assimilative trait of 
the neighbouring units. 
Comment 4: Among the 89 instances of stops in the CCVC words 
we find 46 voiceless and 43 voiced occurrences. This clear skewing 
in favor of the voiceless stops and against the voiced stops can be 
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attributed to the preference in terms of fewer versus more 
articulators. 
Section A1 (biii) Voiceless versus Voiced Fricatives 
In this section we evaluate the impact of the fewer versus more 
articulators on the voiceless and voiced fricatives in their frequency 
of usage in the monosyllabic words of Modern Standard Hindi. The 




Frequency of the Voiceless and Voiced Fricatives in the 
Monosyllabic Words 
 
Fricatives CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
 No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Voiceless 419 81.51 197 77.56 24 75 640 80 
Voiced 95 18.49 57 22.44 8 25 160 20 
Total 514 100 254 100 32 100 800 100 
 
Comments on Table 11-4 
Comment 1:  As seen in the last column in the Table, of the total 
of 800 occurrences of the fricatives in the monosyllabic words, 640 
are voiceless and 160 are voiced. This vast skewing in favor of the 
voiceless fricatives is in conformity with our expectation in terms of 
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the human preference for phonological units produced by fewer 
articulators. 
Comment 2: In the syntagmatically simple CVC words, as seen in 
the Table, of the 514 occurrences of the fricatives in the 
monosyllabic words, 419 are voiceless and 95 are voiced. This vast 
skewing in favor of the voiceless fricative as against the voiced 
fricatives is due to the use of one more articulator namely, the 
glottis, used in their production. 
Comment 3: As shown in the Table in the CVCC words with 254 
fricatives, there are 197 occurrences of the voiceless fricatives and 
57 occurrence of the fricatives. This clear skewing in favor of the 
voiceless fricatives is justified from the view point of fewer versus 
more articulators. 
Comment 4: Of the total of 32 CCVC fricatives in the monosyllabic 
words, 24 are voiceless and 8 are voiced. This skewing is also in 
conformity with our expectation in terms of fewer versus more 
articulators. 
Section A2: Glottis as an Additional Articulator: Unaspirated 
versus Aspirated Stops 
 
The stops are characterized by the distinction of 
unaspiratedness aspiration. As the problem of aspiration in the 
aspirated stops (bh dh gh etc.) is a very complex one, it will be taken 
up in other sections. Therefore, our analysis of unaspirated versus 
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aspirated stops is carried out here only in terms of the number of 
articulators. 
Whereas the unaspirated stops (p t k etc.) are produced by 
the supraglottal articulators (the labium, the apex, the dorsum etc) 
alone, the aspirated stops ph th kh.) are produced by an additional 
articulator namely, the glottis. The aspiration is formed by the puff 
of breath coming from the lungs through a particular maneuvering 
of the glottal articulator. 
The triangular configuration of the vocal folds forces the air 
through a small channel which produces aspiration as indicated by 
aspiration in Diagram 1-1. The aspiration so formed at the glottis is 
unaspirated. As a matter of fact, this aspiration brought forth by the 
glottal articulator, is superimposed on the unaspirated stops to 
produce the aspirated stops. This superimposition of aspiration 
makes the aspirated stops physiologically and acoustically more 
complex than their unaspirated counterparts. We, therefore, expect 
that the unaspirated stops would be favored over the aspirated 
counterparts would in terms of the human preference for the 
simpler, less complex phonological units. 
We now evaluate the impact of the glottis as an additional 
articulator, on the makeup of the units for the unaspirated and the 
aspirated stops and their frequency of usage in the word in Modern 
Standard Hindi. 
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First a word about the paradigmatic make up of the opposing 
unaspirated and unaspirated stops. There is a parity in the number 
of units for the unaspirated (p t t c k q) and the aspirated stops (ph 
th th ch kh) in Modern Standard Hindi. This parity in the number of 
units for the aspirated and the unaspirated stops does not indicate 
any favoring or disfavoring for either types, and as such, it neither 
validates nor invalidates our analysis. Therefore, we have to say 
into the syntagmatic context for the usage of the opposing unit with 
a view to ascertaining if the skewings observed there would 
conform to our expectations in terms of the human preference for 
phonological units with fewer articulators over those with more 
articulators. 
In Table 11-5, the frequency of usage for the aspirated and 
unaspirated and unaspirated stops, as they obtain in the 
monosyllabic words in Modern Standard Hindi. 
 
Table 11-5 
Frequency of Occurrence of the Unaspirated and Aspirated 
Stops in the Monosyllabic Words 
 
Stops CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
 No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Unaspirated 905 80.7 574 83.80 82 92.13 1561 82.38 
Aspirated 216 19.27 111 16.20 7 7.86 334 17.62 
Total 1121 100 685 100 89 100 1895 100 
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Comments on Table 11-5 
Comment 1: As seen in the last column in the Table, of the 1895 
occurrences of the stops in the monosyllabic words, 1561 
occurrences are unaspirated and 334 are aspirated. This vast 
skewing in favor of the unaspirated and against the aspirated stops 
may well be attributed to the human preference for phonological 
units with fewer articulators over those with more articulators. 
Comment 2: As shown in Table 11-5, of the 1121 occurrences of 
stops in the CVC words, there are 905 occurrences of the 
unaspirated stops and 216 of the aspirated stops when monosyllabic 
words in entirety are compared with the unaspirated and aspirated 
stops, it may be observed that the skewing in favor of the 
unaspirated stops (with fewer articulators) is slightly lowered 
against the aspirated stops in the CVC words. This minute 
difference, however, does not affect or reduce the clear skewing in 
favor of the unaspirated stops in the CVC words in terms of the 
human trait for preference of fewer versus more articulators. 
Comment 3: As shown in Table 11-5, of the 685 occurrences of the 
stops in the CVCC words, 574 occurrences are unaspirated and 111 
are aspirated that is, there is a total skewing in favor of the 
unaspirated stops as compared to the aspirated stops which is 
attributed to preference for fewer versus more articulators. 
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Comment 4: As seen in the Table 11-5, of the 89 occurrences of 
the stops in the CCVC words, we find 82 occurrences of the 
aspirated stops and only 27 occurrences of the aspirated stops. This 
vast skewing in favor of the unaspirated stops and against their 
aspirated stops which is attributed to the preference for fewer 
versus more articulators. 
 Section A3: Velum as an Additional Articulator: Oral versus 
Nasal Vowels 
As in Modern Standard Hindi, we have both nasal consonants 
and nasal vowels that are produced by the velum as the nasal 
articulators. Although the velum is traditionally considered a point 
of articulator, it is noteworthy that this supraglottal organ is 
sufficiently adroit to open and to close the passage to the nasal 
cavity. 
As shown in the phonological grid (Diagram 1-1), nasal 
consonants (m n n    ŋ) are produce by the velum at aperture 3, in 
combination with the relevant oral articulators and the voicing being 
provided by the larynx. 
As discussed earlier in section A1, the voicing/voiceless 
distinctions are found in the stops and fricatives. The oral 
articulators are shared by the voiceless and voiced consonants 
(stops and fricatives), the voiced consonants are produced by the 
larynx as an additional articulator. 
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The nasal consonants may seem to be more complex in that 
they are produced by three articulator the relevant oral articulator, 
the velum (nasality) and the larynx (voicing).  However, the larynx 
should not be considered an additional articulator in the case of the 
nasal consonants because it is the essential tool or the basic feature 
for all the phonological units at aperture 3 and above.  Therefore, 
the nasal consonant may well be taken on par with the voiced stops 
in terms of the number of articulators.  
Again, as seen in the phonological grid (Diagram 1-1), the 
nasal vowels (L:n U:n a:n etc.) are produced by the velum, the nasal 
articulator at aperture 3, in combination with the relevant oral 
articulator the me ium  “front”   the front  orsum  “central”   an  
the  ack  orsum  “ ack”  at aperture 3 through 9  an  the glottal 
articulator at aperture 1 (for voicing) but it is noteworthy that the 
voice) is a necessary concomitant not only for the nasal vowels, but 
also for their oral counterparts.  Thus, both the oral and nasal 
vowels have on investment in voicing).  The nasal vowels are 
however, made more complex due to the addition of nasality) in the 
form of an extra articulator; velum.  We, therefore, expect that the 
oral vowels should be preferred over the nasal vowels. 
We now evaluate the impact of the velum as an additional 
articulator on the oral and the nasal vowels in the makeup of the 
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vocalic units and their frequency of occurrence in the words, in 
Modern Standard Hindi. 
As seen in the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi 
(Digram 1-1), there are 20  vowels consisting of 10 oral vowels. 
(A I U i: u: e: o: a: ai.au) and 10 nasal vowel  Ã Ĩ Ũ ĩ: ĕ: õ: 
ã:  ãi ãu). We encounter a parity between the oral vowels (fewer 
articulators) and the nasal vowels (more articulators) which goes 
against our expectations. 
Although the complexity produced by the velum as an 
additional articulator does not show up in the paradigmatic makeup 
of the nasals vis-à-vis the oral vowels, we do encounter a vast 
skewing in favor of the oral vowels and against their nasal 
counterparts in their frequency of usage in the words. We now 
present the actual occurrences of these opposing vowels in Table 
11-6. 
Table 11-6 
Frequency of the Oral and Nasal Vowels in the Monosyllabic 
Words 
 
Vowels CVC CVCC CCVC  Total 
 No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Oral 1700 76.81 325 69.30 70 86.41 2095 75.82 
Nasal 513 23.19 144 30.70 11 13.59 668 24.18 
Total 2213 100 469 100 81 100 2763 100 
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Comments on Table 11-6 
Comment 1: As seen in the last column in this Table, of the 2763 
vocalic occurrences in all the monosyllabic words, 2095 occurrences 
are oral and only 668, are nasal. This vast skewing in favor of the 
oral vowels and against the nasal vowels is justified in view of the 
use of an additional articulator, the velum, in the production of the 
nasal vowels. 
Comment 2: As shown in Table 11-6, of the 2213 vocalic 
occurrences in the CVC words, 1700 occurrences are oral and only 
513 are nasal. The figures conforms to our expectations in terms of 
the number of articulators. 
Comment 3: of the 469 vocalic occurrences, as shown in the CVCC 
column in the Table, we find 325 oral vowels and 144 nasal vowels. 
The figures conform to our expectations in terms of the human trait 
of fewer versus more articulators. 
Comment 4: of the 81 occurrences of vowels in the CCVC words, 
70 are oral 11 are nasal. That is, we encounter a drastic skewing in 
favor of the oral vowels as against the nasal vowel here. Again, this 
rather extreme disfavoring for the nasal vowels may well be 





Section B: Proximate Point of Articulation versus Remote 
Point of Articulation 
Sounds produced by an articulator at the nearest point of 
articulation are preferred to sounds produced by the same 
articulator at some more remote point of articulation. 
 As said earlier in chapter A1, phonological units are produced 
by articulators singly or in combination with degree of apertures. 
The almost adroit point of articulation acts as passive participant in 
the production of phonological units. In the production of 
consonants (units of aperture 0, 1, 2 and 3), the articulator has to 
make contact with the point of articulation. The point of articulation 
may be an adjacent place or it may be a distant place. The contact 
of articulator with a remote or distant point of articulation requires 
fine and precise coordination, because to make a contact at a 
remote point of articulation, the articulator has to move farther and 
even to stretch, which leads to muscular tension. As we have been 
viewing in this chapter, precise coordinations are avoided by human 
beings, therefore, we anticipate disfavoring of phonological units 
produced by the contact of an articulator with a remote point of 
articulation vis-a-vis those units which are produced by the same 
articulator at some adjacent point of articulation. 
 In Modern Standard Hindi, the apex of the tongue, being most 
adroit articulator among all lingual articulators and labium (cf. 
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chapter I section C), comes in contact with two separate points of 
articulation, namely, dentum and palatum to produce two series of 
stops and liquids. When apex blocks the air at dentum the resulting 
units are called apico-dentals, when apex contacts by curling back 
to block the air palatum it produces apico-palatal units. apico-
palatal units are tra itionally know as “retroflex soun s”  As we 
know, palatum is a distant place for apex as compared to dentum. 
Therefore, the apico-palatal units will require fine coordination in 
their articulation as compared to the apico-palatal units and as 
such, they will be disfavored to their apico-dental counterparts. 
 The explanation of the skewing for apico-dental and apico-
palatal consonants is taken up in two sub-sections below. In section 
B1, we examine the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi to 
look for favoring or disfavoring in the number of phonological units, 
with regards to proximate point of articulation. B2 proximate versus 
remote point of articulation and the occurrences of the phonological 
units. 
Section B1: Proximate versus Remote Point of Articulation 
and Phonological Grid of Modern Standard Hindi 
When we look at the phonological grid of Modern Standard 
Hindi (Diagram 1-1), we find that the apico-palatal units are found 
at apertures 0 and 3 only, while the apico-dental units appear at 0, 
2 and 3 apertures. There are total of 9 apico-dental and 8 apico- 
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palatal consonantal units in the phonological paradigm. We find that 
the number of apico-palatal units are less then their apico-dental 
counterparts, and this skewing is definitely due to the fact that 
apico-palatal consonants are produced by the contact of apex at a 
distant place (palatum) and requires fine and precise coordination. 
There are 4 (t th d dh) apico-dental stops and 4 (t  t h d   
d h) apico-palatal stops at aperture 0. There is a parity between 
the here, which is neither against nor in favor of the criterion under 
study. 
The two nasals at aperture 0, show 1 apico-dental and 1 
apico-palatal units. Here again we find a parity between the two 
categories.    
Of the two apical fricatives (s and z) at aperture 2, both of 
them are apico-dental. Thus, we encounter a total skewing in favor 
of the apico-dental and against the apico-palatals. The absence of 
any apico-palatal fricatives in the phonological paradigm of Modern 
Standard Hindi may well be attributed to the human trait of 
avoi ing the  ifficult task of pro ucing any “retroflex si ilant” at 
aperture 2. It is noteworthy that the “retroflex si ilant” s  did exist 
in Sanskrit. However, it has totally eliminated in Urdu and Hindi. 
Among the 5 apical liquids at aperture 3, there are only 2 
apico-dentals ( l r), and 3 apico- palatals ( hrrl
...
). This disparity in 
the number of units between the apico-dental and apico-palatal 
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liquids is contrary to our expectations. It may be noted here that 
the apico-palatal ( .l ) is only a marginal phonological unit that does 
not occur at all in the monosyllabic words being used for the 
statistical analysis in the present study. Further, the apico-palatal 
.rh  occurs in only a few monosyllabic words. In contrast, the apico-
dental l and r are still preferred over the apico-palatals in the light 
of the above explanation. 
In the light of the discussion above, we can reasonably 
assume that despite some problems with regard to the number of 
units, the apico-dental consonants are actually favored over the 
apico-palatal consonants in the Modern Standard Hindi. 
Section B2: Proximate versus Remote Point of Articulation 
and the Occurrence of Phonological Units 
Now we compare the frequency of occurrences of the 
opposing apico-detnal and apico-palatal consonants in Table 11-7, 
to evaluate the impact of the human trait pertaining to prominate 
versus remote point of articulation. 
Table 11-7 
Frequency of Occurrence of the Apico-dental and Apico-
Palatal Consonants in the Monosyllabic Words. 
Consonants CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
 No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Apico-detnal 1508 75.70 643 87.12 113 89.69 2264 79.28 
Apico-palatal 484 24.30 95 12.88 13 10.31 592 20.72 
Total 1992 100 738 100 126 100 2856 100 
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Comments on Table: II-7 
Comment 1: As shown in the last column of the Table above, of 
the 2856 occurrences of the consonants in the monosyllabic words, 
2264 are apico-dental whereas only 592 are apico-palatal. We 
encounter, a clear skewing in favor of the apico-dental and against 
the apico-palatals in their overall usage of the opposing consonants 
in the words. 
Comment 2: As seen in the column for CVC words, of the 1992 
occurrences of the apical consonants, there are 1508 occurrences of 
the apico-dental and only 484 occurrences of the apico-palatal. This 
vast skewing in favor of apico-dental consonants (proximate point 
of articulation) is further increased as compared to the apico-
palatals (remote point of articulation) among the CVC in the 
monosyllabic words. 
Comment 3: Among the 738 occurrences in the CVCC words, 643 
are apico-dentals and 95 are apico-palatals consonants. This drastic 
skewing in favor of the apico-dental and against the apico-palatal 
consonants, is partly brought about by the human trait of preferring 
the proximate place of articulation over a remote place of 
articulation. 
Comment 4: As seen in CCVC column in the Table above, of the 
126 apical occurrences in the monosyllabic words, 113 are apico-
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dental consonants and 13 apico-palatal consonants. This figure fully 
conforms to our expectations. 
Section C: Assimilative Trait of Neighboring Phonological 
Units 
 The phonological units of a language are combined to form 
signal-meaning units (signes). The phonological units are marked 
by the distinction of articulators, apertures, points of articulation, 
relative adroitness of articulators and their muscular tension. 
Phonological units may also differ in the use of additional 
articulators for V(oicing), A (Spiration),, or N(asality). To exemplify, 
st share two features of articulation – the apex articulator and 
voicelessness. On the other hand, a combination of the two units g 
and t do not share such features, since g is a front-dorsal voiced 
unit whereas it is a voiceless apex unit. If two successive segments 
are very different from each other then fine and precise 
manipulation of articulators are required to distinguish these 
segments. However, in two successive phonological units e. g st 
that share some features of articulation, are combined, then, it is 
easier to carry on without such precise manipulation of articulators. 
Keeping in view general disfavoring of human beings for fine and 
precise coordination, we may expect favoring for the combination of 
phonological units, sharing same features of articulation to be 
favored. 
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 The impact of assimilative trait is manifest in the combination 
of phonological units in the word. The fine precisely coordinated 
movement of articulator is avoided by making certain phonological 
changes in the neighboring phonological units, such as assimilation, 
devoicing, etc. as a result of which these neighboring segments 
become similar. 
 For the explanation of the assimilative trait in monosyllabic 
words in Modern Standard Hindi, we compare the occurrences of the 
phonological units in terms of the assimilative human traits of 
human beings in section C1. 
Section C1: Assimilative Traits and the Occurrences of the 
Phonological Units. 
 Assimilative traits as they appear in the monosyllabic CVC and 
CVCC words in Modern Standard Hindi, in the occurrences of 
voiceless, voiced and nasalized phonological units. 
1) Initial Voiceless Stops + Final Voiceless Stops  
Total Number of Words = [1384]. 
2) Initial Voiced Stops + Final Voiced stops  
Total Number of Words = [1001]. 
3) Initial Voiceless Stops + Final Voiced stops  
Total Number of Words = [1045]. 
4) Initial Voiced Stops + Final Voiceless stops  
Total Number of Words = [1340]. 
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5) Initial Voiceless Fricatives + Final Voiced Fricatives  
Total Number of Words = [288]. 
6) Initial Voiced Fricatives + Final Voiced Fricatives  
Total Number of Words = [95]. 
7) Initial Voiceless Fricatives + Final Voiceless Fricatives  
Total Number of Words = [419]. 
8) Initial Voiced Fricatives + Final Voiced Fricatives  
Total Number of Words = [226]. 
The number of CVC words for occurrence of initial voiceless and 
final voiceless units are more than those of initial voiceless and final 
voiced units. Similarly, the number of initial and final voiced units is 
more than that of either initial voiceless and final voiced units or 
initial voiced and final voiceless units. Thus, in the CVC words 
voiceless units occur with voiceless units and voiced units occur with 
voiced units.  
 The actual occurrence of the final consonant cluster in the 
CVCC words of Modern Standard Hindi are now presented below.  
1. Voiced Fricatives  + Voiceless Stops  = 51 
 Voiced Fricatives  + Voiced Stops   = 0 
2. Voiceless Fricatives  + Voiced Stops   = 2 
Voiced Fricatives  + Voiceless Stops  = 0 
 Thus, we find that voiceless fricatives mostly occur with 
voiceless stops and voiced fricatives with voiced stops.  
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 Assimilative trait can also be seen in the occurrence of 
nasalized vowels in CVC and CVCC words. In CVCC words, all 
vowels that appear before nasal consonants are nasalized. In the 
CVC words too, we also encounter a favoring for nasalized vowels 
before nasal consonants. We present below occurrence of nasalized 
vowels before nasal and non-nasal consonants. 
Types     Number of Words 
C
~


























                                                 
ftn.  N1 = C1 of the CVC1C2 words 
N2 = C2 of the CVC1C2 words 
C= any consonant (p, t, c, s, etc) 
N= nasal consonant (m, n, etc.) 
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Section D: Aperture Change and Combination of Phonological 
Units: 
 In this section, we examine the syntagmatic organization of 
phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi in view of the claim 
that in successive segments, large changes of aperture are 
preferred over small changes of aperture. 
 Phonological units cohere to form larger segments. Greater 
changes of aperture are likely to be preferred in successive 
segments. For, it provides greater freedom of movement for 
articulators and therefore less precision of control is required in the 
articulation of these segments. The segments produced by a small 
change of aperture, on the other hand, involves greater precision 
and control. Thus, therefore, there is a general disfavoring for small 
changes of aperture. We analyze the effect of the degree of 
aperture change on the combinatory pattern of Modern Standard 
Hindi phonological units in the monosyllabic words is taken up in the 
following subsection below. 
Section D1: Large Aperture Change versus Small Aperture 
Change: CVC versus CVCC and CCVC Words: 
 In this section, we compare the potential and actual number 
of CVC, CVCC and CCVC words. 
The potential and actual number for CVC, CVCC and CCVC 
words are presented in the Table. 
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Table II-8  
Potential and Actual Number of Monosyllabic Words in 
Modern Standard Hindi 
 
Total Number of Consonant 41 
Total Number of Vowels 20 
Types Potential Actual 
CVC=C2V=412x20 33620 2213 (6-58% of 33620) 
CVCC=C3V=413x20 1378420 469 (0.03% of 
1378420) 
CCVC=C3V=41 1378420 81 (0.005% of 
1378420) 
Total 2790460 2763 
 
Comments on Table : II-8 
Comment 1: As seen in the Table, the total number of consonants 
for Modern Standard Hindi is 41 and the total number of vowels is 
20. Given the total number of consonants (41) and vowels (20), the 
potential number of the CVC words is 33620 and the actual turnout 
is 2213 (6.58% of 33620). For CVCC and CCVC words the potential 
number is 1378420 but their actual number is much lower than the 
CVC words. 
The actual number of CVC and CCVC words is 469 (0.03% of 
1378420) and 81 (0.005% if 1378420), even a cursory glance at 
the Table for the actual and potential number for CVC, CVC and 
CCVC words shows a clear preference for the CVC words, because 
the CVC words appear in absolute majority. 
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Comment 2: The preference for the CVC words is caused by the 
maximum change of aperture in successive segments. In CVC 
words, there is a maximum change of aperture from constriction (0, 
1, 2, 3) to opening (4, 5, 6, 7, 8), then back to constriction. On the 
other hand, in CVCC and CCVC words, the initial and the final 
clusters demand for small changes of aperture (from consonant to 
consonant). Therefore, the CVC words which involve large changes 
of aperture in the successive segments are preferred over the CVCC 
and the CCVC words in Modern Standard Hindi. 
Section E: Human Behavior Justification of the Phonological 
Grid of Modern Standard Hindi. 
 In this section, we deal with the psychological (human 
behavior) factors which provide reinforcement to the validity of the 
phonological units in Modern Standard Hindi, which is primarily 
established by physiological mechanism in chapter 1, Diagram 1-1). 
 A common trait of human behavior in the form of a principle 
is; 
“It is easier to learn the use of a smaller number of tools than 
a larger, and up to a certain point it is easier to learn to perform a 
given task by combining the resources of tools with which one is 
familiar than  y learning to use a new tool”  Diver: lecture-notes). 
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The makeup and distribution of the phonological units of a 
language are thus motivated by the above principle. The discussion 
follows: 
“It is well-known that the phonological system tends to be an 
organization of a relatively small number of units used in varying 
combinations, rather than collection of a relatively large number of 
non-com ining phonological units”  Diver: lecture-notes). 
It is to be pointed out here that, the phonological paradigm in 
Modern Standard Hindi consists of 61 phonological units; 41 
consonantal and 20 vocalic (cf. Diagram 1-1). It is these rather 
smaller number of distinct units that combine and permute to form 
the entire inventory of signal meaning pairs (signes) of Hindi. This is 
one way in which human languages minimize the effort on the 
specific part of memory   he concept of “ ou le articulation”  
developed by Andre Martinet is utilized in the form of economy 
achieved in the formation of signals. 
Moreover, the phonological units in their entirety are formed 
by the combination of a relatively small number of apertures and 
articulators. To be precise, we have only 9 degrees of apertures                 
(0, 1,1½, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) and 8 articulators (tabium, apex, 
medium, front-dorsum, back-dorsum, post-dorsum, velum and 
glottis). 
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Furthermore, alongwith the psychological mechanism, the 
human behavior principle provides a rationale for the asymmetrical 
nature of the grid. The number of units produced with less effort 
and precision exceed those units that are more complicated 
physiologically and which require more precision and control in their 
production. 
It is to be noted that though we here deal with the human 
behavior justification for the lack of symmetry in the number of 
units placed on the various intersection of the axis of articulators 
and apertures in the grid, it is beyond the scope of present research 
to explain the absence of each potential phonological unit. We will 
takeup only those gaps or holes that are found relative to some 
existing phonological units in the grid (Diagram 1-1) 
1. Scarcity of the Phonological Units at Aperture 1: 
 There are only 2 phonological units, f and v that appear at 
aperture 1 as opposed to 5 units at aperture 2. For the perforated 
surface of the teeth is ideally suited to produce fricatives by 
releasing air stream through a very restricted channel whereas the 
palate or the lip at the place of articulation provide air tight contact 
which is not suitable for the production of fricatives. Therefore, 
members of the first degree of apertures using the teeth as place of 
articulation are preferred to those using the palate (or the lip) as a 
place of articulation. 
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2.  Absence of Voiced and Aspirated Stops Relative to Post-
Dorsal q: 
 As seen in the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi 
(Diagram 1-1), q occurs as a voiceless, unaspirated post-dorsal stop 
and in the absence of its voiced or aspirate counterparts. The non-
occurrence of the more complex voices stop with post-dorsal 
articulator can be attributed to the use of more articulators. 
3. Two Axes for Apex in Opposition to One Each for Other 
Articulator: 
 The human behavior interplay can also be seen in the 
asymmetrical use of articulators in forming the phonological units. 
Of all the suppraglottal articulators only by the most adroit apex is 
conveniently used, to make dual  istinct of “ ental versus” 
retroflex” consonants  y the speakers of many In ian languages  
 It we look at the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi, 
it becomes clear that the apex keeps distinction of articulation at 
two points (dentum and palatum), on aperture 0 and 3, the use of 
the apex on two distinct points is attributed to the greater 
adroitness of apex among all the lingual articulators (medium and 
dorsum). 
 We may therefore conclude that the human behavior 
orientation provides reinforcement for the validity of the 
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phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi, earlier established in 
terms of the physiological mechanism. 
Section F: Summary and Conclusions 
 In this section, we summarize our findings as a whole for this 
chapter. 
 Section A, we have taken up the impact of the human 
preference of fewer versus more articulators in the formation of the 
phonological units and their usage in the words in Hindi. We expect 
the phonological units of Hindi, in the production where fewer 
articulators are involved, to be greater in number and more 
frequently used vis-à-vis those units produced by more articulators. 
The three main dichotomies among the phonological units of 
Modern Standard Hindi brought about by the use of an extra 
articulator, are voiced versus unaspirated stops, and oral versus 
nasal vowels. And through the actual frequency counts of these 
opposing dichotomies of units, we have successfully demonstrated 
that their paradigmatic make up and the syntagmatic distribution 
clearly conforms to our expectations. 
In section B, the second type of phonological skewing is 
explained in terms of the apico-palatal units being disfavored over 
the apico-dental consonants. It has been shown that it is easy for 
apex to contact dentum, at adjacent point of articulation. Thus, 
apico-palatal consonants require greater precision and are 
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disfavored to their apico-dental counterparts. The disfavoring for 
apico-palatal consonants have been shown by comparing number of 
units and frequency counts of apico-dental and apico-palatal 
consonants. 
In section C, we have evaluated the impact of the assimilative 
trait of neighboring phonological units that are manifest in the 
combinatory phonology of Modern Standard Hindi. As noted, the 
fine and precisely coordinated movement of the articulator is 
avoided by making certain phonological changes in the neighboring 
phonological units. The occurrence of phonological units is, in most 
cases, conditioned to their environments. Thus, voiceless 
phonological units occur mostly with voiced consonants. It has been 
amply demonstrated through the actual frequency counts that the 
syntagmatic distribution of phonological units is clearly motivated 
by the assimilative trait, and therefore this skewed distribution fully 
conforms to our expectations. 
In Section D, we decrease the human trait of preferring large 
changes of apertures over small changes of apertures. It has been 
argued that large change of aperture requires less precision of 
movement, as a result they are favored over small changes of 
apertures because they require fine and precise movements and 
coordinations. We, therefore, compared the potential and actual 
number of CVC, CVCC and CCVC words and demonstrated clearly 
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that the CVC words which involve large changes of aperture are 
drastically favored. This is perfectly in conformity with our 
expectations. 
 In section E, we have shown that human behavior orientation 
provides reinforcement to the validity of phonological units in the 
grid (Diagram 1-1), established in terms of physiological mechanism 
in chapter 1. The phonological skewings in the grid have been 
explained in view of the human preference for physiologico- 
acoustically simpler, less complex phonological units. In this regard, 
we have argued that the absence of voiced and aspirated stops, 
relative to post dorsal 9, is motivated by the human behavior 
orientation, particularly, the human behavior preference for fewer 
articulators. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that asymmetrical 
use of articulators in the formation of phonological units can also be 
explained in terms of human behavior. We have also justified the 
use of the most adroit apex to make the dual distinction between 
the “ ental” an  the “retroflex” among the consonants  stops  an  
(liquids) in Modern Standard Hindi. 
To Conclude: 
1. The use of an extra articulator is disfavored in terms of 
human behavior because it requires additional efforts on the 
part of speaker. Thus, the phonological units produced by 
fewer articulators are preferred over those produced by more 
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articulators, voiceless versus voiced, unaspirated versus 
aspirated and oral versus nasal vowels, etc. 
2. The apico-dental consonants with proximate place of 
articulation are preferred over the apico-palatal  “retroflex  
consonants with the remote place of articulation.  Both in the 
number of units and in the frequency of usage. 
3. The neighboring phonological units become similar in view of 
the assimilative trait to avoid the precisely coordinated 
movement of articulator. 
4. A comparison of  CVC, CVCC and CCVC, words is made 
through frequency counts to look that the CVC words are 
highly preferred Furthermore, large changes of aperture are 
preferred over small changes of aperture. 
5. The human behavior orientation provides reinforcement of the 
validity of the phonological units in the grid. 
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CHAPTER-V 
ROLE OF VISION IN THE PHONOLOGY OF 
MODERN STANDARD HINDI   
 
 This chapter discusses the role of vision in the phonology of 
Modern Standard Hindi. As discussed in the introduction (cf. C2, e), 
vision plays a vital role in human communication. In other words, 
the advantage of the visibility factor of the labium definitely gives a 
boost to speaker-hearer roles in communication, for it helps in 
comprehension. 
 In chapter III, we have observed that the communicative load 
carried by the initial position of the word is greater than the medial 
and final positions of the word. Thus, we may expect more use of 
labium at the beginning of the word than at the end of the word. 
Labial consonants make the identification of a word easy, by 
reinforcing in speech act in another sense, vision. Many gaps of 
hearing are filled through vision. We often watch the lips of the 
speaker, and even see people saying ‘watch my lips’! Language 
used by deaf mutes, consist of the speaker symbols involving 
vision, through the action of speaker’s lips or their facial 
expressions. Therefore, we can say that the visibility of the labial 
articulator definitely boosts comprehension. It may be pointed out 
that in many cases, where speakers and hearers cannot see each 
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other visibility of the articulator does not aid in comprehension, but 
the ordinary conversational situation has always allowed for visual 
reinforcement of an acoustic perception.  
 In the present chapter, we make an attempt to compare the 
occurrences of the labial and non-labial consonants in the initial and 
final positions of the words in Modern Standard Hindi. In sections A 
and section B, we discuss the role of vision in Modern Standard 
Hindi phonology. 
Section A: Labial versus Non-Labial Consonants in the Word 
Initial and Final Positions.         
 We present the frequency of occurrence of the labial and non-
labial consonants in this section. We compare the labial occurrences 
with that of the apical, dorsal, medial and post dorsal occurrences in 
both the initial and final positions of the word in three subsections 
below. In section A1, we compare the frequencies of the labial and 
the non-labial stops in the initial and final positions of the words. In 
section A2, the occurrences of the labial and non-labial fricatives in 
the initial and final positions have been taken up, and in section A3, 
we deal with the comparison of the occurrences of labial and non-
labial nasals in the initial and final positions of the words.  
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Section A1: CVC Stops in the Initial and Final Positions: Labial 
versus Non-Labial 
 We present the actual occurrences of the labial and non-labial 
stops as they appear in the initial and final positions of the 
monosyllabic words in Modern Standard Hindi in Table V-I below: 
Table V-I 
Labial versus Non-labial Stops in the Word Initial and Final 
Positions in the CVC Words. 
 
 Apical Labial Dorsal Medial Post -
dorsal 
Total 
 No. % No % No % No % No % No % 
Initial 352 40.41 383 74.80 274 46.06 250 62.98 5 50 1264 52.99 
Final 519 59.59 129 25.20 321 53.94 147 37.02 5 50 1121 47.00 
Total 871 100 512 100 595 100 397 100 10 100 2385 100 
 
Comments on Table V-I 
Comment 1: As seen in this Table, of the 1070 occurrences of the 
stops in the initial position of all the monosyllabic words, the labials 
have 383 occurrences, followed by the apical 352 occurrences of the 
apicals 274 occurrences of the dorsals,  250 occurrences of the 
medials, only 5  occurrences of the post-dorsal stops. Here we 
observe that the labial stops in the initial and final positions of the 
words shown an edge over the other stop types. The preferential 
norm in favour of the labials and against the other stop types  can  
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be well attributed to the visibility factor associated with the labium 
as an articulator.  
Comment 2:  A look at the figures of stops in the final position 
shows that the 129 labial stops are least preferred, while the apicals 
increase many times the occurrences of the labials. This sudden  
upsurge  in the apicals can be attributed to the high adroitness of 
the apex. On the other hand, the low frequency of the labials are 
justified in terms of vision, for there is more visibility impact in the 
beginning of the word than at the end.  
Section A2: Labial versus Non-Labial Fricatives in the Word 
Initial and Final Positions   
For the labial and non-labial fricatives, in the initial and final 
positions of the CVC words, the actual occurrences of the labial non-
labial fricatives are presented in Table V-2 below: 
Table V-2 
Labial versus Non-labial Fricatives in the Word Initial and 
Final Positions in the CVC Words. 
 Apical Labial Dorsal Medial Total 
No % No % No % No % No % 
Initial 177 61.89 55 62.5 18 72 67 58.27 317 61.68 
Final 109 38.11 33 37.5 7 28 48 41.73 197 38.32 




Comments on Table V-2 
Comment 1: As shown in the Table V-2, we find 317 occurrences 
of the fricatives in the initial position, the labials have 55 
occurrences, the apicals have 177 occurrences, followed by  18 
dorsals while 67 are medials. Here, the apical fricatives posses the 
highest frequency which is the result of the adroitness of the apex. 
The labials compete well in the initial position which is basically due 
to the visibility factor of the articulator and its contribution is 
reinforced comprehension. 
Comment 2: Of a total of 197 occurrences of the fricatives in the 
final position, 33 are labials, 109 apicals, 7 dorsals and 48 are 
medials. Thus, we find that labial fricatives which are preferred in 
the initial position of the words are less preferred here and come 
down  to only 33 occurrences in the word final position due to the 
decreased visibility impact in this position in the word.    
Section A3: Nasals in the Initial and Final Positions: Labial 
versus Non-Labial  
Here we will study the proportionate occurrences of the labial 
and non-labial nasals in the initial and final positions of the CVC 









Labial versus Non-labial Nasals in the Word Initial and Final 
Positions in the CVC Words 
 
 Apical  Labial  Dorsal  Total  
No % No % No % No % 
Initial 75 36.77 135 66.18 - - 210 49.19 
Final  129 63.23 69 33.82 19 100 217 50.81 
Total  204 100 204 100 19 100 427 100 
 
 
Comments on Table V-3 
Comment 1: As seen in this Table, of a total of 210 occurrences of 
the nasals in the initial position of all the monosyllabic words in 
Modern Standard Hindi, 135 are labial labium and only 75 are apical 
nasals. This preference for the labial nasals in the initial position of 
the CVC words is explainable in terms of vision, which helps in 
communication by making additional information through sight and 
fills in many gaps as to what the word is.  
Comment 2: We find a meager 69 occurrences of the labial nasals 
in the final position of all the monosyllabic words. This reduction in 
the figure  from 210 in the initial to only  69 in the final, the 




Section B:  Summary and Conclusions  
 In this chapter, we have made an attempt to evaluate the 
impact of vision as an orienting principle on the phonology of 
Modern Standard Hindi. We have defined a motivated rationale in 
terms of vision for the phonological skewing observed in word initial 
and final positions, in favour or against the labial versus non-labial 
consonants as they appear in the monosyllabic words of Modern 
Standard Hindi.  
In section A, we have made comparison between labial and 
non-labial consonants in the initial and final position of the words. It 
has been shown through the frequency counts for CVC words, in 
both positions of the CVC words, that there is marked preference 
for labial consonants in the initial position of the words. The 
preference for the labial consonants is geared up by the fact that 
they employ labium as an articulator, which is visible and thus leads 
to ease in identifying the words by reinforcing in speech another 
since that is vision.  
 Thus, it is vision which demonstrates the importance of 
communication by favoring visibility in the initial position of the 




ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN THE 
PHONOLOGY OF MODERN STANDARD HINDI 
 
In the present chapter, the phonological analysis of Modern 
Standard Hindi has been carried out in terms of communication as a 
source of classification and organization. It is to be pointed out that 
the characteristics and distribution of the phonological units are not 
only determined by physiological and human factors, but it is 
greatly influenced by the communicative factor. Language, is a 
medium of communication, hence, communication lies at the very 
heart of linguistic structure. 
The incorporation of meaning in the phonological analysis was 
made through the concept of “functional load” and “functional yield” 
by Andre Martinet (Martinet 1955: 193) He claims that function 
plays a significant role in the makeup of the phonological structure. 
He further states that the factors of functional importance exert 
influence on both the paradigmatic and the syntagmatic aspects of 
phonological units. 
It may be noted parenthetically, the term “function” is loaded 
with various connotations, therefore, the term communication is 
used instead in Columbia School linguistics. 
In traditional American phonemics, phonemes are formally 
identified through the distributional, substitutional criteria; but here 
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too, resort to communication is made as a short cut in the discovery 
of phonemes through minimal pairs. But the fact remains that 
traditional phonemicists do not recognize communication as a 
governing principle in phonology. In fact, they consider meaning to 
be taboo in phonemic analysis. 
In the present work, thus, we do not have to apologize for 
using meaning in phonological analysis. For, meaning flows directly 
from communication, an orienting principle for the Columbia School 
phonology. 
We have divided this chapter on communication into four 
sections. In section A, we deal with the effect of communication on 
the paradigm of the phonological units. In section B, dealing with 
the combinatory phonology, we evaluate the impact of 
communication on the syntagmatic distribution of the phonological 
units in Modern Standard Hindi. In section C, we analyze homonymy 
as a communicative problem. Finally, we present summary and 
conclusions in section E. 
Section A: Impact of Communication on the Paradigm of 
Phonological Units. 
 In this section, we will evaluate the impact of communication 
on the paradigmatic relation of the phonological units of Modern 
Standard Hindi. 
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 Phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi were presented 
in Diagram 1-1 in terms of physiological factors. Further, it has also 
been mentioned there that the phonological units are primarily 
determined on the basis of distinctiveness in meaning 
(communication). It may be pointed out that the phonological units 
presented in the grid, correspond to their relevant axes of 
articulators and apertures. Therefore, a total of 61 phonological 
units are established for Modern Standard Hindi, of which 56 are 
phonemes and 5 are positional variants.  
 These 56 phonological units established with an implicit use of 
the “phoneme principle” in chapter-I, are explicitly established 
through contrasting them in minimal and pairs, resulting in a 
change of meaning, in this way we can show the role of 
communication in the distinctiveness of the phonological units 
established through the “phoneme” principle. 
 In section A1, we present the “phonemic inventory” of Modern 
Standard Hindi. In section A2, we provide the communicative 
justification of these phonemes  in terms of communicative 
(phonemic) contrasts, both consonantal and vocalic, through 




Section A1: The Phonemic Inventory of Modern Standard 
Hindi. 
 The consonantal phonemes are arranged in terms of the 
“points of articulation” and “manner of articulation”. The vowel 
phonemes are classified in terms of the “part” and “height” of the 
tongue raised. Thus, the inventory of phonemes is generally 
presented with reference to physiological parameters. 
 The 56 phonemes of Modern Standard Hindi are 
systematically presented in the phonemic inventory presented in 
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Mid     e:  õ: 
Lower Mid  Ã     
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Class III: Diphthongs      
Oral    ai  au 
Nasal     ai   au 
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Comments on Phonemic Inventory 
 As shown in the diagram above, of the 56 phonemes in 
Modern Standard Hindi, there are 36 consonants and 20 vowels. 
The consonants are divided on the basis of the manner of 
articulation into stops, fricatives, nasals, laterals, trill, flopped and 
semi vowels. In terms of the point of articulation, on the other 
hand, they are classified into bilabials, labio-dental, dentals, 
retroflex, palatal, velar, uvular and glottal consonantal phonemes. It 
may here be pointed out that the liquids, l r w y, are placed in 
different rows with reference to their mode of production, i.e. 
“laterals” “trills” or “semi-vowels”. The vocalic phoneme can be 
divided into three classes: long vowels, short vowels, and 
diphthongs. All vowels are classified in terms of the part of tongue 
raised, the height of the tongue, raised and position of the lips, into 
three categories, namely, the “front unroudned”, the central 
unrounded”, and the back rounded”. 
Section A2: Phonemic Contrast 
 In a language, the phonemes are traditionally established on 
the basis of contrast in minimal and sub-minimal pairs, resulting in 
a change of meaning. To establish contrast, we have employed 
some randomly selected bisyllabic and longer words besides utilizing 
monosyllabic words. 
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 It is to be pointed out that in our presentation of the 
phonemic contrast, we have dealt with the consonantal contrasts, 
first followed by the vocalic contrast. Furthermore, the contrast of 
individual units is restricted to only those units that are closely 
opposed to each other. Nevertheless, in principle the individual 
units are interrelated with all other units in the grid. 
 It is to be noted that the phonemic contrasts are restricted to 
the communicative important initial position of the word. We have 
tried to provide pairs in word final position as far as the vowels are 
concerned. On the other hand, we can have only one position in the 
monosyllabic words treated here. 
Section A2 (a): Consonantal Contrast 
 In this section we contrast the consonantal units of Modern 
Standard Hindi in minimal and sub-minimal pairs. A list of the 
contrasted pairs is presented below: 
Consonantal Contrast 
Four Way Contrast of Stops (Voicing and Aspiratioin) 
Opposing 
Units 
Contrast Initial Gloss Non-
Initial 
Gloss 



























































































t /t h/d /d h  t Ap 
 thAp 
falling fruits 































sit down  
bond 
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k/kh/g/gh k/kh kAl sweat sIK heated 
  khAl wicked sIkh sikh 
 k/g kAP muscus na:k nose 
  gAP gossip na:g snake 
 k/gh ko: š dictionary - - 
  gho:š  voiced - - 
 kh/gh kho:t  defeat - - 
  gho:t  cramup - - 
 kh/g khAl vile de:kh lkook 
  gAl Allomorph  
of xyk
de:g cauldron 
 g/gh gIr fall - - 
 
 
 ghIr be 
surrounded 
- - 
Six-Way Contrast of Stops (Articulators) 
P/t/t /c/k/q  p/t pi:s powder ta:P heat 
  ti:s thirty ta:t father 
 t/t  tÃn tight pAt honour 
  t Ãn measure of 
weight 
pAt  garment 
 t /c  tAk stare pAt  covered 
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  cAk holding pAc digested 
 c/k ca:t  preparation 





  ka:t  cutting ta:k pure 
 k/q kaul promise ta:k stare, glance 
  qaul agreement tauq neckring 
ph/th/t h/c
h/kh 
ph/th phIr then - - 
  thIr settle down -- -- 
 th/t h thAk tired - - 
  t hAk rap - - 
 t h/ch thAp at a stand 
till  
pi:t h back 
  chap printed pU:ch enquiry 
 ch/kh chAl cheat pUch wipe 
  khAl vile dUkh ache 
b/d/d /j/g b/d ba:l hair kAb when 
  da:l pulse kad size 
 d/d  dAs ten la:d load 
  d As0 sting la:d  affection 
 d /j d a:l branch b : d band 
  ja:l network bã:j banner 
(women) 
 j/g ja:l network jAj judge 
  ga:l cheek jAg universe 
bh dh  d h/j
h/gh 
bh/dh bhAj repeat the 
name of god 
- - 
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  bhAj demeanour - - 
 dh/d h da:k commanding   





 d h/jh d he:l thrust  -- 
  Jhe:l endure - - 
 jh/gh jho:l bagginess - - 
  gho:l solution - - 
Stops and Nasal Contrasted 
b m dn g ŋ b/m be:l wood apple jAb when 
  me:l concord jÃm freeze 
 d/n dã:m price da:d ring worm 
  nã:m name dã:n donation 
 g ŋ - - jAg world 
  - - jAŋ war 
Contrast of Nasals (Articulators) 
m n ŋ m/n ma:l things m o:m oilskins 
  na:l shaft mi:n fish 
 n ŋ - - mã:n honor 
  - - m :ŋ demand 
Stops and Fricative Contrast 
p/f/t s c š kx p/f pi:s grind na:p  measurement 
  fi:s tuition fee na:f navel 
 t/s tAt that pIt bile, gall 
  sat essence pIS to be ground 
 c/š cak holding  na:c dance 
  šAk doubt na:š destruction 





  xUš happy si:x spit 
b/v/d/z/g/r b/v ba:z falcon šAb night 
  va:z sermon šAv dead body 
 d/z dĩ:n miserable ba:d talking 
  zĩn saddle ba:z falcon 
 g/r gaur reflection ba:g tiger 
  4aur fair-
skinned 
ba:4 garden 
Contrast of Fricatives (Articulators) 




  si:l dampness sa:s mother-in-law 
 s/š sa:l year Pa:s pass 
  ša:l shawl pa:š band, tie 
 š/x šUd pure ta:š playing card 
  xUd self ta:x arch 
Contrast of Fricatives(Voicing) 
f/v/s/z/š/x/4/h f/v fÃn skill, art - - 
  vÃn wood - - 
 s/z sa:t seven ba:s foul smell 
  sa:t self ba:z falcon 
 x/r xÃm kink, bend ta:x arche 
  rÃm grief, woe da:r cremation 
v/z/4 v/z va:r assault de:v God 
  za:r weep te:z sharp 
 z/r za:r weep ba:z falcon 
  ra:r ditch ba4:r garden 
X/4/h x/h xAt letter si:x skewer  
  hat killed sa:h merchant 
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 r/h 4a:r ditch ba:4 garden 
  ha:r defeat bã:h arm 
Fricatives and liquids Contrasted 
v/w v/w va:h exclamatory lav whit 
  wa:h bravo la:w array of 
followers 
z/l/r z/l zõ:m zeal te:z sharp 
  lõ:m hair te:l oil 
 z/r zãn woman sa:z musical 
instrument 




Contrast of Liquids (Articulators) 
w/l r  r /y w/l wa: bravo pã:w leg 
  la: bring pa:l bring up 
 w/r wa:h bravo da:w opportunity 
  ra:h path de;r delay 
 l/r lAb lip bAl strength 
  rAb god bAr bridegroom 
 r/r  - - bAr bridegroom 
  - - bAr  increase 
 r/y rAv tumult ra:r quarrel 
  yAv barley ra:y advise 
 l/y lo:g people ra:l resinous 
  yo:g sum, total ra:y advise 
Retroflex Stop and Retroflex Flap Contrasted 
d r  d /r  - - bã:d  band 
  - - ba:r  hedge 
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Section A2(b) Vocalic Contrast: 
 The vocalic units of Modern Standard Hindi are contrasted in 
minimal and sub-minimal pairs. 
 A list of the contrasted pairs is presented below: 
Contrast of Medial and Labio-Dorsal Vowels: 
Opposing Contrast Pairs Gloss 
i:ĩ:,  Ĩ, e: : 
u:ũ:,  Ũ, o: : 
i:/u: pi:s powder 




 ĩ: ũ: bĩ:d pierce 
  bũ:d drop 
 I/U pIc allomorph of   






  pUc tail, rear 
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 Ĩ Ũ gĨn count 
  gŨn ponder (over) 
 e:/o: ce:t consciousness 
  co:t lump of 
human, animal 
faces 
  :  : g :d ball 
  gõ:d gum 
Front Dorsal Versus Medial Vowels 
AÃ, a:ã: 
 Ĩ,e: : 
A/I kAs assay, test 
  kIs oblique singular 
form dkSu 
   Ĩ kÃn part 
  kĨn oblique singular 
form of  
dkSu 
 a:/e: pa:t  jute, width 
  pe:t  Stomach 
  :  : pã:n betel leaf 
  p :n Pen 
Front Dorsal Versus Labio Dorsal Vowels 
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AÃ, a:ã: 
 Ũ, o:  
a/U bAt allomorph     of 






  bUt idol 
   Ũ tÃm darkness 
  tŨm You 
 a:/o: ta:p temperature 
  to:p gun, cannon 
 ã:/õ: cã:p Press 
  cõ:p stickiness 
Short versus Long Vowels 
 Ĩ, A ,  Ũ 
i:ĩ:, e: :, a: :, 
o: :, u:ũ: 
I/i: dIp glow 
  di:P earthen lamp 
 Ĩ ĩ pĨn pin 
  pĩ:n heavy 
 I/e: phIr turn 
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  phe:r detour 
 Ĩ  : dĨn day (comprised 




  d :n contribution 
 A/a: dhAk palpitation 
  dha:k commanding 
 Ã/ã: dhÃs penetrate 
  dhã:s offensive 
 U/u: jhUl swing 
  jhu:l dangle 
 Ũ ũ: cŨn select 
  cũ:n flour, wheat-
meal 
 U/o: cUp silent 
  co:p stickiness 
 Ũ  : sŨn sear 
  sõ:n soanes 
Oral Versus Nasal Vowels 
I i: e:, A ã: u: 
U o: 
Ĩ ĩ:  :,    : ũ: 
I Ĩ - - 
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Ũ  : 
 i: ĩ: di: gave, feminine 
singular past 
tense form of  
nsuk 
 e:  : t e: sharpen, whet 
  t  : screech of a 
parrot 
 A/Ã jhAp to be suddenly 
closed (eyes) 
  jhÃp cover, conceal  
 a:/ã: ka:k crow, cunning 
fellow 
  kã:c glass 
 u: ũ: pu:ch enquiry, 
respect 
  pũ:ch tail (of a beast) 
   Ũ dUr stand off 
  dŨm tail 
 o:õ: jo:k lit-it means 
weighing 
  jõ:k leech 
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Monophtongs versus Diphthongs 
e: o: a:,  : : : 
ai au,    ãi ãu 
e:/ai pe:r to crush (as 
sugarcane, 
linseed etc) 
  pair foot, leg 
 o:/ai bo:l speech 
  bail bullock 
 a:/au ba:r time, turn 
  baur cluster of 
blossoms of 
mango 
 o:/au so:t inflamation 
  saut co-wife 
  : ũ c :n chain 
  cãin relief 
 ã:/ãi jã:n came aware of 
  jãin follower of 
jainism, a 
religious order 
 õ:/ãu bhõ:k poke, pierce  
  bhãuk bark, jabben 
 ã:/ãu pã:n betel-leaf 
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  pãun three quarter 
Oral Diphthongs versus Nasal Diphthongs 
ai   au 
ãi    ãu 
ai/ãi paig swing 
  pãit  pantaloon 
 au/ãu kaul Promise 
  kãun who, what 
Medial Diphthongs versus Back Dorsal Diphthongs 
ai   ãi 
au   ãu 
ai/au gair stranger 
  gaur reflection 
 ãi/ãu jãin follower of 
Jainism, a 
religious order 
  kãun who, what 
  
Section B: Impact of Communication in Combinatory 
Phonology: 
 In the preceding section, namely, section A, we established the 
phonemes of Modern Standard Hindi as the minimal units of 
communication. These phonemes were paradigmatically placed in 
the phonological grid (cf. section) in terms of their physiologico-
acoustic substance. In this section we justify the impact of 
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communication in the syntagmatic relation of the phonological units 
of Modern Standard Hindi to be presented in section B1, B2 and B3. 
Section B1: Pairs of Words with the Same Phonological Units 
in Reverse Order: 
 It is noticed from the data of monosyllabic words collected 
that most of the CVC words begin and end with a consonant. There 
are only a handful of words in which the initial or final consonant 
becomes zero. 
 It is interesting to note that there are many instances in 
Modern Standard Hindi, where an interchange of the  initial and 
final consonants result in drastic changes in meaning. This 
syntagmatic interchange  of consonantal units  such as C1VC2 and 
C2VC1 may represent two well-defined words with entirely different 
meanings. This syntagmatic interchange of consonants can be 
presented by the following pairs of monosyllabic words. 
Consonants 
Interchanged 
Pairs of words Gloss 
Ø/p a:p you (deferential) 
sound person 
 pa: obtained  
Ø/j a:j this day 
 ja: go, depart 
Ø/g a:g fire 
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 ga: chant 
Ø/s a:s expectations 
 sa: similar to 
Ø/l a:l scallion  
 la: bring 
Ø/b u:b boredom 
 bu: odour 
Ø/k e:k single 
 ke: Plural and oblique 
form of  dk 
Ø/t  o:t  cover 
 t o: search 
p/t  pAt  garment 
 t Ap sound made by 
dripping liquid or 
falling fruits 
p/k pi:k spittle of chewed  
betel leaf  
 ki:p funnel 
p/c pã:c five 
 cã:p press 
P/l pAl brought up 
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 lAp elasticity 
P/c puch wipe 
 chup hide 
p/t  pa:t  jute 
 t a:p tramp (of a horse) 
p/k pa:k pure 
 ka:p tremble 
p/t  pi:t  thrush 
 ti:p entry 
p/s pi:s powder 
 si:p oyster-shell 
p/s pu:s tenth month of the 
winnowing basket 
 su:p soup 
p/r po:r a knuckle, the space 
between any two 
joints of a finger 
 ro:p seedling 
p/c pe:c screw 
 ce:p gum (of mangoes) 
p/š pa:š band, tie 
 ša:p abuse 
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p/l po:l hollow space 
 lo:p elimination 
p/t pAt honor 
 tAp devout austerity 
p/t  pa:t  flatter 
 t a:p hot 
p/k pAk baked 
 kAp phlegm,mucus 
b/d bAd bad, wicked 
 dAb pressed, yield 
b/t  bAt  twist, thread 
 tAb tub 
b/j bAj to be played upon  
 jAb whe 
b/k bAk hypocrite 
 kAb when 
b/s bAs control, power 
 sAb all 
b/l ba:l hair 
 la:b profit, gaining 
b/r ba:r time, turn 
 ra:b molasses, treacle  
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b/t ba:t talk 
 ta:b splendour, strength 
b/d ba:d after 
 da:b pressure, strain 
b/l bAl strength 
 lAb lips 
b/r bAr wasp 
 rAb lord, master 
b/j bi:j seed 
 ji:b tongue 
b/r ba:r time, turn 
 ra:b molasses 
t/l ta:l pond, lake 
 la:l red 
t/r ta:r cause to crossover 
 ra:t night 
t/j ta:j crown 
 ja:t born, manifest 
t/n tAn stretch 
 nAt nose-ring 
t/k ta:k stare, glance  
 ka:t spin 
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t/l tAl fry 
 lAt bad habit 
t/r tAr wet 
 rAt attached, loving 
t/j ti:j third day of a lunar 
fortnight  
 ji:t victory 
d/l da:l pulse 
 la:d load 
d/kh dUkh ache, pain 
 khUd self 
d/g da:g cremation 
 ga:d sediment 
d/s da:s slave 
 sa:d ambition, longing 
d/l dAl party 
 lAd be loaded 
t /k t A:k stitch 
 ka:t  cut 
t /l t al averted 
 Lat  tress, lock of hair 
t /k t Ak stare, gaze 
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 kAt  destroyed 
t /l t a:l postpone 
 la:t  lord, governor 
t /s t i:s smar 
 si:t  seat 
t /k t u:k piece, fragment 
 ku:t  hill top 
t /g t ã:g leg 
 gã:t  knot, tie 
d /k d a:k mail, post 
 ka:d  letter 
d /l da:l branch 
 la:d  affection 
d /l d o:l swing 
 lo:d  load 
c/r ca:r four, several 
 ra:c to be in love 
c/k cu:k lapse, error 
 ku:c march, departure 
c/m cũ:m kiss 
 mũ:c moustache  
j/g ja:g rise, alert 
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 ga:j thunder bolt 
j/l ja:l net 
 la:j shame, shyness 
j/kh jo:kh weigh, measure 
 kho:j search 
k/s kAs assay, strength 
 sAk be able 
k/š kAš whip, lash 
 ŠAk doubt 
k/h kAh say, state 
 hAk stunned, still 
k/r kAr hand, ray 
 rAk keep 
k/S kIs who, what 
 sIk roosted, heated 
k/l ka:l time, period 
 la:k lac 
k/r ka:r motor car 
 ra:k ashes 
k/l ki:l pin, peg 
 li:k track, track away 
k/s ko:s curse, impricate 
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 so:k absorb, dryup 
k/r ko:r flange, border 
 ro:k ban, restriction 
g/l ga:l cheek 
 la:g harmonious relation 
g/r ga:r ditch, pit 
 ra:g melody, tune 
g/l go:l round, circular 
 lo:g people 
m/n mĩ:n a fish, pieces 
 nĩ:m margosa tree 
m/n mã:n esteem, respect 
 nã:m name 
s/r sa:r substance, gist 
 ra:s circular dance 
performance with the 
legend of Krishna 
and the Gopies 
s/r sIr head 
 rIs anger, worth 
s/r su:r sun 
 ru:s to get, displeased 
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z/r za:r force 
 ro:z day 
h/r ha:r defeat, loss 
 ra:h path, way 
h/r hAr each, every 
 rAh live, stay 
h/r hu:r fairy, beauty 
 ru:h soul, essence 
m/h m :h rain 
 h :m gold 
 
 The words list of Modern Standard Hindi are very good 
examples of communicative economy achieved through combinatory 
phonology. It may be noted that, we get two words having different 
meanings by employing the same number of phonological units in 
the reserve order. Although our word list includes only selected 
monosyllabic words, a fuller utilization of phonological units in 
different order with change in meaning, can be seen in the 
organisation of polysyllabic words in Modern Standard Hindi. It is to 
be pointed out that the concept of communicative economy through 
combinatory phonology is fully developed in terms of “double 
articulation” of language by Andre Martinet (1964: 22-24). 
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Section B2: Communication and the CVC, the CVCC, and CCVC 
Words: 
Unlike the CVC words, the cluster words require greater 
precision of control in their production because there are more 
phonological units for coordination. It is therefore excepted that 
CVC words should be preferred over CVCC and CCVC words. The 
actual numbers and their respective percentages are presented in 
the Table III-1: 
Table III-1  
Frequency of Occurrence of the Monosyllabic Words 
 Number Percentage 
CVC 2213 80.09 
CVCC 469 16.98 
CCVC 81 2.98 
Total 2763 100 
 
Comments on Table III-1 
As shown in the table, of the 2763 monosyllabic words in 
Modern Standard Hindi, 2213 are CVC, 469 CVCC and 81 CCVC 
type. That is, there is a clear preference for the  CVC words and 
against the CVCC and CCC words. Although this skewing is mainly 
motivated by human behavior, it is also supported by 
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communication because of the less communicative load at the end 
of the word. It may also be noted that fewer units are favored  over 
greater number of phonological units in the formation of words. 
Thus clusters which are produced with greater number of units 
having more phonological distinctions are disfavored in terms of 
both human behavior and communication.  
Section B3: Communicative Load: Initial versus Final Position 
in the Word: 
Communication has a vital role to play in the combinatory 
phonology of a language. It is well known experience that the 
beginning of the word carries greater communicative load than does 
the end of the word. The communicative load decreases as we move 
from the initial to the final position of the word. We expect the 
maximum utilization of the phonological units in the word initial 
position. We, therefore, except these units to be selectively 
underutilized at the final position of the word. 
In this section, we will be making an attempt to evaluate the 
impact of communication in the combinatory phonology of Modern 
Standard Hindi. We now examine the occurrences of various 
categories of consonants in the initial and final positions of the 
word. It may be pointed out that  we  have  limited our analysis to 
the CVC words only. 
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Section B3 (a): Communicative Load and the Hierarchy of  
Adroitness of  Articulators: 
The effect of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators on 
both the paradigmatic and syntagmatic distribution of the 
phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi was assessed earlier. 
(cf. Chapter –I, Section B). 
Physiologically, it is shown that the apicals articulated by the 
most adroit apex were most favored, followed by the labials and the 
dorsals, produced by the more adroit labium and dorsum, medials 
produced by the less adroit medium,  and the post-dorsals produced 
by the least adroit post-dorsum. 
In the present section we make an attempt to look at the 
effect of communicative load on the distribution of the phonological 
units of Modern Standard Hindi, in the initial and final positions of 
CVC words in terms of this hierarchy. 
It is well known that the phonological units carry more 
communicative load at the beginning of the words than at the end 
of the word. Given this communicative need, we expect a 
competitive use of the phonological units in the word initial position. 
On the contrary, a selective use of these units is expected in the 
word final position. 
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In the following subsections, we examine the communicative 
impact on the relative preference for the consonantal units, the 
stops, the fricatives, the nasals and, the liquids in the initial and 
final positions of the words in terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of 
articulators. 
Section B3(ai):  Impact  of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the Consonantal Units in Terms 
of Articulators in the CVC Word 
It has already been discussed earlier (cf. Chapter –I), section 
B), the syntagmatic distribution of the phonological units are also 
affected by the hierarchy of the adroitness of articulators. That is, it 
has an impact on the frequency of occurrence of the apical, labial, 
dorsal, medial and post-dorsal units. These units are arranged in 
this order according to their preference in terms of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators. Now we assess the distribution of 
consonantal units from the viewpoint of communication in the initial 
and final positions of the CVC words in terms of articulators through 





Frequency of the Consonantal Units in the Initial and Final Positions in 
the CVC Words in the Terms of Articulators 
 
Consonants Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Apico-dental 680 45.09 828 54.90 1508 100 
Apico-palatal  131 27.07 353 72.93 484 100 
Apical 811 40.71 1181 59.27 1992 100 
Labium 575 68.87 248 30.18 823 100 
Dorsal 294 44.69 364 56.31 658 100 
Medial 342 81.19 217 38.81 559 100 
Post-dorsal 5 5.0 5 5.0 10 100 
Total 2027 50.14 2015 49.86 4042 100 
 
Comments on Table 111-2 
Comment-1: As shown in the last column in the Table above, of a 
total of 4042 occurrences of the CVC consonantal units (stops, 
fricatives, nasals and liquids), there are 1992 apicals, 823 labials, 
658 dorsal, 559 medials and 10 post-dorsals. These figures fully 
conform to our exceptions in terms of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators. (For details cf. Chapter-1, Section B). 
Comment-2: As shown in Table 111-2, of the 2027 occurrences of 
consonants in the initial position of the CVC words, we have 811 
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apicals, 575 labials, 294 dorsals, 342 medials and 5 post-dorsals. In 
this communicatively important initial position of the word, these 
five types of consonants are competitively utilized, which is in 
conformity with our exception in terms of communication. It may be 
noted that whereas both communication and hierarchy of the 
adroitness, dictate that the labials 575 and the dorsals 294, should 
be equally utilized in the initial position of the word,  the former 
outnumber the  latter. This rise in the frequency of usage of the 
labial units in comparison to the dorsal units is justified by vision, 
where the labials are always preferred in the initial position of the 
word (cf. Chapter-V, Section A). 
Comment-3: As seen in the Table above, of the 2015 occurences 
of consonants in the final position of the CVC words, we have 1181 
apicals, 248 labials, 364 dorsals, 217 medials and 5 post-dorsals in 
this communicatively less important position of the word. It is  
noteworthy that there is a strong impact of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of the articulator in the distribution of these types of 
consonantal units. 
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Section B3 (aii): Impact of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the Stops in Terms of 
Articulators in the CVC Words: 
Here, we will compare the frequencies for the apical, labial, 
dorsal, medial, and post-dorsal stops in the initial and final positions 
with a view to evaluating the impact of communication. In Table 
111-3, we give the actual occurrences of the opposing stops in word 
initial and final positions: 
Table: III-3 
Frequency of the stops in the Initial and Final Position in the 
CVC Words in terms of Articulators. 
Stops Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Apico-dental 221 42.67 297 57.33 518 100 
Apico-palatal  131 37.11 222 62.89 353 100 
Apical 352 40.41 519 59.59 871 100 
Labial 383 74.80 129 25.20 512 100 
Dorsal 274 46.06 321 53.94 595 100 
Medial 250 62.98 147 37.02 397 100 
Post-dorsal 5 50 5 50 10 100 
Total 1264 52.99 1121 47.00 2385 100 
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Comments on Table III-3 
Comment-1: As shown in the last column in the Table above, of a 
total of 2385 occurrences of stops in the CVC words, we have 871 
apicals, 512 labials 595 dorsals, 397 medials and 10 post-dorsal. 
That is, the frequency of occurrence for all the five types of stops 
fully conforms with our expectations in terms of the scale 
relationship. 
Comment-2: When we examine the figures  for initial position of 
the words, we find that the skewing we get there also respond to 
the high communicative load attributed to the beginning of the 
word. In fact, of all the stops with 1264 occurrences in the initial 
position of the word, the labial stops occur most frequently with 383 
occurrences followed by the apical stops which have a slightly lower 
352 occurrences. Besides, physiology and communication, vision 
also accounts for the increased frequency of the labials               
(cf. chapter-V). 
Comment-3: As shown in the Table above, of the 1121 
occurrences of stops in the final position of the CVC words, there 
are 519 apicals, 129 labials, 321 dorsals, 147 medials and 5 post-
dorsal. In this communicatively less important, position it is 
noteworthy that there is a strong impact of the hierarchy of 
adoritness of articulators in the distribution of the stop types. We 
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expect that the more favored apical stops and front dorsal stops will 
be additionally favored, whereas the less favored medial stops will 
be additionally disfavored. Further, it may be pointed out that the 
extraordinary skewing against the labials stops is brought forth 
jointly two factors, the minimum communicative load and the 
inverse impact visibility of the labia. 
Section B3 (aiii): Impact of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the Fricatives in Terms of 
Articulators in the CVC Words: 
 In the present section, we gauge the impact of 
communication on the distribution of fricatives in the initial and final 
positions of the CVC words in the Modern Standard Hindi. The actual 
occurrences of the fricatives in the initial and final positions of the 
word are given in the Table III-4 below: 
Table  - III-4 
Frequency of Fricatives in the Initial and Final Positions in 
the CVC Words in the Terms of Articulators. 
Fricatives Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Apico-dental 177 61.89 109 38.11 286 100 
Apico-palatal  - - - - - - 
Apical 177 61.89 109 38.11 286 100 
Labial 55 62.5 33 37.5 88 100 
Dorsal 18 72 7 28 25 100 
Medial 67 53.27 48 41.73 115 100 
Post-dorsal - - - - - - 
Total 317 61.68 197 38.32 514 100 
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Comments on Table III-4 
 
Comment-1: As shown in the last column in the table above, of the 
514 fricatives in the initial and final positions of the CVC words in 
Modern Standard Hindi, we have 286 apicals, 88 labials, 25 dorsals 
and 115 medials. These figures fully conform to our expectations 
except for the rise in the figures for the medials which goes against 
the hierarchy of articulators. This skewing can be explained by the 
fact that most of the Perso-Arabic words used in Modern Standard 
Hindi, begin and end with the palatal fricative š. There is a total 
skewing against the post-dorsal which is the least adroit on the 
scale. 
Comment-2: In the initial position, since the communicative load is 
high we except a fairly good competition between different units in 
Modern Standard Hindi. 
Thus, of a total 317 fricatives there are 177 apicals, 55 
labials, 18 dorsals and 67 medials are encountered. 
   
Comment-3: As seen in the table above, of the 197 occurrences of 
fricatives in the final position of the CVC words, there are 109 
apicals, which is very competitive use of the apicals which are pr 
oduced by the more adroit apex.  The 33 labials, and 7 dorsals, do 
show that these less favored units are being selectively utilized in 
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the word final position. The medials compete with the labials  and 
the dorsals. This is probably because many words of Perso-Arabic 
origin have retained their original form in usage in Modern  
Standard Hindi, as they begin and end with the medial fricative š.  
Section B3 (aiv): Impact of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the Nasals in Terms of 
Articulators in the CVC Words 
 In this section, we will discuss the frequency of occurrence of 
the nasals in the initial and final positions of the CVC words in terms 
of the articulators from the communicative angle. The actual 
frequencies of the opposing phonological units, as they appear in 
the CVC words, are presented in Table: III-5: 
Table  - III-5 
Frequency of Nasals in the Initial and Final Positions in the 
CVC Words in Terms of Articulators 
Nasals Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Apico-dental 75 38.47 120 61.53 195 100 
Apico-palatal  - - 9 100 9 100 
Apical 75 36.77 129 63.23 20 100 
Labial 135 66.18 69 33.82 204 100 
Dorsal - - 19 100 19 100 
Medial - - - - - - 
Post-dorsal - - - - - - 
Total 210 49.19 217 50.81 427 100 
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Comments on Table III-5 
Comment-1: As seen in the last column in the Table above, of the 
427 occurrences of the nasal consonants in the initial CVC words,  
we find that 204 are apicals, 204 are labials and only 19 are dorsals 
which is justified in terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of the 
articulators. 
Comment-2: Initially, of a total of 210 nasals there are 75 apical 
nasals and 135 labial nasals. The labials, however, outnumber the 
apicals which is justified in terms of vision (cf. Chapter-V. Section 
A). 
Comment-3: As shown in the Table, of the 217 occurrences of the 
nasal consonants in the final position of the CVC words, we get 129  
apical, 69 labial and 19  dorsal, as these figures clearly indicate, 
there is an impact of the hierarchy of adroitness in the distribution 
of apical, labial, dorsal medial and post-dorsal nasals in this 
communicatively less important position 
Section B3 (av): Impact of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the Liquids in Terms of 
Articulators in the CVC Words 
 In the present section, we assess the effect of communication 
on the frequency of occurrence of the liquids in the initial and final 
positions of the words in terms of the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators in the CVC word in Modern Standard Hindi.  The actual 
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occurrence of the opposing liquids in the initial and final positions of 
the words are given in Table: 111-6. 
Table  - III-6 
Frequency of Liquids in the Initial and Final Positions in the 
CVC Words in the Terms of Articulators 
Liquids Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Apico-dental 207 40.67 302 59.33 509 100 
Apico-palatal  - - 122 100 122 100 
Apical 207 32.80 424 67.20 631 100 
Labial 2 10.52 17 89.48 19 100 
Dorsal 2 10.52 17 89.48 19 100 
Medial 25 53.20 22 46.80 47 100 
Post-dorsal - - - - - - 
Total 236 32.97 480 67.03 716 100 
 
Comments on Table III-6 
Comment-1: As shown in the last column in the table above, of the 
716 occurrences of the liquids in the CVC words in Modern Standard 
Hindi, we get 631 apicals, which  has the highest frequency and is 
justified in terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. The 
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least preferred labial, dorsal and medial liquids are compartively low 
in usage in terms of hierarchy.  
Comment-2: As seen in the Table, of a total of 236 occurrences of 
liquids in the initial positions of the cvc words in Modern Standard 
Hindi, we have a high occurrences of 207 apicals as compared to 
the labial, dorsal and medial liquid which have fever occurrences. 
This high usage of the apicals and lesser frequencies of the other 
nasals is totally justified in terms of the of articulators.  
Comment-3: Of a total of 480 liquids in the final position of the 
CVC words, we get 424 apical, 17 labial, 17 dorsal and 22 medials 
liquids. It is apparent from the figures that the favored apical  
liquids are additionally favored whereas the disfavored labial, dorsal 
and medial liquids are additionally disfavord in terms of hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators. 
Section B3(b):  Impact of Communicative Load on the Initial 
and Final Positions of the Word in Terms of 
Number of Articulators: 
 Here, from the view point of human behaviour, it is human 
nature to resort to maximum solution (cf. chapter II), we expect 
that the phonological units involving fewer articulators are preferred 
over those utilizing more articulators (cf. chapter II, Section A). 
 Thus, from the viewpoint of communication, we expect a 
rather competitive use of the phonological units (unaspirated versus 
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aspirated, voiceless versus voiced) in the initial position of the word 
and a selective under–utilization of these units in the 
communicatively least important word final position. 
 In the present section, we assess the impact of 
communication on the frequency of occurrence of the consonantal 
units utilizing fewer and more articulators in the initial and final 
positions of the CVC words in Modern Standard Hindi. 
 Here, we are limiting ourselves to the CVC words. In section 
B3 (bi), we take up the unaspirated and aspirated stops in the  CVC 
words. In section B3 (Bii), B3(bii) and B3 (biv) we examine the effect 
of communication in the initial and final position of the word on the 
voiceless and voiced consonants, stops and fricative in the CVC 
words. 
Section B3 (bi): Unaspirated and Aspirated Stops in the CVC 
Words: 
 Here, we make an attempt to examine the effect of the 
communicative load of phonological units in the distribution of the 
unaspirated and aspirated stops in the initial and final position of 
the CVC word in Modern Standard Hindi are presented in Table III-





Table  - III-7 
Frequency of Unaspirated and Aspirated  Stops in the Initial 
and Final Positions of the CVC Words. 
Stops Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Unapsirated 851 48.47 9.06 51.58 1756 100 
Aspirated  413 65.66 316 34.34 629 100 
Total 1264 52.99 1121 47.00 2385 100 
 
Comments on Table III-7 
 
Comment-1: It can be observed from the total figures of 
unaspirated and aspirated stops given in the Table that the 
speakers of Modern Standard Hindi had an over all preference for 
the unaspirated stops. it was calculated from the data, the 
occurrence of unaspirated stops was 1756, as opposed to their 
aspirated counterpart which was 629. These figures can be 
supported by both physiological mechanism and human behaviour 
because the production of aspirated stops require an extra effort 
which can rather be considered an unnatural configration of the 
glottis with rush of air coming from the lungs. The aspirated stops 
(both voiceless and voiced) are more complex as compared to 
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voiceless unaspirated stops as they are produced by an additional 
articulator. 
Comment-2: It is also evident from the figures given in the Table 
that occurrence of unaspirated stops was 851, and aspirated stop 
was 413 in the word initial position. 
Comment-3: The analysis of the data once again the preference of 
unaspirated stops at the word final position as well. Its occurrence 
was 905 as opposed to the disfavored aspirated stops which was 
reduce to 216, this skewing is more motivated by the physiological 
mechanism because more air from the lungs is also available at the 
beginning of the word than at the end of it. 
 However, this relative preference of aspirated stops for the 
beginning of the words is mainly motivated by the heavy 
communicative load on the  first phonological unit of the word. 
Section B3(bii): Voiceless and Voiced Consonants in the CVC  
Words in Initial and Final Positions: 
In the present section, we will evaluate the impact of 
communication on differences in the frequencies of the voiceless 
and voiced consonants in the initial and final position of the CVC 





Table  - III-8 
Frequency of Consonants in the Initial and Final Positions of 
the CVC Words. 
Consonants  Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Voiceless 909 50.41 894 41.59 1803 100 
Voiced 672 61.51 424 33.67 1096 100 
Total 1581 54.53 1318 45.47 2899 100 
 
Comments on Table III-8 
 
Comment-1: As seen in the last column in the Table above, of the 
2899 occurrences of consonants in the CVC words in Modern 
Standard Hindi. We get 1803 of voiceless and 1096 of voiced, this 
preference in favor of the voiceless consonant and against their 
voiced counterparts is fully conform to our expectation in terms of 
human behavior. 
Comment-2: Of a total of 1581 combined frequencies of the 
voiceless and voiced consonants in the initial position of the CVC 
words, there are 909 voiceless and 672 voiced. In this 
communicatively important position of the word, we show that the 
voiceless and voiced consonant should be competitively utilized. 
Comment-3: As shown in this Table above, of the 1381 
occurrences of the voiceless and voiced consonants in the final 
position of the CVC words in Modern Standard Hindi, we have 894 
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voiceless occurrences and 424 voiced occurrences, these figures 
fully conform to our expectation in terms of human behavior 
communication 
Section B3 (biii):  Voiceless and Voiced Stops in the CVC 
Words in Initial and Final Positions: 
 In this section, we highlight the role of communication in the 
distribution of voiceless and voiced stops in the initial and final 
position of he CVC words in Modern Standard Hindi. The actual 
occurrences of the opposing stops in the initial and final positions of 
the word are presented in a Table III-9 below: 
Table  - III-9 
Frequency of the Stops in the Initial and Final Positions of 
the CVC Words. 
Stops Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Voiceless 654 47.26 730 52.74 1384 100 
Voiced 610 60.93 391 39.07 1001 100 
Total 1264 52.99 1121 47.00 2385 100 
 
Comments on Table III-9 
 
Comment-1: As shown in the last column in the Table above, of a 
total of 2385 occurrences of stops in the CVC words in Modern 
Standard Hindi, there are 1384 voiceless and 1001 voiced. We, 
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therefore expect that the voiced stops would be disfavored in 
comparison to the voiceless counterparts in terms of the number of 
articulators (cf. Chapter II, Section A).  
Comment-2: In the initial position, on the contrary, the voiced stop 
compete well with their voiceless counterparts. Of the 1264 
occurrence of initial stops, 658 are voiceless and 610 are voiced, 
which is nearly a fifty-fifty figure. The communicative factor plays a 
clear role here. 
Comment-3: Finally, in the communicatively least important final 
position, there are 730 voiceless and 391 voiced. These figures 
thus, show a clear mainifestation of the communicative role in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word in Modern Standard Hindi. 
Section B3 (biv):  Voiceless and Voiced Fricatives in the CVC 
Words in Initial and Final Positions: 
 Here we will compare the frequencies of voiceless and voiced 
fricatives in the initial and final position of the CVC words in Modern 
Standard Hindi. The frequencies are presented in Table III-10 
below: 
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Table  - III-10 
Frequency of the Fricatives  in the Initial and Final Positions 
of the CVC Words. 
 
Fricatives Initial Final Total 
 No. % No. % No. % 
Voiceless 255 60.86 164 39.14 419 100 
Aspirated  62 60.27 33 34.73 95 100 
Total 317 61.68 197 38.32 514 100 
 
Comments on Table III-10 
 
Comment-1: As shown in the last column in the Table above, of 
the 514 occurrences of fricatives in the CVC words in Modern 
Standard Hindi, we find 419 voiceless and 95 voiced. This skewing 
in favor of the voiceless fricatives and against the voiced fricatives 
may well be attributed to the human trait of preferring fewer 
articulator over more articulators. 
Comment-2: As seen in this Table, of the 317 occurrences of 
fricatives in the initial position of the CVC words, we get 255 
voiceless and 62 voiced. The difference in favor of voiceless 
fricatives is again due to the use of one less articulator, namely 
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larynx, which has to be additionally employed to produce voiced 
fricatives. 
Comment-3: As shown in the Table, of the 197 occurrences of 
fricatives in the final position of the CVC words in Modern Standard 
Hindi, we have 164 voiceless and only 33 voiced occurrences. The 
steep rise in the voiceless fricatives in the final position of the word, 
is motivated by communicative disfavoring for voiced fricatives in 
this position. 
Section C: Homonymy: 
 As we know, homonymy is a process whereby a word acquires 
the form of another word but maintains clear distinction at the level 
of meaning. It thus creates communicative problem for the 
speakers of the language, for they have to infer the correct meaning 
of the word through context. With human intelligence, homonymy is 
tolerated in languages, but there is a tendency to avoid large scale 
homonymy nevertheless. 
 This section is divided into two sub-sections. In section C1, we 
will deal with homonymy which is a result of word final deaspiration. 
In section C2, we describe the word final deaspiration with aspirated 
stops or h in initial position of the word.  
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Section C1: Word Final Deaspiration and Homonymy 
As observed in the previous section, aspirated stops are 
disfavored and unaspirated stops are favored. This tilt in favor of 
voiceless and against the voiced aspirated stops in the word final 
position is attributed to the orienting principles of physiological 
mechanism and human behavior. Thus the word final skewing in 
favor of voiceless stops is totally in conformity with our hypothesis. 
It should be noted that the deaspiration at the end of the word on 
such a large scale could produce only a small number of 
homonymous pair of words in Modern Standard Hindi of Allahabad. 




At Ath beginning, part  
At  At h eight 
Ag Agh sin, misdeed 
Art Arth meaning, wealth 
Ard Ardh half, semi 
Ãnd Ãndh blind, dark 
a:t  a:t h eight 
ã:k ã:kh eye 
I:k I:kh sugarcane 
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Ut  Ut h standup 
u:k u:kh sugarcane 
ũ:g ũ:gh drowsiness  
ãit  ãit h twist, turfold 
ãic ãich comb (hair) 
o:t  o:t h lip 
o:g o:gh aggregate multitude  
o:s t  o:s t h  lip 
o:r o:r h cover (body) with, 
ãut  ãut h border, rim (of a 
utensil) 
pAt pAth path, way 
pAk pAkh obstacle, hindrance 
pAr  pAr h read, study 
pIc pIch allomorph of fiNk 
used as the first 
member in several 
compounded words  
pUc pUch tail, rear 
pÃŋk p ŋkh wing, pinion 
pa:t pa:th to turn into cakes 
pa:t  pa:t h lesson, text 
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pi:t  pi:t h back, spine 
pu:c pu:ch enquiry, respect 
po:r  po:r h mature, seasoned 
pait  pait h access to 
paud paudh seedling, young plant 
paur  paur h lie, repose 
pã:k pã:kh having jin 
pũ:c pũ:ch tail (of a beast) 
põ:c põ:ch wipe, clean 
pãit  pãt h temporarily 
improvised market 
place 
bAd bAdh killing, sallying 
bAg bAgh allomorph of ck?k  
used as the first of 
several compound 
words 
bAr bAr h increase, rise 
bUd bUdh wednesday 
bUd bUdh Lord Buddha 
bUj bUjh extinguished 
bÃnd bÃndh tie, fetters  
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bÃnd bÃndh tied, bound 
ba:c ba:ch extreme tips of the 
lips 
ba:g ba:gh tiger 
ba:r  ba:r h flood 
bu:j bu:jh understanding  
be:d be:dh astronomical 
observation 
be: be:dh piercing 
bo:d bo:dh perception, sense 
ba:j ba:jh burden, load 
bait  bat h sit, squat 
baud baudh baudhist 
bã:d bã:dh dam, bund 
bã:d bã:dh obstruction  
bã:d bã:dh fastning, tie 
bã:j bã:jh barren (women) 
bi:d bi:dh pierce  
bhIk bhIkh allomorph of Hkh[k 
used as first member 
of  certain compound 
words 
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bhUk bhuUkh allomorph of Hkh[k  
used as first member 
of certain compound 
words 
bhi:k bhi:kh alms, begging 
bhu:k bhu:kh hunger, appetite  
bhu:k bhu:kh hole, cavity 
tUj tUjh oblique, form of rw 
ti:rt ti:rth place of pilgrimage 
dAgd dAgdh burnt, scorched  
dIk dIkh visible, seen 
dUd dUdh allomorph of nw/k 
used as the first 
member in certain 
compound 
dUk dUkh sorrow 
dUk dukh ache, suffer 
dUgd dUgdh milk 
dÃmb dÃmbh concient, vanity 
da:g da:gh heat, burning 
da:r  da:r h jaw-tooth 
di:k di:kh visible, seen 
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di:rg di:rgh long, large  
du:d du:dh milk 
de:k de:kh see, look 
dhŨnd dhŨndh mist, fog 
t e:r  t er h curve, band 
t h At  t At h milling crowd 
t h a:t  t h a:t h pamp, splendour  
t h e:t  t h e:t h pure, proper 
t h ũ:t  t h ũ:t h stump, slub 
d Ĩmb d Ĩmbh larva 
d a:b d a:bh raw coconut 
d a:r  d a:r h molar or grinding 
tooth 
d e:r  d e:r h one and a half 
d h i:t  dhi:t h contumelious, pest 
d h ũ:d   dhũ:d h seek, reach 
cAk cAkh altercation  
cAk cAkh taste, eat 
cArk cArkh large revolving wheel 
cAr  cAr h group, ascend 
cIr cIr  irritation  
cIr  cIr h huff 
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cUb cUbh pricked, punctured 
ca:k ca:kh taste 
co:t co:th lump of human 
caut cauth forth day of the lunar 
fortnight  
cĩ:t cĩ:th reduce to tattlers 
cĩ:t cĩ:th rend 
cãud cãud dazzling effect 
chAt  chAt h sixth day of the  
lunar fortnight 
cha:c cha:ch butter-milk 
ji:b ji:bh tongue-lingua 
ju:j ju:jh struggle 
je:t  je:t h elder brother of 
woman‟s husband 
ja:k ja:kh lit-means weighing 
jã:g Jã:gh thing 
jhAk jhAkh fish, craze 
jhu: t jhu:t h false, untrue 
jhã:j jhã:jh sistrum 
kAp kAph phlegum, muscuskUc 
kUc kUch few 
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kUr  kUr h fret or grieve 
k n t kÃnt h throat, larynx  
kŨmb kŨmbh Kumbh mela 
ka:t  ka:t h Wood, timber 
ku:r  ku:r h stupid 
ko:k ko:kh womb 
ko:S t  ko:S t h chamber 
ko:r  ko:r h leprosy 
kait kaith wood apple (feronia 
elephant 
kaud kaudh flash 
kã:k kãkh armpit 
kã:k kã:kh grunt, groan 
khi:j khijh grouch, vexation 
gAt  gAt h tied, closed togather 
gArb gArbh womb, factus 
gAr  gar h fort, castle 
gId gIdh vulture 
gUlp gUlph ankle 
gÃt  gÃt h allomorph of  xk¡B   
the firs t member  of 
a number  compound 
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words 
gÃnd gÃndh smell, adour 
gŨt gŨth threaded, stitched 
gŨd gŨdh kneaded 
ga:d ga:dh shallow, forth amble  
gi:d gi:dh acquire a predatory 
gu:r  gu:r h occult, mysterious 
gã:t  gã:t h knot, tie 
gã:t  gã:t h coble, stitch 
gũ:d gũ:dh knead 
gã:t  gã:t h stitch in a rather 
crude manner 
gha:g gha:gh cunning, shrewd 
gho:k gho:kh cram up 
mAt mAth churn, stirdeeply 
mAd mAdh wine, liquor 
mAt  mAt h monastery 
mAk mAkh sacrifice 
mAr  mAr h cover 
mIt mIth myth 
mIt  mIt h allomorph of        
ehBk used as the 
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first member in 
certain compound 
words 
mUj mUjh olique form of     
mUk mUkh mouth, face 
mUgd mUgdh charmed 
ma:g ma:gh eleventh month of 
the year according to 
the Hindu calendar 
mu:t  mu:t h hilt, handle 
mu:r  mu:r h stupid, foolish 
me:d me:dh stupid, foolish 
me:d me:dh sacrifice, kiling 
me:t  me:t h foreman (of laborers) 
me:k me:kh ram 
me:g me:gh cloud 
mo:t  mo:t h kind of grain in lentils 
mo:g mo:gh infructuous 
mã:t mã:th frorehead 
mũ:c mũ:ch whiskers 
nAb nAbh sky 
nAt nAth nose ring 
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nAk nAkh nail 
nIb nIbh carry on 
nIS t  nIS t h trusting 
nIrk nIrkh quotation 
na:t na:th pierce nostril (of) 
na:t  na:t h ruination 
vAd vadh killing, murder 
vid vidh rule, form 
vid vidh penetrated 
va:d va:dh musical instrument 
ve:d ve:dh performatioin 
vaid vaidh valid, legal  
sad sadh tamed, accomplished 
sid sidh proved, perfected 
sij sijh boiled, become soft 
sik sikh sikh 
sud sudh consciousness 
suk sukh happiness 
sust susth normal, composed 
s ŋg s ŋgh federation, union 
sa:t sa:th company 
sa:d sa:dh company 
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sa:t  sa:t h sixty 
sa:k sa:kh good will, reputatioin 
sa:rt sa:rth meaningful 
si:d si:dh straightness 
si:k si:kh advise 
si:k si:kh learn 
su:j su:jh seeing, vision 
su:j su:jh be seen 
su:k su:kh dry up 
se:t  se:t h big businessman 
sa:b sa:bh shine, befit 
sa:t so:th swelling 
sã:j sã:jh evening 
sũ:g sũ:gh smell, inhale 
s e:d s :d hole (made) for a 
wall (by a burglar) 
sõ:t  sõ:t h day ginger 
sãud sãud fragrance 
šat  šat h wicked, cunning 
šas t  šas t h sixth 
šub šubh good 
šud šudh good 
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šud šUdh pure 
šAŋk šAŋkh conchshell 
ša:k ša:kh branch 
šo:t šo:th swelling 
šo:d šo:dh research 
šo:k šo:kh insolent, playfull 
hAt hAth unrecorded short 
term cash loan 
hAt  hat h hand 
ho:t  ho:t h lip 
yUd yUdh war 
yu:t yu:th group, company 
lAbd lAbdh quotient 
lAt  lAt h cudgel 
lIk lIkh write 
lÃn t  lÃn t h boorish  
la:b  la:bh profit 
la:k la:kh lac 
la:k la:kh one hundred 
thousand 
li:k li:kh tiny louse  
le:k le:kh article 
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lo:b lo:bh greed, avaice 
lo:t lo:th corpse 
lo:d lo:dh tree symploco 
recemoze (its bark 
and twings are used 
for medicinal 
purposes) 
lo:r  lo:r h pluck (flower) 
lã:g lã:gh cross, jump 
rAt rAth vechile 
rAk rAkh pla ce, keep 
rIkt rIkt lecacy 
rUk rUkh attitude, direction 
rũd rũdh to be chocked 
ra:k ra:kh ashes 
ri:c ri:ch bear 
ri:r  r:r h backbone 
ru:t  ru:t h to be sulky 
ru:r  ru:r h popular, traditioinal 
re:p reph letter or its alograph 
as in  
re:k re:kh line 
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re:r  re:r h ruination, destruction 
ro:d ro:dh obstruction 
rã:d rã:dh prepared food 
rã:mb rã:mbh bellow, cry  out 
 
Homonymous Pairs Created by the Dropping Final Aspiration 










At  At h eight At  contain 
Ag Agh misdeed Ag immovalbe 
ã:k ãkh eye ã:k assess 
ãic ãich comb (hair) ãic pull 
o:t  o:t h lip o:t  boil 
pAt pAth path, way pAt honour 
pAk pakh obstacle  pAk baked 
pAr  pAr h read pAr  to fall 
p ŋk p ŋkh wing p ŋk slush 
pa:t pa:th to turn into 
cakes 
pa:t falling 
pa:t  pa:t h back, spine pi:t  beat 
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paud paudh young plant paud sapling 




pãit   pantaloon  
bAd bAdh killing bAd wicked, vile 
bÃnd bÃndh tie, jetters bÃnd closed, shut 
ba:g ba:gh tiger ba:g reins 
ba:r  ba:r h freshet ba:r  free, hedge 
dIk dIkh visible dIk direction 
da:g da:gh burning da:g cremation 
d Ĩmb d Ĩmbh larva di mb embryo 
cAk cAkh altercation cAk plot of land 
ca:k ca:k taste ca:k chalk, 
potter‟s  
wheel 
jhAk jhAkh craze jhAk whim 
kUc kUch some, few kUc female 
reast 
ka:t  ka:t h wood, 
timber 
ka:t  cut, cutting 
ko:k ko:kh womb ko:k ruddy goose 





or gulping a 
liquid 
gAr  gAr h fort, castle gAr  penetrate 
gÃnd gÃndh smell gÃnd filth 
ga:d ga:dh shallow gad:d rediment 
mAd mAdh wine, liqour mAd intoxication, 
passion 
mIt mIth myth mIt moderate 
mIt  mIt h allomorph  
of ehBk 






mIt  effaced,  
erased 
mo:t  mo:t h kind of 
grain in 
tentils 
mo:t  bundle 
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mã:t mã:th forehead mã:t defected 
nAt nAth nose ring nAt bent, titled 
nAk nAkh nail nAk allomorph 
of   ukd  




nIb nIbh carry on nIb nib 
na:t  na:t h runiation na:t  decline 
va:d va:dh musical 
instrument 
va:d suit dispute 
ve:d ve:dh perforation ve:d most 





sad sadh tamed sAd allomorph 





sik sikh sikh sik roasted 
sust susth normal sust lazy, dull 
sa:t sa:th together sa:t seven 
sa:k sa:kh credit sa:k vegetable 
su:j su:jh seeing, 
vision 
su:j swell 
se:t  se:t h big business 
man 
se:t  accept 
šat  šat h wicked  šat  six 
ša:k ša:kh branch sa:k vegetable 




hAt  hAt h obstinacy hAt  go away 
lAt  lAt h cudgel lAt  lock of ihair 
li:k li:kh tiny louse li:k track way 
lã:g lã:gh cross, jump lã:g part of   
that tucked 
up at the 
wear 
rAt rAth vehicle rAt attached 
rIkt rIkt legacy rIkt empty 
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rUk rUkh attitude rUk stop 
 
Section C2: Word Final Deaspiratioin with Aspirated Stops or 
h in the Initial Position of the Word: 
 In Modern Standard Hindi of Allhabad we could come across 
certain stituations where aspirated stop or h is dropped at the end 
of the word final position. this daspiration resulted in a few 







bhi:k bhi:kh alms, begging 
bhu:k bhu:kh hunger 
dhŨnd dhŨndh mist, jog 
t h At  t h At h throng 
t h a:t  t h a:t h pomp, 
splendour 
t h e:t  t h e:t h pure, proper 
t h u:t  t h u:t h stump, stub 
d h i:t  d h i:t h contumelious 
chAt  chAt h sixth day of the 
lunar  fornight 
cha:c cha:ch butter-milk 
jhAk jhAk jish, craze 
jhu:t  jhu:t h false, untrue 
khi:j khi:jh grouch, 
vexation 
gha:g gha:gh cunning 
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 The drop final aspirated stop or „h‟ does create some 












t h a:t  t h a:t h pomp t h a:t  magnificence 
jhAk jhAkh fish, craze JhAk whim 
 
 Thus, we see, that out of a large number of words where the 
final aspirated stop is deaspirated or h is dropped, homonymous 
pairs are easily tolerated by the language. 
Section D: Summary and Conclusions: 
 In this chapter, we have made an attempt to appraise the role 
of communication in the phonology of modern Standard Hindi. We 
have done this by examing the non-random distribution of the 
phonological units both paradigmatically and syntagmatically. 
 In section A, we present the impact of communication on the 
paradigm of most of the phonological units as presented in the 
phonological grid in Diagram 1-1. We highlight the phonemic 
inventory of Modern Standard Hindi by way of contrast through 
minimal and sub-minimal pairs for both the consonants and the 
vowels, which is purely based on communication. 
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 In section B, we studied the combinatory pattern of 
phonological units that is again motivated by communication. 
Through pairs of words, it was shown how interchange of 
consonants in the CVC words may bring about the formation of two 
well defined words with entirely different meanings in Hindi. Here, 
we have also assessed the impact of communication and the 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators for the relative preference 
among consonantal units in the CVC words of Modern Standard 
Hindi. We have clearly shown through statistical count, the 
preference for the voiceless stops over the voiced stops and the 
favoring of the unaspirated stops over their aspirated counterparts 
in the word final position which is clearly motivated by the low 
communicative load at this position. In all these instances we also 
found that the favored phonological units are additionally favored at 
the expense of the disfavored units in the final position of the word. 
However, the preference of favored units is slightly reduced to the 
advantage of the disfavored units in the initial position of the word. 
This disparity in the distribution of phonological units in the two 
positions of the word is brought about the communicative factor. 
 In Section C, we deal with homonymy which creates a 
communicative  problem. Therefore languages have a tendency to 
avoid large scale homonymy. Here we have seen that even a large 
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scale word final deaspiration. We have shown that such type of 
homonymy is easily tolerated by Modern Standard Hindi. 
To Conclude: 
1. The phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi are 
established through contrast in minimal pairs of words. 
2. These units can be utilized in various combinations and 
even be interchanged as separate signals for the signal 
meaning units (the signes). Therefore multiplicity of signals 
achieved through the economic use of the phonological 
units in combinatory phonology is responsible for effective 
and successful communication. 
3. The word initial position is characterized with greater 
communicative load. In contrast, the word final position is  
communicatively less important. As a result, there is a 
partial “neutralization” of voiceless-voiced contrast (in 
favor of voiceless stops) and unaspirated – aspirated 
contrast (in faovur of unaspirted stops) in the word final 
position  in the Modern Standard Hindi. 
4. Finally, since homonymy is responsible for creating 
communicative problem, there is also a tendency in 
Modern Standard Hindi, as in any other language (or 





ACOUSTIC BASE OF THE PHONOLOGY OF 
MODERN STANDARD HINDI 
 
Acoustic medium is one of the five orienting principles for 
phonological analysis in the theoretical framework of Columbia 
School theory of phonology. Whereas the phonological units of 
Modern Standard Hindi, as of any other language or dialect, are 
established as the elemental units  in terms of communication, the 
substantive “phonetic” characteristics of these units are jointly 
determined by physiology and acoustic. We selectively identify the 
substantive characteristics of some of the phonological units in 
terms of acoustics, and assess as to how the substantive acoustic 
makeup of the phonological units contribute to the justification of 
the phonological grid, and look into its manifestations in the 
syntagmatic organization of the syllable and the word. It must, 
however, be noted that we have mainly dealt with the physiological 
characteristics of the phonological units in support to our analysis in 
this work. For, any experimental acoustic study is beyond the scope 
of the present study. 
In this chapter, the impact of acoustic medium is presented in 
four sections. In section A, we deal with the acoustic base of the 
phonological grid, clearly audible versus less clearly audible 
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apertures”, In section B, we describe the formation of two resonant 
cavities within the supraglottal cavity, and examine the role of the 
two cavities in the production of vowels. In section C, we deal with 
the acoustic rationale for the lip rounding of the back dorsal vowels. 
In section D, summary and conclusions are presented. 
Section A:  Acoustic Base of the Phonological Grid: Clearly 
Audible versus Less Clearly Audible Units 
Audibility of the sound in necessary for the purpose of 
communication. 
On the basic of acoustic medium the speech sounds are 
divided into two types namely; clearly audible versus less clearly 
audible. For the production of clearly audible speech sounds: 
1. The shaping of the supraglottal cavities, front and back, is 
done by the supraglottal articulators. The front cavity is 
shaped by the medium-dorsum mass and labia as articulators. 
2. The excitation for voicing is provided by the glottis. 
3. There should be no impediment in the air flow in the oral 
cavity. These factors are responsible for the production of 
clearly speech sounds which can be produced only at aperture 
4 and above, these sounds are known as vowels. 
Less clearly audible sounds are produced as a result of 
impediment of the air flow in the oral cavity by supraglottal 
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articulators. These impediments are possible only at aperture 0 
through 3, thus, the speech sounds produced at these apertures 
which are termed as stops, fricatives, nasal and liquids are 
technically know as less clearly audible speech sounds, these 
sounds are traditionally known as consonants. 
The speech sounds known as clearly audible and less clearly 
audible are very significant for the syntagmatic usage in the 
formation of morphemes and or lexemes. The clearly audible units, 
known as vowels are termed as keystones and less clearly units are 
termed as flanking units by Prof. William Diver. 
 This distinction is clearly shown in the makeup of the 
phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi,  Diagram I-1. It is in 
terms of the classification of apertures into clearly audible versus 
less clearly audible, that the 61 phonological units of Modern 
Standard Hindi are classified into 20 (vocalic) clearly audible units 
and 41 (consonantal) less clearly audible units.   
Finally, the classification of the phonological units in terms of 
audibility can also be shown when these units are arranged in the 
formation of the syllables.  We, therefore, have theoretical basis to 
divide the lexical units into the monosyllabic, the bisyllabic or the 
longer words in Modern Standard Hindi. It may be noted that the 
other languages may have different organization of the syllables in 
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terms of the number of syllables for the lexicon and the makeup of 
each syllable with respect to the number of flanking members on 
each side of the keystone. 
Section B:  Formation of Resonant Cavities in the Production 
of Vowels 
Acoustic explanation of medium-dorsum mass as most 
preferred articulator for the production of vowels. 
In the production of clearly audible speech sounds, the 
supraglottal resonant cavity is formed. This supraglottal cavity 
extends from the glottis to the lips and the size of this cavity is 
determined by the medium-dorsum mass as the articulator. The 
medium-dorsum mass determines the size of the two cavaties and 
the size of the opening of the back cavity because it divides the 
cavity into two-front and back cavaties, whereas the positioning of 
the lips determined the size of the opening of the front cavity. The 
resonant frequency of each cavity is determined by the shape of the 
opening and its size. Therefore, the resonant frequency of the front 
cavity F2 is determined by the size of the front cavity and its 
opening, and the resonant frequency F1 of the back cavity is 
controlled by the opening and size of the back cavity. That is by 
medium-dorsum mass, each of the clearly audible units, i.e. vowels 
have their unique combination of two resonant frequencies, namely 
F1 and F2. Thus, the inventory of the basic units is developed by the 
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varying combinations of these formant frequencies, and the voicing 
is produced by the excitation at the glottis. 
 It may also be pointed out that the resonant cavity amplifies 
the distinction within the units. For, the production of back or 
medial vowels, a large resonance cavity of the back is formed which 
is characterized within the sufficient space for the medium of the 
tongue as an articulator to maneuver in this triangular cavity. 
The large back cavity can very smoothly produce medial 
vowels as well as clearly maintain their distinct perceptions. On the 
other hand, for the back vowels (back-dorsal units), a very small 
cavity at the back from the glottis to the back-dorsal is formed. It is 
to be pointed out that due to the vertex of the angle of the jaw, the 
width of this back cavity is greatly reduced. As a result the vowels 
produced at the back-dorsum require greater precision of control in 
their production and an added effort in their perception. Thus, to 
solve this problem, a big/large front cavity is required to facilitate 
the smooth production of the back-dorsal vowels and provide 
amplification in order to get clear perception. This is done through 
the rounding of the lips. Thus, we can justify the rounding of the 
lips for the production of back-dorsal vowels as it becomes 
necessary for maintaining acoustic distinction in the production and 
helps in amplification of the distinction for the back-dorsal vowels. 
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It is noteworthy that on the other hand, unlike back vowels, 
front vowels are produced with larger cavity, with sufficient space to 
provide excitation as well as amplification for the front vowels. 
Section C:  Acoustic Explanation of Lip-Rounding of Back 
Dorsal Vowels 
As discussed above in section B, the back-dorsal vowels are 
generally produced with rounded lips. There is a definite 
physiologico-acoustic explanation for the use of labium as an 
additional articulator for the rounding of the lips. It maybe noted 
that asymmetry of the vocal tract caused by the angle of the jaws is 
responsible for production of a smaller cavity at the back, the 
production of back-dorsal vowels requires an extra effort on the 
part of speaker to maintain distinction. The angle of the jaws is 
neutralized by the utilization of the labia as an additional articulator 
for producing labio-dorsal (“back rounded”) vowels. The vowels thus 
produced are characterized with acoustic distinction. That is why it 
becomes acoustically natural for „back rounded” vowels to have 
parity with the “front unrounded” vowels. 
It may be pointed out that the acoustic explanation of back-
dorsal vowels provided above can also be explained with the help of 
formant frequencies obtained through spectrographic analysis. As 
given in section B, vowels are characterized by various 
combinations of the formant frequencies of two resonant cavities. 
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The formant frequencies have been named as F1 and F2, where F1 
rears to first formant frequencies and F2 reefers to the second one. 
We have developed the basic inventory of distinct units by changing 
F1 and F2 and combining the variants in different ways. Hence, the 
vocalic units can be identified in terms of F1 and F2 and 
subsequently analyzed acoustically. Hence, we will concentrate only 
on F1 and F2 because they are in near relation to the shape and size 
of vocal tract as the medium-dorsum mass moves to articulate the 
vocal units of speech. 
 In this section, an attempt has been made to systematically 
present the vowel system of Modern Standard Hindi as spoken in 
Allahabad in an acoustic perspective. However, it should be noted 
down that the formant  frequencies for long and short vowels given 
in Table IV-1 and VI-2,  do not depend on the experimental studies 
conducted by the researcher. Rather , they have been taken from 
Fatihi and Ali (2002: 34), where the authors have established the 
formant frequencies  for Urdu vowels in their study. But as we know 
that colloquial forms of Urdu and Hindi are not far apart so the 
same could be taken for spoken Hindi as well. 
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Table IV-1 
Formant Frequencies of Long Vowels 
Vowels F1 F2 
i: 500 2000 
e: 700 2000 
a: 800 1300 
u: 500 800 





















i: e: a: u: o:
Vowels
Frequencies of Long Vowels
F1 F2
 
Comments on Table  IV-I 
Comment-1: As is clearly evident from the Table above, the first 
formant (F1) frequencies of front unrounded vowel i: and  back 
rounded vowel u: are the same  (500 Hz) so it is difficult to 
distinguish between them. Thus, the acoustic features for F1 are 
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less helpful to distinguish the “front” vowel (i:) and from “back” 
vowel (u:) 
Comment-2: When we look at the second formant frequencies (F2) 
in the Table, we find a gradual decrease in the F2 frequency from i: 
(2000 and u: (800). That is, it is easier to make perceptual 
distinction between rounded back vowels and unrounded front 
vowels in terms of acoustic cues of second formant frequency (F2). 
The acoustic distinction between rounded and unrounded  vowels is 
obtained by bringing down F2 frequency of back rounded vowels. As 
a result, lip rounding  becomes an essential device for making 
acoustic distinction between rounded  and unrounded vowels 
 
Table IV-2 
Formant Frequencies  of Short Vowels 
Vowels F1 F2 
I 550 1800 
A 750 1400 

























Comments on Table IV-2 
Comment-1: As seen in the first formant (F1) frequencies, in the 
Table above, the front short vowels I and the back short vowel U 
have the same F1 frequency (550 Hz). Thus, again F1 has no 
significance in distinguishing front unrounded vowels and back 
rounded vowels.  
Comment-2: Similarly, front short vowel I and the back short 
vowel U can be distinguished from each other in terms of their 
second formant frequencies (F2) as F2 for front short vowel I, is 
1800 Hz and back short vowel U is 800 Hz. 
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 This drastic decrease in the  F2 frequency of back-dorsal 
vowel (U) is caused by the rounding of the lips. This is why the  
rounding of the back vowels and the converse  unroundedness of 
the front vowels is so naturally widespread in the languages of the  
world. 
Section D:  Summary and Conclusions 
In this section, we summarize our findings as a whole for this 
chapter. 
In section A, we have dealt with the acoustic base of the clearly 
audible versus less clearly audible distinctions of apertures. It was 
noted that the clearly audible phonological units (“vowels”) are 
formed on clearly audible apertures (aperture 4 and above) when 
three conditions are obtained. 
1. The shaping of the supraglottal cavity, front and back, is done 
by supraglottol articulators. The front cavity is shaped by the 
medium-dorsum mass and labio as the articulators.  
2. The excitation for voicing is provided by the glottis. 
3. There should not be an impediment in the airflow in the oral 
cavity. 
Less clearly audible units “(consonant)”, formed on the less 
clearly apertures (0 through 3) are produced as a result of 
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impediment of the airflow in the oral cavity by supraglottal 
articulators. 
On the basis of the clearly audible versus less clearly audible 
distinctions, that the 61 phonological units of Modern Standard 
Hindi, are classified into 20 (vocalic) and 41 (consonantal) units. 
It is to be pointed out that the classification on of the 
phonological units into clearly audible versus less clearly  audible 
unit has an impact on the  combination of the phonological  units in 
the formation of the syllable. We, therefore, construct a theoretical 
basis to divide the lexical units into the monosyllabic or the longer 
words in Modern Standard Hindi, on the basis of the combination of 
the keystone and flanking units. 
 In section B, we have defined acoustic explanation of medium-
dorsum mass as the most preferred for the production of the 
vowels. 
The medium-dorsum mass determines the size of the two 
resonant cavities which ultimately determine the quality of the 
vowels. 
In section C, we deal with the acoustic explanation of lip 
rounding of back-dorsal vowels. 
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This justification of the rounding of the back-dorsal „back‟ 
vowels and converse unroundness of the medial „front‟ vowels is 
shown by the formant frequencies F1 and F2 obtained through 
spectrographic analysis.  Here, we have argued that due to the 
angle of the jaws, the back vowels are characterized with lesser 
space for maneuver as compared to the front vowels. As a result, 
back vowels requires more precision of control in their producton. 
This problem is solved by increasing the size of the front cavity 
through the rounding of the lips. This front cavity amplifies the  
distinction between the front and the back vowels. Lip-rounding not 
only creates an additional chamber, but also brings down the 
second formant F2 of the back-dorsal vowels to fulfill the acoustic 
need for amplification and keep   distinctions apart between the 
„front‟ and „back‟ vowels. 
 Conclusions: 
1. There are 61 phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi 
which are classified into 20 vocalic units, 41 consonantal units 
on the basis of clearly audible versus less clearly audible. 
2. On the basis of the combination of keystone and flanking 
units, it is to provide a theoretical basis for the classification 
of the lexical units, into the monosyllabic, the bisyllabic and 
the longer word in Modern Standard Hindi. 
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3. The excitation for voicing is provided by the glottis, and they 
are different from one another by the varying characteristics 
of the two resonant cavities „back and front‟ formed by the 
medium-dorsum mass as the articulator. 
4.  In the production of medial vowels, a large resonance cavity 
is formed at the back, extending from the glottis to the 
medium, which id sufficient enough to provide acoustic 
distinction to the medial vowels. On the contrary, a much 
smaller back cavity, from the glottis to the back-dorsum, is 
formed which has less vertical place to provide acoustic 
distinction to the back-dorsal vowels. 
5. The impact of the angle of jaws then is more than 
compensated by the rounding of the lips in the production of 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this chapter, we make an attempt to briefly outline all what 
has been done in the present thesis. We then end the chapter with 
the conclusions. 
In the introduction, we have dealt with the historical  setting 
of Modern Standard Hindi, the procedures utilized in the collection 
and analysis of the data, the theoretical principles of Form Content 
Linguistics that  motivates the phonological analysis, and scope of 
the study in sections A, B, C and D respectively. 
In Chapter-I, entitled, “The physiological base of Modern 
Standard Hindi Phonology”,  an attempt has been made to evaluate 
the role of physiological mechanism in the paradigmatic makeup 
and the syntagmatic distribution of phonological units of Hindi. 
In section A, it has been seen that the communicatively based 
61 phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi have been 
presented diagrammatically in the terms of 9 articulators and 8 
degrees of apertures (0 through 8). The degrees of apertures are 
subjected to two broad divisions, namely; constriction versus 
opening, and the clearly audible versus less clearly audible. The 
constriction and less clearly audible aperture are 0 aperture (stops), 
1, 1 ½, and 2 apertures (fricatives) and aperture 3 (liquids). The 
opening and more clearly audible on the other hand, extend from 4 
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to 8 apertures (vowels/diphthongs). It has been noted that the 
phonological grid is different from the „phonemic inventory‟ which is 
traditionally based on the substitution distribution criteria used by 
the American structuralists. 
In section B, we have evaluated the impact of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators on the paradigmatic makeup of the 
consonantal units and their frequency of occurrences in the 
monosyllabic words in Modern Standard Hindi. We have set up a 
scale of adroitness for the articulators, with the apex as the most 
adroit, the labium (and the dorsum) as more adroit, the medium as 
less adroit, and the post dorsum as the least adroit. In accordance 
with this scale relationship,  we predicted that the apical consonants 
should be most favored both in the number of units  and in their 
frequency of usage in the words,  followed by the labial or dorsal 
consonants, the medial consonants, and the post dorsal consonants, 
in that order. It has also been amply demonstrated through the 
actual  frequency counts that the paradigmatic and the syntagmatic 
distribution of phonological units of Modern Standard Hindi fully 
conform to our expectations in terms of this hierarchy of adroitness 
of articulators.   
In Chapter-II, we have dealt with the justification for the 
paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic distribution of 
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phonological units in Modern Standard Hindi, in terms of the human 
behavior orientation. 
This chapter broadly covers two aspects of human behavior, 
namely; the relative preference of gross articulatory movements 
fewer versus more, etc. Over fine articulatory movements and the 
human behavior justification for the phonological grid. 
 In section A, we have taken up three main dichotomies 
among the phonological units  of Modern Standrd Hindi that are 
motivated by the human trait of preferring fewer articulators over 
more articulators. The dichotomies, voiced versus voiceless 
consonants, unaspirated versus aspirated among the voiceless 
stops, and oral versus nasal vowels, are characterized by the use of 
an extra articulator. It is shown that phonological units which 
employ fewer articulators like the voiceless, unaspirated, and non-
nasal (vowels) units are preferred over the voiced, aspirated, and 
nasal (vowels) units because the latter utilizes more  articulators in 
their production and, therefore, requires greater precision of 
control. 
In section B, it has been shown that the apico-dental  (dental) 
consonants are preferred over the apico-palatal (retroflex) 
consonants in terms of the human traits, proximate versus remote-
point of  articulation. As compared to the paradigmatic makeup of 
the phonological units, the preference for the apico-dental 
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consonants and the apico-palatal consonants is conspicuously more 
in the syntagmatic organization of the words. 
In section C, we have studied the combinatory aspects of 
Modern Standard Hindi phonology through the assimilative trait of 
neighboring phonological units. In view of the general avoidance of 
fine, precisely coordinated movements of articulators, we predicted 
that there should be a favoring for the combination of phonological 
units that become similar due to the impact of assimilation. The 
vast skewing occurrences in favor of the favored and against the 
disfavored combinations, fully conforms to our expectations in 
terms of the assimilative trait of neighboring phonological units.  
In section D, we have evaluated the impact of the degree of 
aperture change on the combinatory pattern of Modern Standard 
Hindi. It has been argued that large changes of aperture requires 
less precision of movements. As a results they are favored over 
small changes of apertures because they requires fine and precise 
movements and coordination. We, therefore, compared the 
potential and actual numbers of the CVC, CVCC and CCVC words 
and demonstrated clearly that the CVC words which involve large 
changes of aperture are drastically favored. This is perfectly in 
conformity with our expectations. 
In Section E, we have examined how human behavior  
orientation provides reinforcement to the validity of the 
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phonological units in the grid in Modern Standard Hindi which is 
established on physiological factors in terms of the physiological 
mechanisms. 
In Chapter-III, we have dealt with the role of communication 
as an orienting principle in the phonology of Modern Standard Hindi. 
In section A, we have presented the phonemic inventory of 
Modern Standard Hindi. By way of contrast  through minimal and 
sub minimal pairs of words. We established 56 elemental units of 
communication „phonemes‟ for Modern Standard Hindi, of which 36 
are consonants and 20 are vowels. 
In section B, we have studied the combinatory pattern of the 
phonological units have been reversed to highlight the role of 
communication in Hindi phonology. Here, it is discussed, and 
illustrated with a list of examples, that consonantal interchange in 
the initial and final positions in the CVC words bring about the 
formation of two well defined words with entirely different meanings 
in Hindi. 
Through the frequency of usage it has been established that 
the already disfavored voiced and aspirated units in terms of 
physiology and human behavior are further disfavored word finally 
in terms of communication, with regard to the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators.  It has been shown through frequency 
counts that the already favored apical units and the less favoured 
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non-apical  units compete well in the communicatively important 
initial position, whereas, the same  favored units are even more 
favored  word finally and the disfavored units are further disfavored 
in this communicatively less important position of the word. 
In section C, we deal with homonymy as a communicative 
problem. We have shown that such type of homonymy is easily 
tolerated by Modern Standard Hindi. We have given examples to 
show the homonymy being created as a result of final deaspiration 
at the end of the word. 
In Chapter-IV, we have evaluated the impact of some 
selected acoustic aspects that have a bearing on the makeup and 
distribution of phonological units in Modern Standard Hindi. 
In section A, we have described the acoustic base of the 
clearly audible   distinction of apertures. We present that it is on the 
basis of this classification of apertures in terms of audibility that the 
61 phonological units of Hindi, are divided into 20 vocalic and 41 
consonantal units. This classification is reflected in the organization 
of the phonological units, as shown in the phonological grid in Hindi. 
It is noteworthy that the audibility provides the theoretical 
basis to divide the lexical units into monosyllabic, the bisyllabic, and 
larger words on the basis of the combination of keystone and 
flanking units. 
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 In section B, we provided acoustic explanations for 
medium-dorsum mass as the articulator for vowels.  The medium-
dorsum mass determines the size of the two resonant cavities which 
formed within the supraglottal cavity and how significant  role these 
two cavities play in the production of vowels in a language. 
In section C, we deal with the acoustic  explanation of the lip 
rounding of back-dorsal vowels. 
In chapter V, we dealt with the role of vision in the phonology 
of Modern Standard Hindi. It has been shown that through  
frequency of usage  in view of visibility, the labial articulator is more 
preferred at the initial position of the word (where a word requires 
most communicative distinction), than at the non-initial position of 
the word. In many cases of the monosyllabic words, labial 
consonants fell to minimum in the final position of the word. 
Conclusions: 
 The present analysis of Modern Standard Hindi is based on the 
assumption that phonological units of a language are tied to one 
another in a non-random relationship, both paradigmatically and 
syntagmatically. These units are organized in terms of their 
physiological, psychological, acoustic and communicative bases in 
the paradigmatic makeup and are characterized by value 
relationship. The arrangement of phonological units in the 
syntagmatic is also determined by their physiological, psychological, 
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communicative or acoustic traits. In other words, phonological 
characteristics of a language are fully motivated by the orientations. 
 The evidence that we have presented for the establishment of 
the phonological grid of Modern Standard Hindi, with 61 units, and 
for their non-random occurrences in the various positions of the non 
syllabic words, in terms of the phonological principles of Form– 
Content Linguistics, prove this point beyond reasonable doubt. This 
thesis will contributed towards the explanation of the inner 
mechanisms of the phonology of Modern Standard Hindi through its 
explanatory character and quantitative procedures used for 











1.  A v   Nm first  letter and 
first vowel of the 
devnagri alphabet 
2.  Ab vc Adv now, presently 
3.  At 
cf. Ath  
vFk Nm beginning, part,  
thus, so 
4.  Ath  
cf. At 
vFk Nm beginning, part,  
thus, so 
5.  At  
cf. At h 
vB Adj eight, an 
allomorph used in 
compound for the 
number eight 
6.  At  vV V suffice, contain 
7.  At h  
cf. At  
vB Adj eight, an 
allomorph used in 
compound for the 
number eight 




9.  Ag vx Nm immovable, 
unintelligible 
10.  Ag  
cf. Agh 
v?k Nm sin, misdeed 
11.  Agh  
cf. Ag 
v?k Nm sin, misdeed 
12.  Ar  vM+ Nf obstinacy, 
pertinacity, 
stoppage 
13.  Ar  vM+ Nm stick (to a 
position) 
14.  I b Nm third letter and 
third vowel of the 
devnagri alphabet 
15.  Ik bd Adj allomorph of ,d 




16.  Is bl Pron this, it 
17.  Ih bg Part here, in this world 
18.  U m  fifth letter and 




19.       
         
mB V rise, stand up, get 
up 
20.        
        
mB V rise, stand up, get 
up 
21.  Ug mx V to grow, spring up 
shoot 
22.  Uf mQ Int ah! 
23.  Us ml Pron oblique, singular 
form of og 
24.  Ur mj Nm heard, core 
25.      mM+ V fly, fade 
26.  Ĩn bu Pron these 
27.  U n mu Pron those, them, him 




29.  a: vk Nm second letter and 





30.  a: vk V come 
31.  a:p vki Pron you (deferential) 
second person 
32.  a:b vkc Nf luster, brilliance, 
water 
33.      
         
vkB Adj eight 
34.       
        
vkB Adj eight 
35.  a:j vkt Adv today, this day 
36.  a:j 
cf.a :j 
vkt V apply collyrium 
(into the eyes) 
37.  a:k 
cf.a :k 
vkd Nm medicinal plant, 
swallow wart 
38.  a:k 
cf.a :k 
vkd V assess, reckon  
39.  a:g vkx Nf fire, flame, heat 
40.  a:s vkl Nf hope, 
expectations 




42.      vkM+ Nm cover, screen 
43.  i: bZ Nm fourth vowel and 
letter of the 
devnagri alphabet 
44.  i:d bZn Nf Muslim festival 
45.  i:k 
cf.i:kh 
bZ[k Nf sugarcane 
46.  i:kh 
cf.i:k 
bZ[k Nf sugarcane 
47.  i š bZ‟k Nm god, master 
48.  u: Å Nm sixth vowel and 
sixth letter of the 
devnagri alphabet 
49.  u:b Åc Nf boredom 
50.  u:t År Adj idiotic, doltish 
51.  u:k  
cf. u:kh 
Å[k Nm sugarcane 
52.  u:kh  
cf. u:k 
Å[k Nm sugarcane 
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53.  e: , Adj seventh vowel 
and seventh letter 
of the devnagri 
alphabet. 
54.  e:k ,d Adj one, single 
55.      ,M+ Nf spur, heel 
56.  o: vks Nm ninth vowel and 
ninth letter of the 
devnagri alphabet 
57.      vksV Nm cover, shelter 
58.      
         
vksB Nm lip 
59.  o   vksV V gin, boil 
60.       
        
vksB Nm lip 
61.      
 
vkst Nm luster, splendour 
62.  o:k vksd Nm hollow of palm, 
palms 
63.  o:k vksd V vomit 
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64.  o:g 
cf. o:gh 
vks?k Nm aggregate, 
multitude, 
collection 
65.  o:gh 
cf. o:g 
vks?k Nm aggregate, 
multitude, 
collection 
66.  o:f vksQ+ Part oh!, ah me! 
67.  o:s vksl Nf dew 
68.  o:h vksg Intrj oh! exclamation of 
sorrow or  
wonder, etc 
69.  o:r vksj Nm direction, side 
70.       
          
vks<+ V cover (body) with, 
own up 
71.        
         
vks<+ V cover (the body) 
with, own up 
72.  ai ,s Adj eight vowel and 
eighth letter of 
devnagri alphabet 
73.  aib ,sc Nm defect, vice 
74.   iš ,s‟k Nm enjoyment 
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75.  au vkS Nm tenth vowel and 
tenth letter of the 
devnagri alphabet 
76.       vkSV V continue to boil 
(for a long time) 
with a slow fire 
77.  aur vkSj Conj and 
78.  ã:t vk¡r Nf entrail 
79.  ã:c vk¡p Nf flame, fire 
80.  ã:j 
cf.a:j 
vk¡t V apply collyrium 
(into the eyes) 
81.  ã:k 
cf.a:k 
vk¡d Nm medical plant, 
swallow wart 
82.  ã:k 
cf.a:k 
vk¡d V assess, reckon 
83.  ã:k 
cf. ã:kh 
vk¡[k Nf eye 
84.  ã:kh 
cf. ã:k 
vk¡[k Nf eye 
85.  ã:m vke Nm mango 
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86.  ã:m vke  Adj common, general 
87.  ã:n vku Nf honour, prestige 
88.  ã:w vk¡o Nf mucus 
89.  ĩ   bZV Nf brick 
90.      Å¡V Nm camel 
91.  u    
cf. u     
Å¡?k Nf drowsiness, 
sleepiness 
92.  u    
cf. u     
Å¡?k V doze, nap 
93.  u     
cf. u    
Å¡?k Nf drowsiness, 
sleepiness 
94.  u     
cf. u g 
Å¡?k V doze, nap 
95.  ũ:n Å¡u Nf wool 






97.   i   
cf.  i    
,saB Nf twist, turn fold, 
ply 
98.   i   
     i    
,saB V twist, content 
99.   i    
     i   
,saB Nf twist, turn coil, 
fold ply 
100.   i    
     i   
,saB V twist, content 
101.  ãic ,sap V pull, draw 
102.  ãic 
cf. ãich 
,saN V comb (hair) 
103.  ãich 
cf. ãic 
,saN V comb (hair) 
104.  ãin ,su Adj exact, just 
105.  a ut   
cf. a u  th 
vkSaB Nf border, rim (of a 
utensil) 
106.  a      
cf. a     
vkSaB Nf border, rim (of a 
utensil) 
107.  a us vkSal Nm ounce 
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108.  pA i Nm first letter and 
fifth ultimate 
pentad of the 
devnagri 
alphabet 
109.  pAt ir Nf honour, dignity 
110.  pAt 
cf.pAth 
iFk Nm path, way, route 
111.  pAth 
cf.pAt 
iFk Nm path, way, route 
112.  pAtr i= Nm letter, paper 
113.  pAd in Nm office, status 
114.  pAt  iV Nm garment, piece 
of cloth covering 
115.  pAt  iV V covered, filled 
(with) 
116.  pAc ip Adj allomorph of 
ik¡p five 
117.  pAc ip Adj allomorph of iap 
(five) used in a 
number of 
compound wards 
118.  pAc ip V digested 
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119.  pAk 
cf.pAkh 
i[k Nm fin 
120.  pAk 
cf.pAkh 
i[k Nf obstacle, 
hindrance 
121.  pAk id V baked, boiled 
122.  pAkh 
cf.pAk 
i[k Nm fin 
123.  pAkh 
cf.pAk 
i[k Nf obstacle, 
hindrance 
124.  pAkv iDo Adj ripe, boiled, 
mature 
125.  pAkš i{k Nm side, party, flank 
126.  pAg ix Nm a foot, step, 
pace 
127.  pAg ix V dipped or 
soaked in syrup 
128.  pAst iLr Adj wearied, low, 
humble 
129.  pAy i; Nm milk, water 






131.  pAl iy V brought up 
132.  pAr ij Part but, yet, even so 
133.  pA   i.kZ Nm leaf 
134.  pArv ioZ Nm festival, festal 
day 
135.  pAr  iM+ V to fall, to fall 
down 
136.  pAr  
cf.pAr h 
i<+ V read, study 
137.  pAr h 
cf.pAr  
i<+ V read, study 
138.  pIt 
cf. pItt 
fiRr Nm bile, gall, bilious 
humour 
139.  pItt 
cf. pIt 
fiRr Nm bile, gall, bilious 
humour 
140.  pIc 
cf.pIch 
fiN Adj allomorph of  
fiNk used as the 
first member in 
several 
compound words 
141.  pIch 
cf.pIc 
fiN Adj allomorph of  
fiNk used as the 





142.  pIk fid Nm (the Indian) 
cuckoo 
143.  pIs fil V to be ground, 
powdered 
144.        fi”V Adj powdered, 
ground 
145.  pIl fiy V make a sudden 
rush 
146.  pUtr iq= Nm son 
147.       iqV Nm seasoning, slight 
admixture 
148.  pUc 
cf.pUcch 
iqPN Nm tail, rear, hind 
part 
149.  pUcch 
cf.pUc 
iqPN Nm tail, rear, hind 
part 
150.  pUst iqLr Nf book, author 
151.        iq”i Nm flower 
152.        iq”V Adj strong, robust, 
sturdy 
153.  pUl iqy Nm bridge 
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154.  pUr iqj Nm town, city 
155.  pA mp iai Nm pump 
156.  pA n iu Adj suffix added to 
common & 
attributive noun 
to form abstract 
noun 
157.  pA nc iap Adj five 
158.  pA nj iat Adj five 
159.  pA n i.k Nm bet 
160.  pA ŋk iad Nm mud, slush, mire 
161.  pA ŋk 
cf.pA ŋk  
ia[k Nm wing, pinion 
162.  pA ŋk  
cf.pA ŋk 
ia[k Nm wing, pinion 
163.  pI n fiu Nf pin 
164.  pI nd fiaM Nm body, lump 
165.  pI ŋ  fiax Adj reddish-brown 




167.  pU nh iqu% Adv again, once 
more 
168.  pa:p iki Nm sin, vice, evil 
169.  pa:t ikr Nm fall, falling 
170.  pa:t 
cf.pa:th 
ikFk V to turn into 
cakes 
171.  pa:th 
cf.pa:t 
ikFk V to turn into 
cakes 
172.  pa:tr ik= Nm utensil, pot, 
vessel 
173.  pa:d ikn Nm foot, leg 
174.  pa:d ikn V break wind 
175.       ikV Nm jute, span, width 
176.       
         
ikB Nm lesson, text 
177.       ikV V damp, roof 
178.        
        
ikB Nm lesson, text 
179.  pa:k ikd Adj holy, sacred, 
pure, clean 




181.  pa:g ikx V dip or boil in 
sugar syrup 
182.  pa:s ikl Nm pass 
183.     š ik‟k Nm bond, tie, noose, 
snare, trap 
184.  pa:l iky Nf sail, layer of 
straw, leaves 
185.  pa:l iky V to bring up, to 
rear 
186.  pa:r ikj Nm other coast, 
bank, side 
187.  pa:rk ikdZ Nm park 
188.       ikM+ Nf staging 
189.  pa:w iko Nm one fourth of a 
seer 
190.  pi: ih Nf melodies note of 
a cuckoo 
191.  pi: ih V drink, swill 
192.  pi:p ihi Nm pus 




194.   i   
    i    
ihB Nf back, spine 
195.   i   ihV V beat, thrushed 
196.   i    
    i   
ihB Nf back, spine 
197.  pi:k ihd Nf spittle of chewed 
betel leaf 
198.  pi:k ihd V Indian cuckoo 
199.  pi:s ihl V grind, powder 
200.  pi:l ihy Nm an elephant 
201.  pi:r ihj Nf pain, ache 
202.  pu:t iwr Nm son 
203.  pu:c 
cf.pu:ch 
iwN Nf enquiry, respect 
204.  pu:c 
cf.pu:ch 
iwN V enquiry, 
investigation 
205.  pu:ch 
cf.pu:c 
iwN Nf enquiry, respect 
206.  pu:ch 
cf.pu:c 
iwN V enquiry, 
investigation 
207.  pu:g iwx V to be completed 





209.  pu:y iw; Nm pus, purulent 
matter 
210.  pu:r iwj Nm stuffing in a 
sweet delicacy 
211.  pu:r iwj V fill, complete 
212.  pu:rv iwoZ Nm east 
213.        iw.kZ Adj complete, whole, 
full 
214.       isV Nm belly, stomach 
215.  pe:c 
         
isp Nm serew, 
complication 
216.  pe:j ist Nm page 
217.  pe:g isx Nf swing 
218.     š is‟k Adv in front of, 
before  
219.  pe:y is; Nm beverage, 
drinkable 
220.  pe:l isy V thrust in 





222.       isM+ Nm tree, plant, 
shrub 
223.  po: iks Nf souond fo a horn 
224.  po: iks V spread  doughed 
flour into bread 
225.  po:p iksi Nm pope 
226.  po:c iksp Adj timid, cowardly, 
meek 
227.  po:s iksl V rear, bring up 
228.  po:st iksLr Nm poppy plant, 
poppy seed 
229.        iksLV Nm post 
230.     š iks‟k Adj a persion word 





which clothes or 
conceals 




232.  po:l iksy Nf empty, hollow 
space 
233.  po:r iksj Nm a knuckle, the 
space between 
any two joints of 
a finger 
234.       
         
iks<+ Adj mature, 
seasoned, sound 
235.        
        
iks<+ Adj mature, 
seasoned, sound 
236.    i   
     i    
iSB Nf access to, reach 
237.    i   
     i    
iSB V entrance, entry 
238.    i    
     i  t 
iSB Nf access to,reach 
239.    i    
     i   
iSB V entrance, entry 
240.    i   iSM Nm writing pad 
241.  paig iSx Nf swing 
242.  pair iSj Nm foot, leg 
243.    i   iSM+ Nf way, path 




245.  pautr ikS= Nm grandson 
246.  paud ikSn Nm seedling, sapling 
247.  paud 
cf.paudh 
ikS/k Nf seedling, young 
plant 
248.  paudh 
cf.paud 
ikS/k Nf seedling, young 
plant 
249.        ikS”k Nm tenth month of 
the Hindu 
(lunar) calender 
250.  paur ikSj Adj urban, municipal 
251.        
           
ikS<+ V lie, repose 
252.         
         
ikS<+ V lie, repose 
253.  pa :t ik¡r Nf row, line 
254.  pa :c ik¡p Adj five 
255.  pa :k 
cf.pa :kh 
ik¡[k Nf fin, having fin 
256.  pa :kh 
cf.pa :k 
ik¡[k Nf fin, having fin  
257.  pa :n iku Nm betel, betel-leaf 
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258.  pa :w ik¡o Nm foot, leg 
259.  pi :n ihu Adj fat, heavy 
260.  pu :c 
cf.pu :ch 
iw¡N Nf tail (of a beast) 
261.  pu :ch 
cf.pu :c 
iw¡N Nf tail (of a beast) 




263.  pe :n isu Nm pen 
264.  pe :nt isaV Nm paint 




1/12th of a 
shilling 
266.  po :c 
cf.po :ch 
iksaN V wipe, clean 
267.  po :ch 
cf.po :c 
iksaN V wipe, clean 
268.  pa i   iSaV Nf pants, pantaloon 
269.  pa i   
cf.pa i    





270.  pa i    
cf.pa I  t 
iSaB Nf temporarily 
improvised 
market place 
271.  pa un ikSu Nm three fourth, 
three quarters 
272.  pa      ikSaM Nm pound (weight) 
273.  py:ar I;kj Nm love, affection 
274.  py:as I;kl Nf thirst, longing 
275.  pr:ak izkd Adj allomorph of 
izkp occurring 
as a prefix in a 
number of words 
and imparting 
the meaning of 
before 
276.  pr:ag izkx Adj allomorph of 
izkp which 
occurs in 
number of words 
and impart the 
meaning of 
before, prior to 
etc  




278.  pr:an  izkM- Adj allomorph of 
izk; occurring in 




before, prior etc  
279.  pr Iy fiza; Adj dear, darling, 
beloved 
280.  pre:t izsr Nm ghost, goblin 
281.       t IysV Nf plate 
282.  ple:g Iysx Nf plague 
283.  pre:y izs; Nm mundance, 
achievement 
284.  pre:s izsl Nm  printing press 
285.  pr e:m izse Nm love, affection 
286.  plU:t Iywr Adj drenched, 
soaked 
287.  phA Q Nm second letter 
and fifth pentad 
of the devnagri 
alphabet 




289.  phAt  QV Adv at once 
290.  phAt  QV V torn,split, burst 
291.  phAk Qd Adj pale, anaemic, 
white 
292.  phAk 
cf.phAkk 
QDd Adj  pale,pallid, 
anaemic 
293.  phAkk 
cf.phAk 
QDd Adj pale, pallid, 
anaemic 
294.  phAl Qy Nm fruit, return 
295.  phAl Qy V bear fruit 
296.  phAr  QM+ Nm a gambling, 
party, spot 
297.  phIs fQl Adj unavailing, non-
substantial 
298.  phIr fQj Adv Then, again, 
after ward 
299.  phIr fQj V turn, return 
300.        QqV Adj alone, seperate 




302.  phUl 
cf. phUll 
 
QqYy Adj having smiling, 
cheerful eye 
303.  phUll 
cf.phUl 
QqYy Adj having smiling, 
cheerful eye 
304.  phUr Qqj Nf            bi  ’  
wings in flight 
305.  phA n Qu Nm hood of a snake 
306.  phA nd Qan Nm noose, trap, gin, 
snare 
307.  phA n Qu Nm hood of a snake 
308.  phA s Qal V entrapped, 
ensnared 
309.        QkV Nm division (of land 
etc) 
310.  pha:l Qky Nm blade, plough 
share 
311.        QkM+ V tear, rend, splite 
312.        QwV Nf disunion, discord 
313.        QwV V forth, out, aloud 
314.  phu:s 
          
Qwl Nm straw 
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315.  phu:l Qwy Nm flower 
316.  phul Qwy V blossom, knob, 
stud 
317.  phe:r Qsj Nm detour, 
circuitous route 
318.  phe:r Qsj V turn, twist 
319.  pho:k Qksd Nm dejuiced, residue 
320.       r QksM+ V break, to burst 
321.  pha :d Qk¡n Nf leaping, jumping 
322.  pha :d Qk¡n V jump, across, 
leap over 
323.  pha    Qk¡V Nm width, pond, 
lake 
324.  pha :k Qk¡d Nf cut slice (of fruit 
etc) 
325.  pha :k Qk¡d V as much of 
anything as can 
be thrown or 
taken into the 
mouth  
326.     a:n Qku Nm wedge, fillet 
327.     a:n Qku V card(cotton) 
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328.  pha :s Qk¡l Nf noose, snare, 
knot 
329.  pha :s Qk¡l V entrap, trap 
330.  phu :k Qw¡d Nf puff, whiff, 
blowing 
331.  phu :k Qw¡d V blow, puff to 
whiff 
332.  phu :s 
cf. phu:s 
Q¡wl Nm straw 
333.  phe    QsaV Nf waist band, a 
small turban 
334.  phe    QsaV Nf crack, rent 
opening 
335.  phe    QsaV V batter, beat up 
into froth 
336.  phe :k Qsad V throw, coast 
337.  bA c Nm third letter and 
fifth pentad of 
the devnagri 
alphabet 
338.  bAp ci Adj allomorph of cki 
used as the first 




339.  bAt cr Adj allomorph of 
ckr used as the 
first member of 
several Hindi 
compound words 
340.  bAd 
cf. bAdh 
c/k Nm killing, salying, 
murder 
341.  bAd 
cf.bAdh 
c) Adj tied, bound 
342.  bAd cn Adj bad, wicked, vile 









c) Adj tied, bound 
346.  




bAt  cV V  twist (thread, 
rope, etc.) 
348.  
bAc cp V saved, escape 
349.  





bAk cd Nm heron, hypocrite 
351.  








c?k Adj allomorph of 
ck?k used as 





c?k Adj allomorph of 
ck?k used as 




bAs cl Nm control, power 
356.  
bAs cl V settle (down) 
357.  
bAst cLr Nf used only as the 
second member 











bAh cg V flow, float 
360.  
bAy c; Nf sale 
361.  
bAl cy Nm strength, power, 
force 
362.  
bAlb cYc Nm bulb 
363.  

















cdZ+ Nf lightning 
368.  
bArf cQZ Nf ice, snow 
369.  
bAr  cM+ Adj an allomorph of 
cM+k used as 













c<+ V increase, rise, 
grow 
372.  
bIk fcd V sold 
373.  
bIl fcy Nm burrow, hole, 
cavity 
374.  


























cq> V extinguished 
381.  
bUr cqj Nf female genital 
organ, vagina 
382.  
bUrj cqtZ Nm tower, turret 
383.  




bA t  c¡V V division, 
partition 
385.  
bA n cu Nm constructed, 
built 
386.  
bA n cu V price paid for 
pasturage 
387.  

















ca/k V tied, bound 
392.  
bA ŋk cad Adj bent, curved, 
oblique 
393.  
bI mb fcac Nm image, shadow, 
reflection 
394.  
bI n fcu Part seeling, having, 
sight 
395.  




ba:p cki Nm father 
397.  
ba:t ckr Nf thing, matter, 
fact, talk 
398.  




ck/k Nm obstruction, 
impediment 
400.  





ck/k Nm obstruction, 
impediment 
402.  










ckN Nf extreme tips of 
the lips 
405.  








ck?k Nm tiger 
408.  













cky Nm hair, young one 
412.  
ba:r ckj Nf time, turn 
413.  
b    ckM+ Nf fence, hedge 
414.  
b    
   b     
ck<++ Nf flood, freshet, 
spate 
415.  
b     
   b    
ck<+ Nf flood, freshet, 
spate 
416.  
bi: ch Nf word of respect 
for ladies 
417.  
bi:t chr V pass, spent (as 
time) 
418.  
bi   chV Nm dung of a bird 
419.  
bi:c chp Nm middle or centre 
420.  
bi:j cht Nm seed, pip, germ 
421.  










cw> Nf understanding 
used only as the 
second member 





cw> Nf understanding 
used only as the 
second member 






















cs/k V piercing, 
performating 
429.  
be:g csx Nm bag 
430.  




be:l csy V roll kneaded 
flour into flate 
cake/bread 
432.  
be:r csj Nm plum, jujube 
433.  


















cks> Nm burden, load 
438.  
bo:l cksy Nm speech, 
utterance 
439.  
bo:l cksy V speaking, word, 
talk 
440.  
bai cS Nf sale (of a farm 
or plot of land) 
441.  
bait cSr Nm couplet, verse 
442.  
b i   
   b i    
cSB V sit, squat 
443.  
b i    cSB V sit, squat 
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   b i   
444.  
baij cSt Nm badge 
445.  
bais cSl Nf age 
446.  
bail cSy Nf bullock, ox 
447.  









ckS) Adj buddist 
450.  




ba : ck¡ Nf bellowing (of a 




ck¡/k Nm dam, bund, weir 
453.  
ba :d 
cf. ba :dh 





















ck¡/k V fasting, tie, 
faster 
458.  




ba    ck¡V V dividing, 
apportioning 
460.  









ck¡> Adj barren (women), 
sterile (soil) 
463.  





cf. ba :ŋ 
ck¡x Nf prayer call by 
the muazzin, 
crowing of a 
cock 
465.  
ba :m cke Nm roof, atlic 
466.  
ba :n cku Nm arrow, cord of 
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twisted grass etc 
467.  
ba :ŋ  
cf. ba :g 
ck¡x Nf prayer call by 
the muazzin, 
crowing of a 
cock 
468.  
ba :s ck¡l Nm bamboo, pole 
469.  








cha/k V pierce 
472.  
bi :dh 
cf. bi :d 
cha/k V pierce 
473.  
bi :n chu Nf    k      m  ’  
flute 
474.  
bi :n chu V pickup 
475.  
bu :d cwan Nf drop 
476.  
bu :m cwe Nf tall, talk 
477.  
be :t csar Nm cane, stick 
478.  
be    csaV Nf handle 
479.  
be :nc csap Nf bench 
480.  





ba iŋk cSad Nm bank 
482.  










brIk c`d Nm wolf 
484.  
bre:k czsd Nm brake 
485.  
bya:j C;kt Nm interest (on 
money) 
486.  
bhA Hk Nm fourth letter and 
fifth ultimate 




bhAdr Hknz Adj gentle, good, 
noble 
488.  
bhAt  HkV Nm soldier, warrior 
489.  





bhAj Hkt V repeat the name 
of God 
491.  
bhAkt HkDr Nm devotee 
492.  
bhAg Hkx V run, rum away 
493.  
bhAgn HkXu Adj broken, torn, 
demoralized 
494.  
bhAv Hko Nm world, existence, 
birth 
495.  
bhAsm HkLe Nf ash, cinders 
496.  
bhAy Hk; Nm fear, fright, 
dread 
497.  
bhAr Hkj Adj all, whole, full 
498.  
bhAr Hkj V fill, refill 
499.  






fHk[k Adj allomorph of 
Hkh[k used as 








fHk[k Adj allomorph of 
Hkh[k used as 




b     fHkM+ Nf wasp 
503.  
b     fHkM+ V colloide, quarr 
504.  





Hkq[k Adj allomorph of 
Hkw[k used as 






Hkq[k Adj allomorph of 
Hkw[k used as 




bhUkt HkqDr Adj enjoyed, used 
508.  
bhUs Hkql Nm straw, chaff 
509.  





bhA    HkaM Nm utensil, sham, 
hypocrite 
511.  




    b Ĩ   




    b Ĩ  




cf. bhI nn 




cf. bhI n 
fHkUu Adj separate, 
different, distinct 
516.  




Hkki V conceive, guess 
518.  
bha:t Hkkr Nm boiled rice 
519.  
b     HkkV Nm bard, minstrel 
520.  
bha:g Hkkx Nm portion, part, 
luck 
521.  
bha:g Hkkx V run, flee 
522.  





bha:l Hkky Nm forehead 
524.  
bha:l Hkky V look after 
525.  
bha:r Hkkj Nm load, weight, 
burden 
526.  
b     HkkM+ Nm        ’   v   
527.  




bh:i Hkh Part also, too, even 
529.  









Hkh[k Nf alms, begging 
532.  
bhi:l Hkhy Nm tribe inhabiting 
Indian status of 
madhya pradesh 
533.  
bhi   HkhM+ Nf crowd, mob 
534.  
bhu: Hkw Nf earth, world, 
ground 
535.  














Hkw[k Nf hunger, 
appetite, desire 
539.  
bhu:s Hkwl V bark, gabble 
540.  
bhu:rj HkwtZ Nm birch, bhoj tree 
541.  
bhu:l Hkwy Nf slip, error, 
mistake 
542.  
bhu:l Hkwy V forgetfulness, 
oversight 
543.  
bhe:d Hksn Nm secret, 
difference 
544.  
bhe:j Hkst V cause to go 
545.  
bhe:s Hksl Nm dress, garb 
546.  
b     Hks”k Nm look, guise 
547.  
b     HksM+ Nf sheep, timid 
person 
548.  
b     HksM+ V close 
549.  




bho:g Hkksx Nm enjoyment, 
suffering 
551.  
bho:g Hkksx V enjoy, suffer 
552.  
bho:r Hkksj Nm down, day-break 
553.  
bhaum HkkSe Adj pertaining to 






Hkk¡i V conceive, guess 
555.  
bha :j Hkk¡t V twist, fold 
556.  
bha :g 
cf. bha :ŋ 




bha :n Hkku Nm change (of 
smaller 
denomination), 
awareness   
558.  
bha     Hkk¡M+ Nm utensil, wares 
559.  
bha : ŋ 
cf. bha :g 









bhi :c Hkhap V grasp tightly 
562.  
bhi :g Hkhax V wet, damp 
563.  
bhi :m Hkhe Adj terrible, fearful 
564.  
bhu :j Hk¡wt V parch, blast 
565.  
bhu :k Hkwd V bark, gabble 
566.  
bhu :n Hkwu V roasted, boiled 
567.  
bhu :s Hkwl V bark, gabble 
568.  
bhe    HksaV Nf present, gift 
569.  




Hkksad V poke, pierce 
571.  
bha is HkSal Nm buffalo 
572.  




HkkSad V bark, jabben 
574.  
bha uh HkkSag Nf eyebrow 
575.  
bha ur HkkSaj Nm whirpool 
576.  





tA r Nm first latter and 




tAp ri Nm devout austerity, 
asceticism 
579.  
tAp ri V heated 
580.  
tApt rIr Adj heated, warmed 
up 
581.  
tAb rc Adv then, at that 
time 
582.  
tAt rr Pron that 
583.  




tAtr r= Adv there, in that 
place 
585.  










tAc rp V heated, boiled 
(as milk) 
588.  
tAj rt V abandon 
589.  
tAk rd Part to, upto, till, 
until, by 
590.  
tAk rd V look, glance, aim 
591.  














tAh rg Nf layer, fold, 
bottom 
595.  
tAy r; Adj decided, settled 
596.  
tAl ry Nm bottom, surface, 
floor 
597.  




rY[k+ Adj bitter, acrid, 
rancid 
599.  
tAlx rY[k+ Adj bitter, acrid, 
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cf. tAlkh rancid 
600.  
tAr rj Adj wet, soaked, 
damp 
601.  
tAr rj V cross (over) 
602.  









rM+ Nf crack 
605.  







tIs frl Pron the singular 
oblique form of 
lks 
607.  
tIl fry Nf sesamum (plant 
and its seed) 
608.  
tIr frj V float 
609.  
tUj  rq> Pron oblique form of 
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cf. tUjh  rw 
610.  
tUjh  
cf. tUj  
rq> Pron oblique form of 
rw 
611.  
tUk rqd Nf rhyme, sense, 
harmony 
612.  




tUl rqy V comparison 
614.  
tUrk rqdZ Nm turk 
615.  
   š rq‟kZ Adj sour, acidic 
616.  
t A  re Nm darkness, gloom 
617.  
  A n ru Nm body 
618.  
tA  ru V pulled, tight 
619.  
tA  rax Adj narrow, scarce, 
troubled 
620.  
  m rqe Pron you 
621.  
       rqan Nf belly 
622.  





  η  rqax Adj high, tall 
624.  
ta: rk Part till, until, upto 
625.  




ta:p rki V heat or warm 
627.  




rkr NF stringut, catgut 
629.  
ta:t rkr Nm venerable 
person, father 
630.  
ta:j rkt Nm crown 
631.  




rkd+ Nm niche 
633.  




rkd+ Nm niche 
635.  
    š rk‟k Nm playing, cards 
636.  
ta:l rky Nm pond, pool, tank 
637.  





ta:r rkj V cause to 
crossover 
639.  
    r rkM+ Nm palymra tree, 
palm 
640.  
ta:w rko Nm heat huffiness, 
rage 
641.  
ti:j rht Nf third day of the 
fortnight (in a 
lunar calendar) 
642.  
ti:vr rhoz Adj fast, pungent 
643.  
ti:s rhl Adj thirty 
644.  














tu: rw Pron thou, you 
648.  





tu:l rwy Nm length, prolixity, 
cotton 
650.  
te:j rst Nm glow, splendour 
651.  
te:g rsx Nm sword 
652.  
te:z rst+ Adj sharp,sharp 
pointed 
653.  
te:l rsy Nm oil, petrol 
654.  
to: rks Part then, therefore, 
moreover 
655.  
to:p rksi Nf gun, cannon 
656.  
     rks”k Nm appeasement, 
gratification 
657.  
to:y rks; Nm water 
658.  
to:l rksy Nf weight 
659.  
       rksM+ Nm antidote, 
counter 
660.  
     rksM+ V break, violate 
661.  
  iš rS‟k Nm provocation, 
rage 
662.  










rkSd+ Nm neckring 
665.  
taul rkSy Nf weight 
666.  





rk¡r Nf string gut, 
catgut 
668.  
tấ:n rku Nf musical note, 
tone, stay 
669.  
tấ:n rku V stretch, spread 
670.  
 ĩ   rhu Adj three 
671.  
 ũ m rwe V card (cotton with 
fingers) 
672.  
     rksan Nf paunch, potbelly 
673.  
tray =; Adj three 
674.  
tra:s =kl Nf fear, fright 
675.  
      =k.k Nf protection 
676.  
thA Fk Nm second letter 
and forth pentad 





thAk Fkd V tired, wearied, 
fatigued 
678.  
thAl Fky Nm land, place 
679.  
thIr fFkj Adj stable, static, 
transpuite 
680.  




thA  Fke V stop 
682.  
thA  Fkac Nm pillar 
683.  
thA  Fku Nm udder 
684.  
tha: Fkk V was 
685.  
tha:p Fkki Nf pat,tap 
686.  
tha:k Fkkd Nf sticking 
687.  
tha:h Fkkg Nm depth 
688.  
tha:h Fkkg V fathom, sound 
689.  







thu: Fkw Nm sound made in 
spitting 
691.  
thu:k Fkwd Nm spittle, sputum 
692.  
thu:k Fkwd V saliva, gossamer 
693.  
tho:p Fkksi V impose, thrust 
upon 
694.  
tho:k Fkksd Nm wholelot, bulk 
695.  
thấ:m Fkke Nm strut 
696.  
thấ:m Fkke V (cause to) stop 
697.  
thấ:n Fkku Nm long piece of 
cloth of standard 
size 
698.  
dA n Nm third letter and 

















dAc np V hump 
703.  








nX/k Adj burnt, scorched 
706.  
dAs nl Adj ten 
707.  
dAst nLr Nm loose stool 
708.  
dAš n„k Adj ten 
709.  
dAh ng Nm deep pool 
710.  
dAh ng V blaze 
711.  
dAl ny Nm party, group, 
team 
712.  
dAl ny V grind coarsely 
713.  
dAr nj Nm door, pass 
714.  
dArp niZ Nm arrogance 
715.  
dArd nnZ Nm pain, ache, 
affliction 
716.  





dIp  fni V glow, glitter 
718.  














fn[k V visible,seen, 
sighted 
722.  
dIg fnx Adj allomorph of 
fnd, xar the 




fnd+ Adj vexed, harassed 
724.  
dIl fny Nm heart 
725.  
dU nq Adj allomorph of 
nsk used as the 








nq/k Adj allomorph of 
nw/k used as 
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nq/k Adj allomorph of 
nw/k used as 
































nqX/k Nm milk 
735.  
       nq”V Adj wicked, bad 
736.  




dUr nqj Adj allomorph of 
nq: 
738.  
dUr nqj Part stand off, be 
gone 
739.  
dUr nqj V hide (oneself) 
740.  
dUrg nqxZ Nm fort, castle 
741.  
dA  
cf. dA  
naHk Nm conceit, vanity 
742.  
dA  
cf. dA  
naHk Nm conceit, vanity 
743.  




cf. dA nn 
nUu Adj thunderous 
sound as 




cf. dA nn 
nUu Adj thunderous 
sound as 
produced by a 
gun fire 
746.  
dA n  t nar Nm tooth 
747.  





dA n š na‟k Nm sting, bite, biting 
749.  
dA η  nax Adj wonder struck, 
astonised 
750.  
 Ĩ  fnu Nm day (comprised 





 Ĩ  fn³ Adj allomorph of 
fnd 
752.  
  m nqe Nf tail 
753.  
     nqan Nm conflict, quarrel 
754.  
da:b nkc Nf pressure, strain, 
impression 
755.  
da:b nkc V press, 
pressdown 
756.  
da:d nkn Nf ring worm, 
shingles 
757.  
da:g nkx Nm cremation, 











nk?k Nm heat, burning 
760.  




nk?k Nm heat, burning 
762.  





nkx+ Nm speck, 
stainscare, mark 
764.  
da:h nkg Nm burning, heat, 
inflamation 
765.  
da:y nk; Nm heritage, 
inheritance 
766.  
da:l nky Nf pulse 
767.  
da: r  
cf. da:r h 




cf. da:r  










nko Nm forest wood 
771.  
di: nh V gave feminine 
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     ĩ  singular past 




    ĩ  
nh V gave feminine 
plural past tense 
form of nsuk 
773.  
di:p nhi Nm earthen lamp 
774.  

















nh?kZ Adj long, large, wide 
779.  
du:b nwc Nf kind of green, 
lawn grass 
780.  
du:t nwr Nm gambling 
781.  





















du:r nwj Adv far off, far away 
786.  








ns[k V see, look 
789.  
de:g nsx Nf cauldron 
790.  
de:v nso Nm god, deity 
791.  
de:s nsl Nm country, land, 
region 
792.  
   š ns‟k Nm country, land, 
region 
793.  
de:h nsg Nf body, person 
794.  





de:r nsj Nf delay, lag 
796.  
do: nks Adj two 
797.  
do: nks V give 
798.  
do:st nksLr Nm friend 
799.  
do   nks”k Nm fault, guilt, 
defect 
800.  
daiv nsSo Nm fate, fortune, 
destiny 
801.  
daur nksSj Nf phase, stage, 
round 
802.  
daur  nksS M Nf race, run, 
running 
803.  
dấ:t nk¡r Nm tooth 
804.  
dấ:t nk¡r Adj subdued, 
suppressed 
805.  
dấ:m nk¡e Nm price, value, 
rope 
806.  












nk¡o Nm forest wood 
809.  
 ĩ  
cf. di: 
nha V gave feminine 
singular past 
tense form of  
nsuk 
810.  
 ĩ  
cf. di: 
nha V gave feminine 
plural past tense 
form of nsuk 
811.  
 ĩ   nhu Adj poor, miserable, 
humble 
812.  
 ũ   nwu Adj double 
813.  
     nsu Nf contribution, 
gift, giving 
814.  
     nksssap V  pound, crush 
815.  
drAv nzo Nm liquid, fluid 
816.  
dwAy   }; Adj two 
817.  
drIg n`x Nm eye 
818.  
drIr  
cf. drIr h 




cf. drir  





drUt nzqr Adj fast, fastmoving, 
quick 
821.  
dro:h nzksg Nm malice, rancour 
822.  
dwa:r }kj Nm door, gate, exit 
823.  
dwi:p }hi Nm island 
824.  
dwe:s  }s”k Nm malice, aversion 
825.  









}S/k Adj two types of 
discriminatory 
828.  
dhA /k Nm fourth and 
penultimate 
letter and forth 




dhAp /ki Nf thud, 
persistence 
830.  
dhAt /kr Nf mania, craze 
831.  





dhAj /kt Nf air, demeanour, 
appearance 
833.  
dhAk /kd Nf palpitation 
834.  
dhAr /kj V time, long period 
of time 
835.  
dhArm /keZ Nm religion, faith, 
justice, duty 
836.  
dhAr   /k M Nm torso, trunk, 
fuselage 
837.  

























dhA  /ke Nf thud, report 
resulting from 
the fall of a 
heavy object or 
its movement on 
the ground 
842.  
dhA  /ku Nm wealth, riches, 
money 
843.  




/kqu Nf assiduity, mania, 
fad 
845.  





/kq¡/k Nf mist, fog, haze 
847.  
dhU ndh 
cf. dhU nd 
/kq¡/k Nf mist, fog, haze 
848.  




dha:y /kk; Nf nurse, foster 
mother 
850.  






dha:r  /kk  M Adj cryaloud, widly 
852.  
dhi:r /khj Adj patient, firm, 
steady 
853.  
dhu:p /kwi Nf sun, sunshine, 
incense 
854.  
dhu:l /kwy Nf dust, dirt 
855.  
dhu:rt /kwrZ Adj knave, cunning, 
crooked 
856.  
dho: /kks V wash, launder 
857.  
dho:b /kksc Nm laundary batchof 
clothes sent toor 
from a launder 
in one lot, wash, 
washing 
858.  
dhaul /kkSy Nm hand-blow, 
buffet, row 
859.  
dhấ:m /kke Nm residence, abode 
860.  
dhấ:s /kk¡l Nf offensive,punge







dhấ:y /kk¡; Nf sound of gun 
shot 
862.  
  ũ m /kwe Nm smoke, fume 
863.  
dhấuk /kkSad V blowing, puffing 
864.  
dhấus /kkSal Nf bluster, 
coercivestance 
865.  
dhvAj /ot Nm flag, banner 
866.  








dhrUv /kzqo Nm pole, polar, star 
869.  
 tA      V   first letter and 




 tAp Vi Nf sound made by 
dripping liquid or 
falling fruits 
871.  




 tAk Vd Nf stare, gaze 
873.  




 tAl Vy V avented 
875.  
tIk      fVd V last, stay 
876.  
 tUl 
      ll 
VqYy Adj heavily drunk 
877.  
 tUll 
      l 
VqYy Adj heavily drunk 
878.  
 tA n Vu Nm measure of 
weight 
879.  
 tA ŋk Vad Nm coin, typing 
880.  
 ta:p Vki Nf tramp (of a 
horse) 
881.  
 ta:p Vki V leap or spring, 
over 
882.  
 ta:t VkV Nm sack cloth 
883.  




 ta:l Vky V postpone 
885.  
 ta:rc VkpZ Nm torch 
886.  
 ti:p Vhi Nf entry, jotting 
down 
887.  
 ti:p Vhi V enter, record 
888.  
 ti:s Vhl Nf smarting pain 
889.  
 tu:k Vwd Nm piece, fragement 
890.  
 te: 
       




       
Vs V sharpen, whet 
892.  
     
         
VsV Nf fold in the loin 
cloth 
893.  
 te:k Vsd Nf prop, stay, 
support 
894.  
 te:k Vsd V learn, support 
895.  




 te:r Vsj Nf call 
897.  
    r 
cf.       
Vs<+ Nf curve, bend 
898.  
 te:rh 
c       r 
Vs<+ Nf curve, bend 
899.  
 to:p Vksi Nm hat, helmet 
900.  
 to:k Vksd Nf interruption, 
questioning  
901.  
 to:k Vksd V interrupt, 
question 
902.  
 to:h Vksg Nf search, 
reconnaissance 
903.  
 to:h Vksg V sound, 
reconnoiter 
904.  
 to:l Vksy Nm band, batch, 
group 
905.  
 ta :t Vk¡V      Nf skull, bare head 
906.  
 ta    Vk¡M Nf projecting shelf 
(in a wall) 
907.  




 ta :g 
     ta :ŋ 
Vk¡x Nf leg 
909.  
 ta :g 
     ta :ŋ 
Vk¡x V hang, suspend 
910.  
 ta : ŋ 
     ta :g 
Vk¡x Nf leg 
911.  
 ta : ŋ 
     ta :g 
Vk¡x V hang, suspend 
912.  




 tĩ:n Vhu Nm tin 
914.  
 te : 
        
Vsa Nf screech of a 
parrot 
915.  
 te : 
        
Vsa V sharpen, whet 
916.  
 te    
         
VsaV Nf fold in the loin 
cloth 
917.  




 tra :m Vªke Nm tram car 
919.  
 tre :n Vªsu Nf railway train 
920.  
  A B Nm second letter 
and third pentad 
of the devnagri 
alphabet 
921.  
  Ap Bi Adv at a standstill 
922.  
  At  
c     A   h 
BB Nm throng, milling 
crowd 
923.  
  A  h 
c     At  
BB Nm throng, milling 
crowd 
924.  
  Ak Bd Nf rap 
925.  
  Ag Bx Nm thug, cheat, an 
impostar 
926.  
  Ag Bx V cheat, dupe 
927.  
  As Bl Adj nitwit, dull, thick 
928.  
 thA n Bu V resolved 
929.  









  a:t 
c           




       
c         




  i k Bhd Adj right, correct, 
exact, proper 
934.  
      
           
BsB Adj pure, proper 
935.  
       
          
BsB Adj pure, proper 
936.  




  he:l Bsy V thrust, shove 
938.  
    k Bksd V        ’       
939.  




 tho:r Bksj Nf peck 
941.  
      BkSj Nm place 
942.  
   :n Bku V resolve 
943.  
   :s Bk¡l V cram full 
944.  
   :y Bk¡; Nf sound of gun fire 
945.  
   :w Bk¡o Nf place 
946.  
   u    
c          
Bw¡B Nm stump, stub 
947.  
       
c         
Bw¡B Nm stump, stub 
948.  
   :s Bw¡l V stuff, full 
949.  
   :g Bksax Nf peck 
950.  
 dA M Nm third letter and 








 dAg Mx Nm pace, step, 
stride 
953.  
 dAf MQ+ Nf tambourine 
954.  
 dAs Ml V sting, bite 
955.  
 dAr Mj Nm fear, fright, 
dread 
956.  
 dAr Mj V fear, dread 
957.  
 dA    MaM Nm arm, penalty, 
fine 
958.  
 dA ŋk Mad Nm sting, tip of a nib 
or pen  
959.  
 dA s M¡l V sting, bite  
960.  
 dI mb fMac Nm embryo 
961.  
 dI mb 
      mbh 
fMaHk Nm larva 
962.  
 dI mbh 
      mb 
fMaHk Nm larva 
963.  
 da:b 
c      b  





c      b 
MkHk Nm raw coconut 
965.  
    t MkV Nf cork, spigot, 
plug 
966.  
 da:k Mkd Nf mail, post, dak 
967.  
 da:h Mkg Nm jealousy, envy 
968.  
 da:l Mky Nf branch 
969.  
 da:l Mky V but in, pour 
970.  
      
c          
Mk<+ Nf molar or 
grinding tooth 
971.  
       
c         
Mk<+ Nf molar or 
grinding tooth 
972.  
 di:l Mhy Nm stature, size, 
physique 
973.  
 du:b Mwc V drowned, to sink 
974.  
 de:k Msd Nm deck 
975.  




      
c          
Ms<+ Adj one and a half 
977.  
       
c         
Ms<+ Adj one and a half 
978.  
 do:l Mksy Nm round shallow 
pail (usually of 
iron) 
979.  
 do:l Mksy V swing, rove 
about 
980.  
 do: r Mksj Nf string, thread 
981.  
  iš MS‟k Nm dash 
982.  
daul MkSy Nm shape, form, 
appearance 
983.  




 da :t Mk¡V V scold, chide 
985.  
 da :s Mk¡l Nm kind of large-
sized mosquito 
986.  




 da   r Mk¡M+ V penalize, fine  
988.  
 di :g 
     i ŋ 
Mhax Nf vaunt, bragging 
989.  
 di : ŋ 
cf. di:g 
Mhax Nf vaunt, bragging 
990.  




dram Mªe Nm drum 
992.  
 drIl fMªy Nm drill, exercise 
993.  
 de:sk MsLd Nm desk 
994.  
 dr:es Mªsl Nf dress 
995.  
  A <+ Nm fourth letter and 




  Ab <c Nm manner, ways, 
conduct 
997.  




  Ah <g V crash down 
999.  
 dhAl <y V moulded, easy 
1000. 
  A g <ax Nm manner, 
method, mode 
1001. 
    <k V demolish 
1002. 
    k <kd Nm tree butea from 
dosa 
1003. 
      <ky V shield, slope 
1004. 
      <ky Nf pour out  
(as liquor) 
1005. 
  i   
c     i    




  i    
c     i   












      <wg Nm mound, 
hummock, heap 
1010. 
       <sj Nm heap, pile 
1011. 
    <ks V transport, cart 
1012. 
      <ksy Nm tamtom, large 
drum 
1013. 
      <ksj Nm cattle 
1014. 
      
cf.        
<wa< V seek, search 
1015. 
       
c         
<wa< V seek, search 
1016. 
   :g 
       :ŋ 
<ksax Nm hypocrisy, fraud 
1017. 
   :ŋ 
       :g 
<ksax Nm hypocrisy, fraud 
1018. 
cA p Nm first letter and 
second pentad 
of the  devnagri 
alphabet 
1019. 






p[k Nf altercation, 
noisy dispute 
1021. 














p[k V taste, eat, relish 
1025. 
cAkr pØ Nm wheel, cycle, 
circle 
1026. 
cAl py Adj unsteady, 
transient 
1027. 
cAl py V walk, move 
1028. 
cAr pj Nm spy, secret 
messenger 
1029. 




p[kZ Nm large revolving 
wheel 
1031. 
cArkh p[kZ Nm large revolving 
  
305 
cf. cArk wheel 
1032. 
cArm peZ Nm leather, skin, 
hide 
1033. 
cAr   
cf. cAr h 
p<+ V goup, ascend, 
mount 
1034. 
cAr h  
cf. cAr  









fpÙk Nm mind, heart 
1037. 
cIt fpr Nm consciousness 
1038. 
cIt fpr Adj supine, flaton 
the back 
1039. 
cItr fp= Nm picture, painting 
1040. 
cI  t fpV Nf chit 
1041. 










cf. cIr h 
fp<+ Nf irritation, huff 
1044. 
cIr  
cf. cIr h 
fp<+ Nf irritated, teased 
1045. 
cIr h 
cf.      
fp<+ Nf irritation, huff 
1046. 
      
cf. cIr  
fp<+ Nf irritated, teased 
1047. 














cUd  pqn V subject to sexual 
intercourse (by a 
male) 
1051. 







pqDd Adj extremely sour  
often used as 
the second 





pqDd Adj extremely sour 
often  used as 
the second 
member in the 
compound 
1054. 
cUg pqx V pick, peck (food 
with the beak) 
1055. 
cUst pqLr Adj active, smart, 
agile, 
1056. 
cUl pqy Nf titillation, 
prurience, 
1057. 
cÃnd pan Nm moon 
1058. 
cÃ   paV Adj cunning, clever, 
wily 
1059. 
  A    paM Adj fierce, furious, 
violent 
1060. 





 Ĩ   fpUg Nm sign, mark 
1062. 
 Ĩ   fpga Nm sign, mark 
1063. 
  Un pqu V select, choose 
1064. 
ca:p pki Nf are, pressure, 
bow 
1065. 




     pkV V lick 
1067. 









pk[k V taste 
1070. 
ca:h pkg Nf liking, love, 
craving 
1071. 
ca:h pkg V wish, like, love 
1072. 




ca:l Pkky Nf gait, speed, 
motion 
1074. 
ca:r pkj Adj four, several, 
few 
1075. 
c     pkVZ Nm chart 
1076. 












ph[k+ Nf scream, shriek, 
screech 
1080. 
ci:s phl Nf smart 
1081. 




ph[k+ Nf scream, shriek, 
screech 
1083. 
ci:l phy Nf kite 
1084. 





ci:r phj V saw, rend 
1086. 
 i   phM+ Nm pinetree 
1087. 
cu: pw V leak, drop 
1088. 
cu:t pwr Nf female genital 
organ 
1089. 
cu:k pwd Nf lapse, error, 
fault 
1090. 
cu:s pwl V suck, sip 
1091. 
cu:l pwy Nf tenon, pivot 
1092. 
cu:r pwj Nm filings, powder 
1093. 
      pw.kZ Nm powder 
1094. 
ce:t psr Nm consciousness, 
senses 
1095. 
ce:k psd Nm cheque 
1096. 
co:p 
         
pksi Nm stickness, 
viscosity 
1097. 


















co:d pksn V copulate (with) 
1101. 
     pksV Nf injury, blow 
1102. 
co:r pksj Nm thief, burglar 
1103. 
cait pSr Nm opening month 
of the Hindu 
calendar 
1104. 
caitr pS= Nm opening month 
of the Hindu 
calendar 
1105. 
cau pkS Adj allmorph of  
prq% ¼pkj½ 














pkSFk Nf fourth day of the 
lunar fortnight 
1108. 
cauk pkSd Nm crossing, square, 
market place 
1109. 
cã:p pk¡i V press 
1110. 
cã:m pke Nm skin, hide 
1111. 
cã:nd Pkk¡n Nm m   , b   ’   y  
1112. 
cã:w pk¡o Nm fondness, 
eagerness 
1113. 
 ĩ  pha Nf warbling 
1114. 
 ĩ:t 
     ĩ:th 





phaFk V reduce to 
tattlers  
1116. 
 ũ  pw¡ Nf chirping, twitter 
1117. 




 ũ   pwu Nm flour, wheat-
meal 
1119. 
    psa Nf chirping, twitter 
1120. 
     psai Nm acidic viscous 
substance 
ejaculated from 
the mango fruit 
as its nipple is 
removed 
1121. 
ce :n psu Nf chain 
1122. 
     
cf. co:p 
pksai Nm stickiness, 
viscasity  
1123. 
     pksap Nf beak, bill, dolt  
1124. 
  i  pSu Nm relief, rest 
1125. 
     
          
pkSa/k Nf dazzling effect, 
dazzlement 
1126. 
      
         
pkSa/k Nf dazzling effect, 
dazzleement 
1127. 
   k pkSad V startled, started 
1128. 








chAp Ni Nf splashing sound, 
splash 
1130. 
chAp Ni V printed or 
stamped 
1131. 
chAt Nr Nf celling, Roof  
1132. 
chAtr N= Nm umbrella 
1133. 
chA  t 
cf. chAt h 
NB Nf sixth day of the 
lunar for night 
1134. 
chAt h 
cf. chAt  
NB Nf sixth day of the 
lunar for night 
1135. 
chAk  Nd V gratified, to be 
full to be cloyed 
1136. 
chAh Ng Adj six 
1137. 
chAl Ny Nm guile, deception, 
ruse 
1138. 




chA  r NM+ Nf rod, bar 
1140. 
chIp fNi V hide, lurk 
1141. 
chId fNn V pierced, 
perforated  
1142. 
chIdr fNnz Nm pore, bore, slot 
1143. 
chIr  fNM+ V commenced, 
begin start 
1144. 
chUt  NqV Adj allomorph of  
NksVk 
 used as the  




chÃ  t NaV V sorted 
1146. 
chÃn Nu Nm moment, instant 
1147. 
chÃn Nu V intransitive 
verbal form of 
Nkuuk 
1148. 




  Ĩ  
      Ĩnn 
fNUu Adj incised, rent 
1150. 
  Ĩn fNu V wrested, 
snatched away 
1151. 
  Ĩ   
      Ĩn 
fNUu Adj incised, rent 
1152. 
cha: Nk V cover, thatch 
1153. 
cha:p Nki Nf print, imprint 
1154. 
cha:p Nki V print, publish 
1155. 








NkN Nf butter-milk 
1158. 




cha:l Nky Nf bark 
1160. 





chi: Nh Intrj fie! pish 
1162. 
chi:j Nht Nf decay, away 
1163. 
chi:j Nht V decay, wearing 
away, 
1164. 
chi:l Nhy V scrap, shave, 
peel 
1165. 
chu: Nw Nf sudden out blow 
of a gush of air 






chu: Nw V touch, feel 
1167. 
chu:t Nwr Nf contagion 
contamination 
1168. 









che:d Nsn Nm hole, opening, 
cutting 
1171. 
che:d Nsn V bore, pierce, 
perforate  
1172. 
che:k Nsd V discriminate 
against 
1173. 
      NsM+ Nf teasing, 
offending 
1174. 
      NsM+ V tease, irritate 
1175. 
cho:h Nksg Nf affection, 
emotion, love 
1176. 
cho:r Nksj Nm end, fagend 
1177. 
      NksM+ V leave, abandon 
1178. 
chail NSy Nm dandy, foppish 
person 
1179. 
      Nk¡V Nf selection 
1180. 
      Nk¡V V selection, sort 
out 
1181. 




chã:h Nk¡g Nf shade, shadow 
1183. 
chã:w Nk¡o Nf shade, shadow 
1184. 
  ĩ   NhaV Nf chintz 
1185. 
  ĩ k Nhad Nf sneeze, 
sternutate 
1186. 
  ĩ   Nhu V grab, snatch 
1187. 
   auk NkSad Nf seasoning(pulse, 
vegetable etc.) 
1188. 
   auk NkSad V season 
1189. 
jA t Nm third letter of 
the second 




jAp ti Nm adoration by 










jAb tc Adv when 
1193. 
jAj tt Nm judge 
1194. 
jAk td Nf obstinacy, mania 
1195. 
jAg tx Nm world, universe 
1196. 
jAg tx V wake up, 
awaken 
1197. 
jAnm tUe Nm birth, origin 
1198. 
jAy t; Nf conquest, 
victory 
1199. 
jAl ty Nm water, aqua 
1200. 
jAl ty V burn 
1201. 
jAlp tYi Nm sophistry 
1202. 
jAld tYn Adv quickly, swiftly 
1203. 
jA  r tM+ Nf root 
1204. 
jA  r tM+ V stud, inlay, fix 
1205. 





jIsm ftLe Nm body, physique 
1207. 




jUt tqr V tilled, ploughed 
1209. 
jU  t tqV Nm pair, batch 
1210. 
jU  t tqV V engaged (in a 
work) in full 
force 
1211. 
jUg tqx Nm far ages, for 
ever 
1212. 
jUz tqt+ Nm part, portion 
1213. 
jUl tqy Nm duplicity, 
trickery  
1214. 
jUrm tqeZ Nm crime, offence 
1215. 
jU  r tqM+ V attached, added, 
jointed 
1216. 





jA m te V freeze, solidify 
1218. 
jA n tu Nm People, pulbic, 
folk 
1219. 
jA n tu V give birth (to), 
bear 
1220. 
jA ŋg tax Nf war, battle, fight 
1221. 








ftUu Nm Jinnee 
1224. 
jĨns ftal Nf commodity, 
cereals 
1225. 
ja: tk V go, depart 
1226. 
ja:p tki Nm adsoration by 
















ja:g tkx V rise, alert 
1230. 
ja:l tky Nm net, network 
1231. 
ja:r tkj Nm adulterer, 
paramour 
1232. 
ji: th Nm live, mind, heart 
1233. 








thHk Nf tongue, lingua 
1236. 
ji:t thr Nf victory, success 
1237. 




ji:v tho Nm creature, life, 
living being 
1239. 









tw> V fight hard, 
struggle 
1242. 
je:b tsc Nf pocket 
1243. 
     
          
tsB Nm elder brother of 
  w m  ’  
husband 
1244. 
      
        
tsB Nm elder brother of 
  w m  ’  
husband 
1245. 
je:l tsy Nf prison, jail, goal 
1246. 
jo: tks Pron who, which 
what, that 
1247. 
jo:t tksr Nf tillage, holding, 
flame 
1248. 











tks[k Nf lit-it means 
weighing 
1251. 




jo:h tksg V await, look for 
1253. 
j    tksM+ Nm sum, total, 
addition 
1254. 
     tksM+ V add, sum up, 
link 
1255. 
jai tS Nf conquest, 
victory 
1256. 
jaiv tSo Adj biological 
1257. 
jau tkS Nm barley 
 
1258. 
jã: tk¡ Adj allomorph of 
tku  used as 











   ŋ  
tk¡?k Nf thigh 
1261. 
jã:gh 
cf. jã:g,  
jã:ŋ 
tk¡?k Nf thigh 
1262. 
jã:m tke Adj jammed 
1263. 
jã:n tku Nf life, animation 
1264. 




cf. jã:g,  
jã:gh 
tk¡?k Nf thigh 
1266. 
 ũ  tw¡ Nf Louse 
1267. 
 ũ n twu Nm month of June 
1268. 








jwAr Toj Nm fever, pyrexia 
1271. 
gya:t Kkr Adj know, 
comprehended 
1272. 
gya:n Kku Nm knowledge, 
learning sense 
1273. 
gye:y Ks; Adj knowable, worth 
knowing 
1274. 
jhA > Nm fourth letter and 
second pentad 
of the devnagri 
alphabet 
1275. 
jhAp >i Adj to be suddenly 
closed (eyes) 
1276. 
jhAt  >V Adv instantly, at 
once, 
1277. 










>[k Nf fish, craze, whim 
1280. 
jhIp f>i V shut, closed 
1281. 
jhUk >qd V bow, droop 
1282. 
jhUl >qy V swing, cradle 
1283. 
jhA p >ai V cover, canceal 
1284. 
jh    >qaM Nm flock, herd 
1285. 
jha:g >kx Nm foam, lather, 
scum 
1286. 
jha:l >ky Nm solder 
1287. 
jha:l >ky V solder, weld 
1288. 
      >kM+ Nm bush, shrub 
1289. 
      >kM+ V sweep, brush 
1290. 
      
cf.        
>wB Adj false, untrue 
1291. 
       
cf.       




jhu:l >wy Nm long loose over 




jhu:l >wy V swing, dangle 
1294. 
jhe:l >sy V bear, endure, 
1295. 




jhã:p >k¡i Nf weather-shed, 
covering 
1297. 
jhã:p >k¡i V cover, shade 
1298. 




















jhã:m >ke Nm dredger, 
grabbing crane 
1303. 




      >sai V blush 
1305. 
    k >ksad Nf impulse, 
impulsive sway 
1306. 
    k >ksad V throw in, thrust 
in 
1307. 










dQ Nm phlegm, mucus 
1310. 





d+cz Nf grave 
1312. 




















d+nz Nf worth, merit, 
estimation 
1317. 
kA  t dV V cut, destroyed 
1318. 
kAj dt Nf defect, flow 
1319. 
kAkš d{k Nm room, chamber, 
side, flank, armpit 
1320. 
kAf dQ+ Nm cuff 
1321. 
kAs dl Nm assay, test, 
strength, power 
1322. 








kAš d‟k Nm whip, lash, pulling 
1325. 
kA  t d”V Nm suffering, pain 
1326. 
kAh dg V say, state 
1327. 
kAℓ dy Adj sweet, soft and 
tender 
1328. 
kAℓ  dYi Nm era, having the 
manner  or form 
of 
1329. 
kAr dj Nm hand, ray 
1330. 
kAr dj V to do, to perform 
1331. 
kArk ddZ Nm cancer- the sign 
of zodiac 
1332. 
kArm deZ Nm action, deed 
1333. 




dtZ+ Nm debt, loan 
1335. 
kI fd Part that, for 
1336. 
kIs fdl Pron oblique singular 











fd+Le Nf type, kind, quality 
1339. 








dqN Pron some, few 
1342. 
kUfr dqÝ Nm blasphemy, 
heresy 
1343. 
k š dq‟k Nm sort of sacrificial 
grass 
1344. 
k     dq”V Nm leprocy 
1345. 





dqdZ V attached, 
distrained 
1347. 
k     dq<+ V fret or grieve 
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    k      
1348. 
k      
    k     
dq<+ V fret or grieve 
1349. 
kA m de Adj little, few, less 
1350. 
kA mp dai Nm tremor, quivering 
1351. 
kA n du Nm part, jota 
1352. 
kA nd dUn Nm esculent tuber 
root, sugarcandy 
1353. 
kA    
    kA     
daB Nm throat, neck, 
larynx,  voice box 
1354. 
kA     
cf. kA    
daB Nm throat, neck, 
larynx,  voice box 
1355. 
kA n j dat Nm lotus 
1356. 
kA n d.k Nm part, iota 
1357. 
kĨ  fdu Pron oblique plural 
form of dkSu  
1358. 
k mb 
   k mb  






k mb  
   k mb 




k    dqan Nm kind of flower 
1361. 
k     dqaM Nm reservoir, pool 
1362. 
k   j dqat Nf grove, bower 
1363. 
ka: dk Adj post position 
expressive of 
genitive case of, 
belonging to 
1364. 
k    dkV Nm cut, cutting 
1365. 
k     
    k     
dkB Nm wood, timber, 
block 
1366. 
k      
    k    
dkB Nm wood, timber, 
block 
1367. 
ka:j dkt Nm button hole, work, 
ceremony 
1368. 
ka:k dkd Nm crow, cunning 
fellow 
1369. 




k  š dk‟k Part had god willed 
thus 
1371. 
ka:l dky Nm time, period, age 
1372. 
ka:r dkj Nf motorcar 
1373. 
k     dkMZ Nm card 
1374. 
ki: dh V did – feminine 
plural form of 
fd,k 
1375. 
ki:p dhi Nf funnel 
1376. 
ki    dhV Nm insect, worm 
1377. 
ki:c dhp Nf mud, slime, 
sewage 
1378. 
ki š dh‟k Nm monkey 
1379. 
ki:l dhy Nf pin, peg, nail 
1380. 
ki:l dhy V drive a nail into 
1381. 
ku:p dwi Nm well, deep pit 
1382. 





ku:t dwr V appraise, assess 
1384. 
ku:d dwn Nf leap, jump 
1385. 
ku:d dwn V jump, skip 
1386. 




k    dwV V pound, pestle 
1388. 
ku:c dwp Nm march, 
departure, 
1389. 
ku:j dwt Nm warbling 
1390. 
ku:j dwt V warble 
1391. 
ku:k dwd Nf cooing, warbling 
1392. 
ku:k dwd V coo, warble 
1393. 
ku:l dwy Nm bank 
1394. 
k     
    k      







k     
    k    
dw<+ Adj stupid, dull-
headed 
1396. 
ke: ds Adj plural and 
oblique form of  
dk 
1397. 
k  š ds‟k Nm hair 
1398. 





ko:p dksi Nm fury, anger, 
wrath 
1400. 
k    dksV Nm coat 
1401. 








dks[k Nf womb 
1404. 







ko:s dksl V curse, impricate 
1406. 
k  š dks‟k Nm dictionary, 
lexicon 
1407. 
k    dks”k Nm treasure, fund 
1408. 
k     
    k      
dks”B Nm apartment, 
chamber 
1409. 
k      
    k     
dks”B Nm apartment, 
chamber 
1410. 
ko:r dksj Nf edge, flange, 
border 
1411. 
ko:rs dkslZ Nm course 
1412. 
k     
    k     
dks<+ Nm leprosy 
1413. 
k      
    k    
dks<+ Nm leprosy 
1414. 














































kaur dkSj Nm morsel 
1424. 






















dk¡[k V grunt, groan 
1430. 
kã:m dke Nm work, task, job 
1431. 
kã:n dku Nm ear 
1432. 
kã:nt dkar Nm husband 
1433. 




k    dks.k Nm angle, corner 
1435. 




k    dkSu Pron who, what, 
which 
1437. 
krAm Øe Nm order, system 
1438. 
krIš d`‟k Adj lean, thin, 
feeble. 
1439. 
kri:t Øhr Adj bought, 
purchased 
1440. 
kre:y Øs; Nm purchaseable 
1441. 
khA [k  second 
consonant and 
second member 















[k+Re Adj ended, 
completed 
1445. 
khAt  [kV Nf sound produce 





khAt  [kV V toil, labour hard 
1447. 




[k+l Nm fragrant root of 
a typical grass 
used for cooling 
purposes 
1449. 




[k+pZ Nm expenditure, 
expense 
1451. 




[k+qn Pron self 
1453. 
k  š 
    x š 
[kq‟k Adj happy, good 
1454. 
khUl [kqy V untied, 
uncovered 
1455. 
khUr [kqj Nm hoof 
1456. 




cf. xUrd etc.) 
1457. 
khA m    
cf.XAm 
[k+e Nm kink, bend, curl 
1458. 
khA n [ku Nm storey, moment 
1459. 
khA    [kUM Nm portion, part, 
piece 
1460. 
k Ĩ  
cf. k Ĩ n 
f[kUu Adj gloomy, glum, 
sad 
1461. 
k Ĩ   
cf. k Ĩ  
f[kUu Adj gloomy, glum, 
sad 
1462. 
kha: [kk V eat, corrode 
1463. 
kha:t [kkr Nm fovea, fossa 
1464. 
kha:d [kkn Nf manure, 
fertilizer 
1465. 
k     [kkV Nf cot, bedstead 
1466. 
kha:j [kkt Nf scabbies, mange 
1467. 
kha:k [kkd Nf ashes, dirt and 
dust 
1468. 
kha:s [k+kl Adj special, 
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cf. xa.s particular 
1469. 




[k+kj Nm thorn, animosity 
1471. 









[kha> Nf grouch, 
vexation, fret 
1474. 
khi:l [khy Nm parched paddy 
1475. 
khi:r [khj Nf sweetened 
preparation of 





[kwc Adv very much, 
good, beautiful 
1477. 
khe: [ks V row 
1478. 
khe:p [ksi Nf trip 
1479. 




khe:d [ksn Nm regret, sorrow 
1481. 
khe:s [ksl Nm thick cotton 
sheet 
1482. 
khe:h [ksg Nf ash, dirt, dust 
1483. 
khe:l [ksy Nm play, game, spot 
1484. 
khe:l [ksy V play 
1485. 
kho: [kks V lose, squander 
1486. 
kho:d [kksn V dig, engrave 
1487. 
kho:t [kksV Nf defect, flow, 
blemish 
1488. 
kho:j [kkst Nf search, quest, 
discovery 
1489. 
kho:j [kkst V seek, search 
1490. 
kho:s [kksl V snatch 
1491. 
kho:h [kksg Nf cave, cavern 
1492. 













[k+kSQ+ Nm fear, dread 
1496. 
khaul [kkSy V boil 
1497. 
khã:p [kk¡i Nf slice (of some 
fruits) 
1498. 





[kku Nm chieftain, Muslim 
chief 
1500. 
kha :n [kku Nf mine, quarry 
1501. 
kha :s [kk¡l V cough 
1502. 
k     [kk¡M+ Nf unrefined sugar 
1503. 
k ĩ:c [khap V pull 
1504. 






[k+wu Nm blood, murder 
1506. 
gA x Nm third consonant 
and third 
member of the 




gAp xi Nf gossip, hearsay 
1508. 
gAt xr Adj past, gone, dead 
1509. 
gAt  xV Nf sound produced 
while swallowing 




cf. gAt h 




cf. gAt  
xB V tied,closed 
together 
1512. 
gAc xp Nf mortar, plaster 
1513. 
gAj xt Nm elephant 
1514. 








x‟k Nm swoon, fainting 
fit 
1517. 
gAl xy Adj allomorph of 
xyk and xky 










xHkZ Nm womb, foetus 
1520. 
gArd xnZ Nf dirt, dust 
1521. 
gArm xeZ Adj hot, warm 
1522. 
gArv xoZ Nm pride, elation 
1523. 
gAr   
cf. gr h 
x<+ Nm fort, castle 
1524. 





gr h  
cf. g r 








fx) Nm vulture 
1528. 
gIr  fxj V fall, comedown 
1529. 
gIrd fxnZ Part around, all 
around 
1530. 
gUpt xqIr Adj hidden, secret 
1531. 
     xqV Nm block, faction 
1532. 
gUh xqg V thread, string 
1533. 









xqYQ Nm ankle 
1536. 




gUr xqj Nm formula, advice 
1538. 
     xqM+ Nm jaggery 
1539. 
gA t  
cf. gA t h 
x¡B Adj allomorph of 
xk¡B the first 




gA t h 
cf. gA t  
x¡B Adj allomorph of 
xk¡B the first 




gA m  
cf. †A m 
x+e Nm grief,woe, 
tolerance 
1542. 
gA nd xan Nf filth 
1543. 
gA nd  
cf. gA ndh 
xa/k Nf smell, odour 
1544. 
gA ndh  
cf. gA nd 
xa/k Nf smell, odour 
1545. 




gA n   x.k Nm community, 
union 
1547. 
 Ĩ  fxu V count 
1548. 
     
          
xq¡Fk V threaded, 
stitched 
1549. 
      
         
xq¡Fk V threaded, 
stitched 
1550. 
     
cf.       
xq¡/k V kneaded 
1551. 
      
         
xq¡/k V kneaded 
1552. 
  m   xqe Adj lost, missing 
1553. 
     xqu V ponder (over) 
1554. 
     xq.k Nm quality, attribute 
1555. 
ga: xk V sing, chant 
1556. 
ga:t xkr Nm body, person 
1557. 













xk/k Adj shallow, 
farthomable 
1561. 
ga:j xkt Nf thunder bolt, 
lightening 
1562. 
ga:y Xkk; Nf cow 
1563. 




X+kkj Nm ditch, pit 
1565. 









xh/k V acquire a 
predatory habit 
1568. 
gu: xw Nm facees 
1569. 
     xw<+ Adj occult, 
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          mysterious 
1570. 
      
         
xw<+ Adj occult, 
mysterious 
1571. 
go: xks Nf cow 
1572. 
go: xks Part although, 
though 
1573. 
go:t xksr Nm lineage 
1574. 
go:tr xks= Nm lineage 
1575. 
go:d xksn Nf lap 
1576. 
     xksV Nm gold or silver 
lace 
1577. 
go:h xksg Nf iguana 
1578. 
go:l xksy Adj round, circular 
1579. 
     xksM+ Nm leg 
1580. 
     xksM+ V hoe, dig 
1581. 
gais xSl Nf gas 
1582. 













x+kSj Adj fair, skinned 
1586. 
     
          
xk¡B Nf knot, tie, node 
1587. 
     
        h 
xk¡B V cobble, stitch 
1588. 
      
         
xk¡B Nf knot, tie, node 
1589. 
      
         
xk¡B V cobble, stitch 
1590. 
     xku Nm song, singing 
1591. 
     xk¡l Nf loop, obstruction 
1592. 
   w xk¡o Nm village 
1593. 
     xw¡Fk V braid, plait 
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       th 
1594. 
      
       t 
xw¡Fk V braid, plait 
1595. 
     
          
xw¡/k V knead 
1596. 
      
         
xw¡/k V knead 
1597. 
     xw¡t Nf echo,  
reverberation 
1598. 
     xw¡t V echo, resound 
1599. 
     xsan Nf ball 
1600. 
     xksan Nm gum, wood gum 
1601. 
     
           
xksaB Nm everted rim 
1602. 
     
           




      
          




      
          
xksaB V stitch in a rather 
crude manner 
1605. 
grAs xzl V swallow, seize 
1606. 
grIh x`g Nm residence 
1607. 
gra:m xzke Nm village, gamut 
1608. 
gra:h xzkg Nm crocodile 
1609. 
gri:k xzhd Nf greek 
(language) 
1610. 
ghA ?k Nm fourth consonant 
and fourth of the 




ghAt  ?kV Nm pitcher, physical 
frame,body 
1612. 
ghAr ?kj Nm home, house, 
residence 
1613. 












?kqIi Adj pitch dark, total 
blackout 
1616. 
ghU  t ?kqV V suffocated 
1617. 
ghUs ?kql V enter, pierce 
1618. 
ghUl ?kqy V dissolved, 
liquified 
1619. 
      ?kqM+ Adj allomorph of 
?kksM+k used 




ghA n ?ku Nm hammer, sledge 
hammer 
1621. 
  Ĩ  f?ku Nf abhorrence, 
odiusness 
1622. 
     ?kqu Nm weevil, wood-
worm 
1623. 
     ?kqu V eatern by wood 
worm, weevilled 
1624. 










?kk?k Nm cunning, shrewd 
1627. 
gha:gh 
 cf. gha:g 
?kk?k Nm cunning, shrewd 
1628. 
gha:s ?kkl Nf grass 
1629. 
gha:w ?kko Nm wound, injury 
1630. 
ghi: ?kh Nm ghee 
1631. 
ghu:s ?kwl Nf bribe, illegal 
gratification 
1632. 
ghu:r ?kwj V stare, (at) 
1633. 
ghe:r ?ksj Nm circumference 
1634. 
ghe:r ?ksj V besiege, encircle 
1635. 
      
cf. gho    




cf. gho :kh 






cf. gho :k 
?kks[k V cramup, commit 
to memory 
1638. 
      ?kks”k V voiced 
1639. 
gho:l ?kksy Nm solution, myrrh 
1640. 
gho:l ?kksy V dissolve, mix 
1641. 
gho:r ?kksj Adj awful, 
formidable 
1642. 
ghã:m ?kke Nm sunshine, heat 
of the sun 
1643. 
ghã:n ?kku Nm lot, quantity of 
oil seed, wheat 
etc 
1644. 
  ũ   ?kw¡V Nm drought, gulp, 
sip 
1645. 
  ũ m ?kwe V take a walk, 
stroll 
1646. 
      ?kksai V pierce, penetrate 
1647. 
      
          
?kksaV V cram up, commit 
to memory 
1648. 

































d+Ln Nm resolution, will 
1656. 
qA  z 
cf.kA  z 

























































eFk V churn, stirdeeply 
1669. 

















cf. mAt h 
eB Nm monastery, hut 
1673. 
mAt h 
cf. mAt  
eB Nm monastery, hut 
1674. 









e[k Nm sacrifice 
1677. 
mAg ex Nm way, path 
1678. 
mAgn 
 f mAgAn 





 f mAgAz 
eXt+ Nm brain, narrow 
1680. 
mAs el Nf soft hair 
appearing above 
the upper lip of 
a lad heralding 
the immient 
advent of yoth 
1681. 






  m š k 














f  m š q 
e‟d+ Nf practice, 
excersice 
1685. 









eYy Nm wrestler 
1688. 
mAl ey V rub, massage 
1689. 
mAr ej V die, wither away 
1690. 




f  mArAm 
eeZ Nm vulnerable, vital 





f  mArAz 




cf. mAr h 





cf. mAr  
e<+ V cover 
1695. 












feFk Nm myth 
1699. 
m    
    m     
feB Adj allomorph of 
ehBk    used as 




m    feV V effaced, erased 
1701. 
m     
    m    
feB Adj allomorph of 
ehBk    used as 




mIc fep V shut, closed 
1703. 
mIs fel Nm pretext, 
pretence, excuse 
1704. 
mIsl feLy Adj like, just like 
1705. 
m    fe”k Nm pretext, 
pretence, excuse 
1706. 




m š  feJ Adj mixed, complex, 
blended 
1708. 
mIl fey Nf mill 
1709. 
 mIl fey V encounter, 
mixed 
1710. 
mIrc fepZ Nf chillies, pepper 
1711. 




















eq[k Nm mouth, face, 
forepart 
1716. 











eqX/k Adj infatuated, 
charmed 
1719. 
mUft eq¶+r Adj free of charge, 
without price, 
1720. 




m šk eq‟d Nm musk 
1722. 








eqxZ+ Nm cock 
1725. 
mU  eqM+ V turn, twisted 
1726. 
mA  e  fifth and final 




mA  eu Nm mind, heart, 
desire 
1728. 
mA  ean Adj slow, tardy, mild 
1729. 
mA  eaM Nm rice starch 
1730. 
mA  c eap Nm stage, platform 
1731. 
mA  j eat V rub, scrub, clean 
1732. 
m  d eqaM Nm head, head 
served from the 
trunk 
1733. 




m   , m     
ekFk Nm forehead, head 
1735. 
ma:th 
cf. ma: , 
ekFk Nm forehead, head 
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ek?k Nm eleventh month 
of the year 





ek?k Nm eleventh month 
of the year 
according to the 
Hindu calendar 
1738. 
ma:h ekg Nm month 
1739. 
ma:l eky Nm goods, things, 
articles 
1740. 




ma:r ekj V kill, beat, strike 
1742. 
ma:rc ekpZ Nm month of March 
1743. 
mi:t ehr Nm friend 
1744. 
mi:l ehy Nf mile 
1745. 
mi:r ehj Nm nobleman, 
chieftain, leader 
1746. 
mi:r  ehM+ Nf glide 
1747. 
mu:t ewr Nm urine, piss 
1748. 
mu:t ewr V pass urine 
1749. 
mu:tr ew= Nm urine, piss 
1750. 







ewB Nf hilt, handle, haft 
1752. 
mu:k ewd Adj dumb, mute, 
speech 
1753. 
mu:s ewl Nm rat 
1754. 
mu:s ewl V steal, fleece 
1755. 
mu:l ewy Nm root, edible, 
tuber 
1756. 
mu:rt ewrZ Adj concrete, 
corporeal 
1757. 
m    
    m     
ew<+ Adj stupid, foolish 
1758. 
m     
    m    








es/k Nm sacrifice, killing 
1761. 
m    esV Nm foreman (of 
labourers) 
1762. 
m    
    m     
esB Nm foreman (of 
labourers) 
1763. 
m     
   m    































mes esl Nm a mess 
1770. 
me:z est+ Nf table 
1771. 
m    es”k Nm aries the first 
sign of the 




es[k+ Nf nail, peg 
1773. 
me:h 
    m    
esg Nm diabetes 
1774. 
me:h 
    m    
esg Nm rain, to rain 
1775. 




m    esM+ Nf list 
1777. 





m   t eksV Nf bundle, large 
leathern bucket 
for drawing huge 
quantities of 
water out of a 
well 
1779. 
m    
    m     
eksB Nf kind of grain in 
lentils 
1780. 
m     
    m    
eksB Nf kind of grain in 
lentils 
1781. 
mo:c eksp Nf sprain, twist 
1782. 











eks?k Adj infructurous, 
ineffectives 
1785. 





mo:h eksg V cast, spell, 
charm 
1787. 
mo:l eksy Nm cost, price 
1788. 
mo:r eksj Nm peacock 
1789. 
m    eksM+ Nm turn, turning 
point, fold, bend 
1790. 





maic eSp Nm match 
1792. 
mail eSy Nf dirt, filth, scum 
1793. 
mauj ekSt Nf whim, caprice 
1794. 
maur ekSj Nm pyramid like 
wicekerwork 






ma : ek¡  Nf mother 
1796. 
ma :p eki Nm measurement, 
measure, size 
1797. 





    m a:th, 
ma:t, ma:th 
ek¡Fk Nm forehead, head 
1799. 





cf. ma :t, 
ma:t, ma:th  
ek¡Fk Nm forehead, head 
1801. 
ma :tr ek= Part only, merely, 
barely 
1802. 
ma :d ek¡n Nf lain, den (of a 
beast etc) 
1803. 






cf. ma :ŋ 
ek¡x Nf demand, 
requirement 
1805. 
ma :n eku Nm esteem, respect, 
prestige 
1806. 
ma :n eku V respect, regard 
1807. 
ma :ns ekal Nm meat, flesh 
1808. 
ma : ŋ 
cf. ma :g 
ek¡x Nf demand, 
requirement 
1809. 




ma :s ekl Nm month 
1811. 
ma  š ek‟k Nm black gram 
1812. 
ma    ek”k Nm black gram 
1813. 
ma    ek¡M+ Nm sice-starch, 
boiled rice-water 
1814. 
ma    ek¡M+ V to knead 
1815. 
mĩ:c ehap V shut, close 
1816. 
mĩ:j ehat V crush, press rub 
1817. 
mĩ:n ehu Nf a fish, pisces 
1818. 
mu :d ew¡n V close, shut 
1819. 
mu :c 
cf. mu :ch 






cf. mu :c 
ew¡N Nf moustaches, 
whiskers 
1821. 
mu :j ew¡t Nf a kind of long 





cf. mu :ŋ 
ew¡x Nf green lentil          
pulse of green 
lentil 
1823. 
mu     ew¡M V ristic, dialec 
1824. 
mu : ŋ 
cf. mu :g 
ew¡x Nf green lentil          
pulse of green 
lentil 
1825. 
mu   r ewM+ Nm head 
1826. 
mu    e¡wM+ V shave, hair of 
the head 
1827. 
me  esa Part in, into, among 
1828. 
me   d esaM Nf list, field 
1829. 








esag Nm rain, to rain 
1832. 
me :y es; Adj measurable 
1833. 
mo :m ekse Nf wax, oilskins 
1834. 








mrIt e`r Adj dead, extinct 
1837. 








uHk Nm sky, firmament 
1840. 
nAbz uCt+ Nf pulse (of the 
hand) 
1841. 









uFk Nf nose ring 
1844. 
nAd un Nm big river 
1845. 
nAt  uV Nm acrobat 
1846. 
nAt  uV V to go back on 
   ’  w     
1847. 
nAk ud Adj allomorph of 
ukd used as 











u[k Nm nail 
1850. 
nAg ux Nm gem, jewel 
1851. 
nAgn uXu Adj. Nade, Naked 
1852. 
nAfs u¶+l Nm soul, self, 
passion 
1853. 
nAv uo Adj new, novel, 
young 
1854. 




 f nAsAl 
uLy Nf bread, pedigree 
geneology 
1856. 




nAy u; Nm policy 
1858. 
nAl uy Nm pipe, tap, 
hydrant 
1859. 
nAr uj Nm man, male 
1860. 
nArk udZ Nm hell (place of 
torment, as 
distinguided 
from patal, the 
lower regions 
1861. 
nArs ulZ Nf nurse 
1862. 
nArm 
 f nArAm 












fuHk V carry on, pull on 
1866. 
nIt fur Adv every day, daily, 
day by day 
1867. 
nIc fup Adj mean, base, vile 
1868. 
nIj fut Adj  w ,    ’   w  
1869. 
      
          
fu”B Adj trusting, having 
faith 
1870. 
       
         

















uqD+l Nm defect, fault 
1875. 
nA  u Nm last letter and 









nA m ue Adj moist, humid, 
damp 
1878. 
nA m ue V bow, salute 
1879. 
nI mb fuac Nm neem tree 
1880. 
nI mn fuEu Adj low, mean, 
depressed 
1881. 
na: uk Part  word denoting, 
negation, no 
1882. 
na:p uki Nm measure, 
measurement 
1883. 

















ukFk V pierce nostril 
(of) 
1888. 
na:d ukn Nm sound, musical 
sound, noise 
1889. 
     
         
ukB Nf ruination, 
destruction 
1890. 
     ukV V decline 
1891. 
      
        





na:c ukp Nf dance 
1893. 
na:j ukt Nm grain, corn, food 
1894. 
na:k ukd Nf nose 
1895. 
na:g ukx Nm cobra, snake 
1896. 
na:f ukQ+ Nf navel 
1897. 
na:s ukl Nm snuff 
1898. 
na:z ukt+ Nm conquetry, airs, 
feigred air 
1899. 




na:l uky Nm shaft, peduncle 
1901. 
na:w uko Nf boat, jerry 
1902. 
ni:l uhy Nm indigo, plant and 
the dye 
1903. 
ni:r uhj Nm water 
1904. 
 i   uhM+ Nm nest 
1905. 
nu:r uwj Nm light, listen, 
resplendence 
1906. 




ne:tr us= Nm eye 
1908. 




ne:g usx Nm conventional 
due, customary 
present & gift on 
festive occasions 
1910. 
ne:h usg Nm tadbhaw form of 
Sanskrit 
1911. 
no:d uksn Nm thrust 
1912. 
     uksV Nm note, currency 
note 
1913. 
no:c uksp Adj abstract nominal 
form of the 
verbukspuk 
1914. 
no:c uksp V pinch, pluck 
1915. 
no:k uksd Nf point, tip, end 
1916. 
   š uks‟k Nm nector, delicious 
drink 
1917. 
naij uSt Adj personal 
1918. 
nau ukS Adj nine, naw, fresh 
1919. 
nauj ukSt Part lest, god forbid, 
no matter 
1920. 




cf. na :gh 
uk¡?k V cross, jump over 
1922. 
na :gh 
cf. na :g 
uk¡?k V cross, jump over 
1923. 









ni :d uhan Nf sleep, slumber 
1926. 
ni :m uhe Nm margosa tree 
1927. 
ni :v uhao Nf foundation, 
base, ground 
1928. 




no :n uksu Nm salt 
1930. 




Q+[+kz Nm pride 
1932. 
fAsd QLn Nf phlebotomy, 
opening a vien 
for excretion of 
impure blood 
1933. 
fAzl Q+T+y Nm grace, favour, 
kindness 
1934. 









Q+dZ+ Nm difference, 
distinction 
1937. 





fA š Q‟kZ Nm floor (of a room 
etc), carpet, mat 
1939. 




Q+[kZ+ Nm pride 
1941. 
fIkr fQ+Ø Nm worry, anxity, 
care 
1942. 
     QqV Nm foot 
1943. 
fA n Q+u Nm skill, art 
1944. 
fA    Q+aM Nm fund 
1945. 
   š Q+k‟k Adj exposed, 
uncovered 
1946. 
fa:rm QkeZ Nm form 
1947. 
fi: Qh Part each, every 
1948. 
fi:s Qhl Nm fee, tuition fee 
1949. 
fi:l Qhy Nm elephant, piece 
in the game of 
chess 
1950. 
fe:l Qsy Adj failed, 
unsuccessful 
1951. 
fair Q+Sj Nm  (gun) fire 
1952. 
faut QkSr Nf death, demise 
1953. 
fauj QkSt Nf army, multitude 
1954. 




vA o Nm twenty-ninth 













o/k Nm killing, murder, 
slaughter 
1959. 




oD+r Nm time, 
opportunity 
1961. 
vAkf oDQ+ Nm wakf, charitable, 
endourment 
1962. 
vAkš o{k Nm chest, thorax 
1963. 




oD+r Nm time, 
opportunity 
1965. 
vAš o‟k Nm power, control 
1966. 
vAh og pron he, she, that  
1967. 
vAy o; Nf age 
1968. 
vAr oj Nm bridegroom, 
boon 
1969. 





vAr oj V select,  choose 
1971. 
vArg oxZ Nm class, category, 
group 
1972. 
vArm oeZ Nm armour 
1973. 
v  n o.kZ Nm caste, colour 
1974. 
vA  s o”kZ Nm year 
1975. 
vAld oYn Part son of  
1976. 



























fo) Adj pierced, 
penetrated 
1983. 
v    fo”k Nm poison, venom 
1984. 





vA  š oa‟k Nm lineage, family, 
clan 
1986. 
vA ŋk oad Nf bent, curvature 
1987. 
vA ŋ  oax Nf tin, lead, state 
of Bengal 
1988. 
va: ok Part or, either, 
whether 
1989. 
va: ok interj oh!, alas! 
1990. 
va:t okr Nm air, wind  
1991. 










ok/k Nm musical 
instrument 
1994. 
va   okV Nm watt 
1995. 
va:j okt Nm fin, wing 
1996. 
va:k okd Nf speech, voice 
1997. 
va:s okl Nm habitation, 
dwelling 
1998. 
va:z okt+ Nm sermon, 
instruction 
1999. 
va:h okg interj exclamatory, 
admiration 
2000. 




v     okMZ Nm ward 
2002. 
vi:r ohj Adj heroic, brave 
2003. 
ve: os pron they, those 
2004. 
ve:tr os= Nm cane, stick 
2005. 
ve:d osn Nm most ancient 
andsacred 










os/k Nm perforation, 
penetrating 
2008. 
ve:g osx Nm speed, velocity 
2009. 
ve:š os‟k Nm guise, external, 
appearance 
2010. 
v    os”k Nm guise, external, 
appearance 
2011. 
















vair oSj Nm enmity, 
animosity 
2016. 
va :m oke Adj left, reverse, 
contrary 
2017. 
vrAt ozr Nm fast, vow 
2018. 
vrAn  oz.k Nm boil, ulcer 
2019. 





foRr Nm finance, wealth 
2021. 
 vrIt o`r Nm circle, ring, 
account 
2022. 
vrIk o`d Nm wolf 
2023. 
v     o`”k Nm bull, bullock 
2024. 
sA l Nm last sibilant trio 




sApt lIr Adj seven 
2026. 
sAb lc Adj all, entire 
2027. 
sAbz lCt+ Adj green 
2028. 
sAbr 
 f  sAbAr 














lRr Nm essence, extract 
2032. 
sAt lr Adj good, pious, 
virtuous 
2033. 
sAtv lRo Nm being, existence, 
entity 
2034. 
sAtr l= Nm session, term 
2035. 
sAd ln Adj allomorph of lr 











l/k V tamed, 
accomplished 
2038. 
sAdr lnz Nm head, main 
2039. 
sAt  lV V stick, adhere, 
join 
2040. 








sAj lt V made ready, 
adorned,  
2043. 




l[+r Adj hard, strong, 
stiff 
2045. 




l[r Adj hard, strong, 
stiff  
2047. 
sAh lg Part with, along 
2048. 
sAh lg V bear, tolerate 
2049. 
sAr lj Nm pond, pool, 
arrow 
2050. 
sArp liZ Nm serpent, snake 
2051. 
sArd lnZ Adj cold, cool, frigid 
2052. 
sArg lxZ Nm world, sky 
2053. 
sArf lQZ+ Adj spent, expended 
2054. 




sAr  lM+ V decay, 
decompose 
2056. 





















fl> V cooked, boiled, 
become soft 
2061. 








fl[k Nm sikh 
2064. 
sIkt flDr Adj drenched, 
soaked 
2065. 
sIkkh flD[k Nm sikh 
2066. 




sIl fly Nf flate stone slab 
which spieces 
are ground with 
a  mullar  
2068. 
sIl fly V sewn, 
embroidered 
2069. 
sIlk flYd Nf silk, silken 
2070. 
sIr flj Nm head, top, 
highest point 
2071. 
sIrf flQZ Adv only, merely 
2072. 
     flM+ Nf madness, 
insanity 
2073. 
sUpt lqIr Adj sleep, senseless 
2074. 





































lqLFk Adj normal, 
composed 
2082. 









lq[kZ Adj red 
2085. 
sA m le Adj even, equal 
2086. 
sA n lu Nf whistling, 
whizzing sound  
2087. 
sA n lu Nm year, age, period 
2088. 
sA n 
cf. sA nn 




cf. sA n 





sA n lu V smeared 
2091. 
sA nt lar Nm saint 
2092. 
sA nt lar Adj saintly, pious 
2093. 
sA    laM Nm bull 
2094. 




sA ŋ  
cf. sA ŋ   
la?k Nm federation, 
union, league 
2096. 
sA ŋ   
cf.sA ŋ  
la?k Nm federation, 
union, league 
2097. 
sI ŋh flag Nm lion 
2098. 
sU n 
         
lqUu Adj stilled 
2099. 
sU nn 
        
lqUu Adj stilled 
2100. 
sU n lqu V hear, listen 
2101. 
sa: lk Part like, similar to, 
resembling 
2102. 





















lk/k Nf ambition, 
longing 
2107. 
     
         
lkB Adj sixty 
2108. 
      
        
lkB Adj sixty 
2109. 
sa:j lkt Nm preparation, 
ambellishment  
2110. 










lk[k Nf credit, good will, 
reputation 
2113. 
sa:g lkx Nm vegetable, 
greens 
2114. 










lkl Nf breath, 
breathing 
2117. 
sa:z lkt+ Nm musical 
instrument 
2118. 
sa:h lkg Nm merchant, 
gentleman 
2119. 
sa:l lky Nm year 
2120. 
sa:l lky Nm saul tree shorea 
robusta 
2121. 
sa:l lky V torment, torture 
2122. 
sa:r lkj Nm substance, gist 
2123. 









lkFkZ Adj with a meaning, 
meaningful 
2126. 
si: lh Nm hushing, sound 
2127. 
si: lh Part like, resembling 
2128. 
si: lh V sew, stitch 
2129. 





































lh[k V learn 
2138. 




lh[k+ Nf spit, skewer 
2140. 
si:l lhy Nf dampness, 
moisture 
2141. 





si:r lhj Nm self cultivated 
land 
2143. 
su:P lwi Nm soup 
2144. 
su:p lwi Nm winnowing 
basket 
2145. 
su:t lwr Nm yarn, thread, 
length 
2146. 
su:tr lw= Nm thread, yam, 
source 
2147. 
su:d lwn Nm interest 
2148. 









lw> V become visible, 
be seen 
2151. 




















lw[k V dry up, wither 
2156. 
su:kt lwDr Nm mantra of the 
Vedas 
2157. 
su:r lwj Nm sun 
2158. 
se: ls Part from, with 
2159. 
se: ls V hatch, serve 
2160. 
se:b lsc Nm apple 
2161. 
     lsV Nm set (of thing) 
2162. 
     
cf.      
lsB Nm big business 
man, banker 
2163. 
     lsV V regard, accept 
2164. 
      
        
lsB Nm big business 
man, banker 
2165. 
se:j lst Nf decorated, bed, 
couch 
2166. 
se:f lsQ Nf an iron safe 
2167. 









se:r lsj Nm measure weight 
slightly less than 
a kilogram 
2170. 

















lksFk Nm swelling, 
inflammation 
2175. 
so:c lksp Nf throught, 
consideration  
2176. 








lks[k V absorb, dry up 
2179. 
so:g lksx Nm mourning, 
bereavement 
2180. 





sau lkS Adj hundred 
2182. 
saut lkSr Nf co-wife 
2183. 
saur lkSj Nm (cotton) wrapper 
2184. 
saur lkSj Adj solar 
2185. 
      lkSM+ Nm quilt, sheet 
2186. 
sa :p lk¡i Nm snake, serpent 
2187. 
sa :dr lk¡nz Adj concentrate, 
thick 
2188. 
sa    lk¡V Nm cane 
2189. 








lk¡> Nf evening, dusk 
2192. 
sa :g 
cf. sa :ŋ 
lk¡x Nf heavy iron 
implement for 
digging up a well 
2193. 
sa :g 
cf. sa :ŋ 
lk¡x Adj complete, 
finished 
2194. 





sa :n lku Nf whetstone, 
sharpness 
2196. 
sa :n lku V mix up, mash 
2197. 
sa : ŋ 
cf. sa :g 
lk¡x Nf heavy iron 
implement for 
digging up a well 
2198. 
sa : ŋ 
cf. sa :g 





lk¡l Nf breath, 
breathing 
2200. 
sa    lk¡M+ Nm bull 
2201. 
si :c lhap V irrigate 
2202. 




     ĩ  ŋ 
lhax Nm horn 
2204. 
si :m lhe Nm silver 
2205. 
si :n lhu Nm scene 
2206. 
si : ŋ 
     ĩ    
lhax Nm horn 
2207. 
si :v lho Nf boundary 
2208. 
su :g lwa/k V smell, sniff, 
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cf.su :g,  
    ŋ 
lwa?k V smell, sniff, 
inhale 
2210. 
su :m lwe Adj miser, niggard 
2211. 
su : ŋ 
cf.su :g,  
       
lwa?k V smell, sniff, 
inhale 
2212. 
su :s lw¡l Nf porpoise 
2213. 
su    lw¡M+ Nf         ’      k 
2214. 





lsa/k Nf hole (made) in a 





lsa?k Nf hole (made) in a 
wall (by a 
burglar) 
2217. 
se :k lsad V warm, heat, 
bake 
2218. 
se :m lse Nf kidney of beam 
2219. 




so    
cf.so     
lksaB Nf dry ginger 
2221. 
so     
cf.so    
lksaB Nf dry ginger 
2222. 
so :m lkse Nm moon, monday 
2223. 
so :n lksu Nm soanes 
2224. 










lkSa/k Nf fragnance, 
sweet smell 
2227. 
sa uf lkSaQ Nf aniseed 
2228. 
zAbt t+Cr Adj forfeited 
2229. 




t+[+e Nm wound, cut 
2231. 




t+[+e Nm wound, cut 
2233. 





zArd t+nZ Adj pale, yellow 
2235. 
zId ft+n Nf obstinacy, 
insistence 
2236. 
zIc ft+p Nf checkmate, 
stalemate 
2237. 
zIkr ft+Ø Nm mention, 
reference 
2238. 
zUlm tq+Ye Nm oppression, 
tyranny 
2239. 
zUlf tq+YQ Nm lock of hair 
(curled) 
2240. 
zA ŋ  t+ax Nm rust 
2241. 
za:t t+kr Nf self, person 
2242. 
za:r t+kj Adj weep, bitterly 
2243. 
zi   t+hV Nf boasting, 
bragging 
2244. 
zi:n t+hu Nf saddle 
2245. 
ze:r t+sj Part under, below 
2246. 
zo:m t+kse Nm zeal, vigour 
2247. 




šA: „k Nm first 
conventional 
sibilant trio(‘k 




 sA “k  second sibilant 




šAb „kc Nf night 
2251. 
šAbd „kCn Nm sound, term, 
word 
2252. 
šAt „kr Nm one hundread 
2253. 
 sAt  “kV Adj six 
2254. 
šAt  
    šAt h 
„kB Adj wicked, cunning 
2255. 
šAt h 
    šAt  
“kM Adj wicked, cunning 
2256. 
 sAd  „kM Adj allomorph of six 
2257. 
šAk „kd Nm doubt, suspicion 
2258. 
šAkl 
 f šAkAl 







 f šAkAr 




    šAxs 
„k[l Nm human being, 
person 
2261. 
šAv „ko Nm corpse, dead 
body 
2262. 
šAš „k‟k Nm rabbit, hare 
2263. 
šA  t 
    šA  th 
“k”B Adj sixth 
2264. 
šA  th 
    šA  t 




„k[l Nm human being, 
person 
2266. 



















šArt „krZ Nf condition, 
agreement 
2271. 
šArm „keZ Nm shame, shyness 
2272. 
š    f‟k¶+V Nm by shifts 
2273. 
š v f‟ko Nm lord shiva 
2274. 
š    f‟kLr Nf alignment, 
finger tip 
2275. 
š     f‟k”V Adj civilized, 
courteous 
2276. 
š š  f‟k‟u Nm penis, phallus 
2277. 
š   f‟kj Nm head, top 
2278. 




   š b  
„kqHk Adj auspicious, good 
2280. 
š b  
   š b 
„kqHk Adj auspicious, good 
2281. 
š b  
   š bhr 
„kqHkz Adj radiant, shining, 
clear 
2282. 
š b   
   š b  
„kqHkz Adj radiant, shining, 
clear 
2283. 
š   „kq) Adj pure, sacred 
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   š    
2284. 
š    
   š   
„kq) Adj pure, sacred 
2285. 
š k „kqd Nm parrot 
2286. 
š k  „kqØ Nm (planet) venus, 
friday, semen 
2287. 
š k  „kqDy Adj white, clean 
2288. 
š šk „kq”d Adj dry,dried, 
withered 
2289. 
š k  „kqYd Nm free, 
subscription 
2290. 
šA m „ke Nm quiet, 
transquility 
2291. 
šA  n “k.k Adj allomorph of six 
2292. 
 sA    “kaM Nm bull, bullock 
2293. 
šA ŋk 
   šA ŋk  
„ka[k Nm conchshell 
2294. 
šAŋk  
   šA ŋk 
„ka[k Nm conchshell 
2295. 
š     „kqaM Nm trunk of an 
elephant 
2296. 




š  b  „kkCn Adj sound, literal, 
verbal 
2298. 
š    „kkn Adj delighted, happy 
2299. 
š  k „kkd Nm vegetable 
2300. 
š  k 
    š  k  
„kk[k Nf branch, twig, 
bough 
2301. 
š  k  
    š  k 
„kk[k Nf branch, twig, 
bough 
2302. 
ša:kt „kkDr Nm worshipper 
2303. 
š    „kkg Nm king, monarch 
2304. 
š    „kky Nm sal tree (shorea 
robusta) 
2305. 
š    „kky Nf shawl 
2306. 
ši   „khr Adj cold, frigid, chilly 
2307. 
ši š „kh‟k Nm head, top 
2308. 
ši   „khy Nm modesty, piety 
2309. 
ši   „khj Nm python 
2310. 
ši   „khj Nf sweet dish of 
milk 
2311. 




ši    „kh”kZ Nm head, top 
2313. 
š     „kwnz Nm man of the 
fourth of the 
four castes of 
the Hindu 
2314. 
š  k „kwd Nm bristle 
2315. 
š    „kwy Nm sharp or acute 
pain 
2316. 
š    „kwy V inflict pain, 
torture 
2317. 
š    „kwj Nm valiant, brave, 
heroic 
2318. 
š    „ksM Nm shade, shed 
2319. 
š  k  
   š  x 
 Nm sheikh: one of 





š   s „ks”k Nm last, remainder 
2321. 
š    „ks”k Adj remaining, other 
2322. 
š  x 
   š  k  
„ks[k Nm sheikh: one of 







š    „ksj Nm lion 
2324. 
š    „ksj Nm poetry, couplet 
2325. 
š    
   š     
„kksFk Nm swelling, 
intumescance 
2326. 
š     
      š    
„kksFk Nm swelling, 
intumescence 
2327. 
š    
   š     
„kks/k Nf research, 
purification 
2328. 
š    
   š     
„kks/k V purify, cleanse 
2329. 
š     
   š    
„kks/k Nf research, 
purification 
2330. 
š     
   š    
„kks/k V purify, cleanse 
2331. 
š    „kksp Nm anxiety, 
brooding 
2332. 
š  k „kksd Nm sorrow, grief, 
condolence 
2333. 
š  k 
   š  k  
„kks[k Adj insolent, playfull 
2334. 
š  k  „kks[k Adj insolent, playful 
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   š  k 
2335. 
š    „kksj Nm noise, tumult 
2336. 
š i „kS Nf thing, article, 
object 
2337. 
š iv „kSo Nm devotee of lord 
shiva 
2338. 
š i  „kSy Nm rock, hill, 
mountain 
2339. 
š    „kkSp Nm evacation of 
excrement, toilet 
2340. 
š  k 
   š  q 
„kkSd+ Nm fondness, fancy, 
hobby 
2341. 
š  q 
   š  k 
„kkSd+ Nm fondness, fancy, 
hobby 
2342. 
š :m „kke Nf evening, dusk 
2343. 
š :n „kku Nf magnificence, 
splendour 
2344. 
š     „kkUr Adj peaceful, still, 
silent 
2345. 
ši n „khu Adj frozen, 
congealed 
2346. 
š Ut Jqr Adj heard, received 
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through the ears 
2347. 
š A m Je Nm labour, toil 
2348. 
šw    „osr Adj white, bright, 
blemishless 
2349. 
š  :y Js; Nm credit, good 
2350. 
š  :  s „ys”k Nm pun, 
paronomasia 
2351. 
šy :m „;ke Adj black, dark blue 
2352. 
šy :n „;ku Adj viscous 
2353. 
šw :n „oku Nm dog 
2354. 
















[k+l Nm fragrant root of 
a typical grass 












[kqn pron self 
2361. 
x š 
   k  š 




































































x+kSj Adj fair-skinned 
2377. 
hA g  last and thirty 




hAp gi Nf sound produced 
in striking the 
two lips together 
2379. 




















gB Nm obstinacy, 
stubborness 
2384. 




gB Nm obstinacy, 
stubbornness 
2386. 
hAj gt Nm pilgrimage to 
mecca 
2387. 




gd+ Nm right, 
entillement 
2389. 




gd+ Nm right, 
entillement 
2391. 
hAsb gLc Part according to, in 
accordance with 
2392. 
hAst gLr Nm hand, trunk of 
an elephant 
2393. 





hAy g; Nm horse 
2395. 
hAl gy Nm plough, solution 
2396. 








gjZ Nf myroblalan 
2399. 
hAr gj Adj each, every 
2400. 
hAr gj V kidnap, abduct 
2401. 
hArf gQZ Nm letter (of the 
alphabet) 
2402. 
hArz gtZ Nm harm, loss 
2403. 
hA   g”kZ Nm joy, jubilation 
2404. 
hAr  gM+ Nf myrobalan 
2405. 
hAr  gM+ V cause aversion, 
repel 
2406. 
hIt fgr Nm welfare, well-
being 
2407. 
hIjr fgtz Nm separation 
2408. 




hIl fgy V move, shake, 
swing 
2410. 
hIrs fglZ Nf competition, 
envy, greed 
2411. 
hUt gqr Adj thrown into fire 
(as an oblation) 
2412. 
hUk gqd Nm hook 
2413. 
hUsn gqLu Nm beauty, 
prettiness 
2414. 
  š gq‟k intrj hush, keep silent 
2415. 
hA d  g¡M V ramble, wander 
2416. 
hA m ge Adj similar, equal, 
together 
2417. 
hA n gu V kill, slay 
2418. 




hA ns gal Nm swan, goose 
2420. 
hA s gal V laugh,deride 
2421. 
hI m fge Nm snow, ice, frost 
2422. 




hU  gq¡ intrj Part, 
denotingassent 
2424. 








gkFk Nm hand 
2427. 
     gkV Nf temporary and 
periodic market 
2428. 
ha:s gkl Nm laughter, 
laughing 
2429. 
ha:y gk; Intrj oh!, ah me! 
2430. 
ha:l gkl Nm condition, news 
2431. 
ha:r gkj Nf defeat, loss, 
necklace 
2432. 
ha:r gkj V defeated, 
wearied 
2433. 
     gkM+ Nm bone 
2434. 
ha:w gko Nm gestures, 
blandishment 
2435. 





hi:k ghd Nf stench 
2437. 
hi:r ghj Nm pith, essence 
2438. 
hu:k gwd Nf haunting agony, 
smarting pain 
2439. 
hu:k gwd V smarting pain 
2440. 
hu:r gwj Nf fairy, beauty 
2441. 
he: gs Part vocative, Part 
2442. 
     gsM Adj head 
2443. 
he:c gsp Adj worthless, 
trifling 
2444. 
he:r gsj V search 
2445. 
ho: gks V occur, happen 
2446. 
     
         
gksB Nm lip 
2447. 
      
        
gksB Nm lip 
2448. 
   š gks‟k Nm sense, 
consciousness 
2449. 
     gksM+ Nf completition, 
race 
2450. 





  i   gSV Nm hat 
2452. 
haud gkSn Nm tank, sink 
2453. 
haul gkSy Nm fear, dread, hall 
2454. 
ha : gk¡ Nf yes, yea 
2455. 
ha :p gk¡i V pant, breathe, 
heavily 
2456. 
ha :k gk¡d Nf bawling, calling, 
aloud 
2457. 
ha :k gk¡d V drive(an animal 
or an animal 
driven vehicle) 
2458. 




     ĩ ŋ 
ghax Nf asafatedia 
2460. 
hi :n ghu Adj inferior, 
worthless 
2461. 
 ĩ: ŋ 
     ĩ   
ghax Nf asafatedia 
2462. 
hu : gw¡ Part yes 
2463. 




he :m gse Nm gold 
2465. 
ho    
cf.ho     
gksaB Nm lip 
2466. 
ho     
cf.ho    
gksaB Nm lip 
2467. 





gSa V are 
2469. 
ha us gkSal Nf craving, longing 
2470. 
ha uz gkSt+ Nm tank, reservoir 
(of water etc.) 
2471. 
hra:s gzkl Nm decay, fall 
2472. 
hrIt g`r Adj taken away, 
stolen 
2473. 
yA ; Nm first of the , j y 




yAtn ;Ru Nm effort, endevour, 
attempt 
2475. 




yAk ;d Adj one, alone 
2477. 




yAv ;o Nm barley 
2479. 
yAš ;‟k Nm fame, reputation 
2480. 








;q) Nm war, welfare 
2483. 
yUkt ;qDr Adj united, 
combined 
2484. 
yUg ;qx Nm age, epoch, era 
2485. 
yUgm ;qXe Nm pair, couple 
2486. 




ya: ;k conj or, either 
2488. 
ya:d ;kn Nf memory, 
recollection 
2489. 





yu:p ;wi Nm post with which 
the sacrificial 










;wFk Nm group, company, 
band 
2493. 
yu:k ;wd Nm louse 
2494. 
ye: ;s pron these 
2495. 
yo:g ;ksx Nm total, sumtotal, 
recipe 
2496. 
ya :m ;ke Nm three hours time 
2497. 
ya :n ;ku Nm van, vechile 
2498. 
yu : ;w¡ Adv in this way, in 
this manner 
2499. 
yo : ;ksa Adv like this, manner 
2500. 
ya u ;kSa Adv thus in this wise, 
in this manner 
2501. 






ya un ;kSu Adj sexual, vaginal 
2503. 
lA y Nm third of the 
semi-vowel 




lAp yi Nf elasticity, sound 
produced by 
ncoving a stick 
forcefully in the 
air 
2505. 
lAp yi V be bent, resile 
2506. 









yC/k Nm quotient, 
obtained 
2509. 
lAt yr Nf addiction, bad 
habit 
2510. 
lAd yn V to be loaded, 
burdened 
2511. 












yB Nm cudgel, long 
heavy staff 
2514. 
lAč yp Nf elasticity, 
flexibility 
2515. 
lAč yp V to bend, to 
mellow down 
2516. 
lAkš y{k Nm mark, target 
2517. 




 f lAgAn 
yxu Nf an auspicious 
moment for 
performance of a 
ceremony or 
commencement 
of a work, time 
of marriage 
2519. 
lAv yo Nm whit, Part 
2520. 
lAs yl Nm pastiness, 
stickness 
2521. 





lAy y; Nf concerd, 
melody, tune 
2523. 
lAr  yM+ Nf string, row 
2524. 
lr  yM+ V to fight, quarrel 
2525. 









fy[k V write, note down 
2528. 
     fyLV Nf list 
2529. 
lUpt yqIr Adj disappeared, 
vanished, hidden 
2530. 
lUtf yqRQ Nm fun, pleasure, 
enjoyment 
2531. 
     yqV V robbed, 
plundered 
2532. 
lUk yqd V hide 
2533. 
lA mp yai Nm lamp 
2534. 




lA   d yaM Nm penis 
2536. 
lA nc yap Nm lunch 
2537. 
lA    
cf.lA   th 
yaB Adj stupid, boorish 
2538. 
lA   th 
cf.lA    
yaB Adj stupid, boorish 
2539. 
lA ŋk yad Nf waist, loins 
2540. 
lA ŋ  yax Nf lameness, limp 
2541. 
l I ŋ  fyax Nm male genital 
organ 
2542. 
lU n yqu V reap a harvest 
2543. 
lU nj yqat Adj crippled, fleshy 
and flaceid 
2544. 
lU    yqaM Nm torso, round 
rolled packet 
2545. 










ykHk Nm profit, getting, 
gaining 
2548. 




la:d ykn Nf lord, burden 
2550. 
la:d ykn V load, lewden 
2551. 
     ykV Nm lord, governor, 
pillar 
2552. 
     ykM Nm lord 
2553. 






















la:g ykx Nf harmonious 
relation, rancour 
2559. 
   š yk‟k Nf corpse, dead 
body 
2560. 
la:h ykg Nf lac 
2561. 




la:r ykj Nf drivel, saliva 
2563. 
     ykM+ Nm affection, 
fondness 
2564. 




li:p yhi V to plastic, smear 
2566. 
li:d yhn Nf dung (of a 
horse, elephant) 
2567. 








yh[k Nf tiny louse 
2570. 
li:g yhx Nf league 
2571. 
li:l yhy V to swallow, gulp 
2572. 
lu: yw Nf warn year, 
sunstrove 
2573. 
lu:t ywr Nf plunder, booty 
2574. 
     ywV V plunder, pillage 
2575. 





le: ys V take, accept 
2577. 
le:p ysi Nm ointment, 
smearing 
2578. 
le:p ysi V plaster, smear 
2579. 
     ysV Adj late 
2580. 
     ysV V lie, recline 
2581. 









ys[k Nm ointment, 
smearing 
2584. 
le:s ysl Nm stickness, 
adhesiveness 
2585. 
   š ys‟k Adj very little 
2586. 




  m b  y’  
attention  
2587. 
























yks/k Nm tree symploco 
recemoze (its 
bark and twigs 






yks/k Nm tree symploco 
recemoze (its 
bark and twigs 




     yksV Nf rolling, lying 
2595. 
     yksV V roll, wallow 
2596. 










lo:k yksd V catch (thing 
falling down) 
2599. 
lo:g yksx Nm man, people 
2600. 
      yks”V Nm lump of 
clay,earth 
2601. 
lo:h yksg Adj made of iron 
2602. 
     
         
yks<+ V pluck (flower) 
2603. 
      
        
yks<+ V pluck (flower) 
2604. 
lais ySl Adj equipped,fitted 
(with), ready 
2605. 
lau ykS Nf flame, glow 
2606. 
      ykSV Nf returning 
2607. 
      ykSV V return, come 
back 
2608. 
lauz ykSt+ Nf almond 
2609. 





       ŋ 
yk¡x Nf part of /kksrh 
that is tucked up 
at the rear 
2611. 
la :g 
cf.la :gh,  
   ŋ 




   ŋ 
yk¡?k V cross, jump 
2613. 
la :m yke Nm war-front, army 
2614. 
la :n ykWu Nm lawn 
2615. 
la : ŋ 
         
yk¡x Nf part of /kksrh 
that is tucked up 
at the rear 
2616. 
la : ŋ 
cf.la :g,  
      
yk¡?k V cross, jump 
2617. 
li : yh V past participle 
feminine 
singular form of 
the verb ysuk 
2618. 






lu :m ywe Nm tail 
2620. 
lu    yw.k Nm salt 
2621. 
le :n ysu Nm taking, receiving 
2622. 
le :ns ysal Nm lens 
2623. 
lo :m ykse Nm hair, soft hair on 
the body 
2624. 
la imp ySEi Nm lamp 
2625. 
la     ykSaM+ Adj allomorph of 
ykSMak used 






cf. la  ŋ 
ykSax Nf clove, nose-stud 
2627. 
la uŋ 
cf. la ug 
ykSax Nf clove, nose-stud 
2628. 
rA j Nm second amongst 
the series , j y o 
of the devnagri 
alphabet 
2629. 
rAb jc Nm god, master 
2630. 















jFk Nm carriage, 
vechile, chariot 
2634. 
rAtn jRu Nm gem, precious 
stone 
2635. 









jn~n Adj rejected, 
cancelled 
2638. 
rAt  jV Nf constant, 
reception 
2639. 
rAt  jV V repeate 
2640. 

















jD+l Nm dance, dancing 
2645. 




jD+l Nm dance, dancing 
2647. 
rAf jQ Adj rough 
2648. 
rAv jo Nm noise, tumult 
2649. 
rAs jl Nm juice, relish 
2650. 
rAh jg Adj allomorph of 




rAh jg V live, stay 
2652. 








fjDFk Nm legacy 
2655. 
rIs fjl Nf anger, wrath 
2656. 











:) Adj hindered, 
obstructed 
2659. 
rUdr :nz Nm epithet of lord 
shiv and inferior 
manifestations 
of the lord 
2660. 









#[k Nm attitude, 
direction 
2663. 
  kš #{k Adj arid, hard, harsh 
2664. 
     #X.k Adj ill, sick, unwell 
2665. 
      #”V Adj displeased angry 
2666. 
rA m je V enjoy, make 
merry 
2667. 
rA n ju Nm run (in cricket) 
2668. 
rA n  j.k Nm war, battle 
2669. 





rA n j jat Nm sorrow, grief, 
sadness 
2671. 
rA ŋk jad Adj poor, indigent 
pauper 
2672. 
rA ŋ  jax Nm colour, dye, 
complexion 
2673. 
rA ŋ  j¡x V colour, dye 
2674. 
rI nc fjap Nm wrench 
2675. 
rInd fjan Nm libertine, one 












#¡/k V to be choked 
2679. 
rU     #aM Nm atorso  
2680. 
ra:b jkc Nm molasses, 
treacle 
2681. 
ra:t jkr Nf night 
2682. 













jk[k Nf ashes 
2686. 
ra:g jkx Nm melody, tune, 
passion 
2687. 
ra:v jko Nm prince 
2688. 
ra:s jkl Nm circular dance 
performance 
with the legand 
of Krishna and 
the gopies 
2689. 
ra:st jkLr Adj proper, be fitting 
2690. 
ra:z jkt+ Nm secret 
2691. 
ra:h jkg Nf way, path, 
route, course 
2692. 
ra:y jk; Nf opinion, view, 
advise 
2693. 
ra:l jky Nf resin, resinous 
2694. 











ri:t jhr Nf method, mode, 
manner 
2697. 









jhN Nm bear 
2700. 
ri:l jhy Nf reel (of thread, 
film, etc) 
2701. 
 i   
    i    
jh<+ Nf backbone, spine 
2702. 
 i    
    i   
jh<+ Nf backbone, spine 
2703. 
ru: : Nm face, 
countenance 
2704. 
ru:p :i Nm form, shape, 
appereance 
2705. 
     
         




      
        
:B V sulk, to be sulky 
2707. 
ru:j :t Nm rouge 
2708. 
ru:k :[k Nm small quantity of 
a thing given as 
a consideration 
over and above 
that purchased 
2709. 
   kš :{k Adj arid, hard, harsh 
2710. 




ru:h :g Nf soul, spirit, 
essence 
2712. 
ru:l :y Nm scale, ruler, line 
2713. 
ru:l :y V draw lines (with 
the help of a 
scale) 
2714. 
     
         




      
        






re: js Part vocative Part 







jsQ Nm letter or its 
allograph as in _ 




jsQ Nm letter or its 
allograph as in _ 
dZ   Vª 
2719. 
re:t jsr Nf sand 
2720. 
re:t jsr V file, rasp 
2721. 








js[k Nf line, mark 
2724. 




re:l jsy Nf rail, railway 
2726. 




     
         
js<+ Nf ruination, 
destruction 
2728. 
      
        
js<+ Nf ruination, 
destruction 
2729. 
ro: jks V weep, cry 
2730. 
ro:p jksi Nf seedling 
2731. 
ro:p jksi V plant, implant 
2732. 










jks/k Nm bar, obstruction, 
hindrance 
2735. 








ro:k jksd V stop, detain 
2738. 





ro:m jkse Nm small and soft 
hair on the body 
2740. 
ro:z jkst+ Nm day 
2741. 
     jks”k Nm anger, wrath 
2742. 
ro:r jksj Nm clamour, out cry 
2743. 
rau jkS Nf motion, flow, 
impulsive mood 
2744. 









jk¡/k V cook, prepare 
food 
2747. 




       ŋ 
jkax Nm tin 
2749. 
ra :m jke Nm Ramchandra the 
greatest of the 
ancient Indian 
kings of solar 
dynasty and the 












jk¡Hk V bellow, cry out 
2752. 
ra :n jku Nf thigh 
2753. 
ra : ŋ 
         
jkax Nm tin 
2754. 
ra    jkM+ Nf widow, term of 
abuse 
2755. 
ri :m jhe Nm ream (of paper) 
2756. 
re :k jsad V to bray, bellow 
2757. 
re :g 
       ŋ 
jsax V creep 
2758. 
re : ŋ 
         
jsax V creep 
2759. 
re    jsaM+ Nm ruination, 
destruction 
2760. 
ra in jSu Nf night 
2761. 
rau nd jkSan Nm trampling 
(over), crushing 
under the feet 
2762. 
wa: okg Intj Welldone!, 
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Glossary of the Monosyllabic Words in Modern 
Standard Hindi 
 
 The glossary of the monosyllabic words of Modern Standard 
Hindi which forms the basic of the study is presented below.  These 
words were collected from a modern Hindi dictionary entitled “A 
Practical Hindi-English Dictionary”, by Mahendra Chaturvedi and 
Bhola Nath Tewari.  
 The glossary is divided into five columns.  The first column 
lists the serial numbers of the entries.   In the second column, we 
provide transcription of the entries in terms of the phonological 
units of Modern Standard Hindi, the third column contains entry in 
Hindi Orthography, the fourth column identifies the form class to 
which each entry of the glossary belongs.  The fifth column provides 
the gloss for all the entries in English. 
 The alphabetical order of the entries in the glossary, is an 
follows: 
Vowels  
  A I U 
   Ã  Ĩ   Ũ 
 
 a: i: u: e: o: ai: au: 






p ph b bh t th d dh t  t h d
 d h 
c ch j jh k kh g gh q 
m n n    ŋ 
f v s z š x 4 h  
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Glossary of the Monosyllabic Words in Modern 
Standard Hindi 
 
 The glossary of the monosyllabic words of Modern Standard 
Hindi which forms the basic of the study is presented below.  These 
words were collected from a modern Hindi dictionary entitled “A 
Practical Hindi-English Dictionary”, by Mahendra Chaturvedi and 
Bhola Nath Tewari.  
 The glossary is divided into five columns.  The first column 
lists the serial numbers of the entries.   In the second column, we 
provide transcription of the entries in terms of the phonological 
units of Modern Standard Hindi, the third column contains entry in 
Hindi Orthography, the fourth column identifies the form class to 
which each entry of the glossary belongs.  The fifth column provides 
the gloss for all the entries in English. 
 The alphabetical order of the entries in the glossary, is an 
follows: 
Vowels  
  A I U 
   Ã  Ĩ   Ũ 
 
 a: i: u: e: o: ai: au: 






p ph b bh t th d dh t  t h d
 d h 
c ch j jh k kh g gh q 
m n n    ŋ 
f v s z š x 4 h  
y l r l  r  r h w 
 
 
 
